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Abstract
In this thesis we investigate the interactions between nucleons, which have spin-1/2, and 
nuclei, which may also have intrinsic spin. The dependence of the nucleon-nucleon in­
teraction on the relative orientations of the spin of the two particles is well known and 
suggests a similar dependence may be present in the interactions of nucleons with nuclei. 
The effect of the spin of the nucleus on the nucleon-nucleus potential has been the sub­
ject of much theoretical and experimental interest. Previous work has found tha t in many 
cases spin-spin interactions cannot be ignored, especially for high spin exotic nuclei such 
as those likely to be produced in the next generation of radioactive beam facilities.
In this work a model has been developed for determining spin-spin terms in the 
nucleon-nucleus optical potential. These terms are constructed by folding a realistic ef­
fective nucleon-nucleon interaction, which includes both direct and exchange parts, over 
the nuclear wavefunction. The target is assumed, for our purposes, to have a simple two 
valence-particle structure, with the total spins of the two valence nucleons coupling to 
give the total spin of the nucleus. The resulting spin-spin tensors are evaluated within 
Distorted Wave Born Approximation to obtain the spin-spin amplitudes.
This general model has been used for the specific calculation of the elastic scattering of 
protons by 10B, for which relevant experimental data exist. New spin-spin interactions that 
have higher order couplings of the target and projectile spins are included. In addition, 
where previous work on spin-spin interactions has only included exchange corrections 
for the central parts of the nucleon-nucleon interaction, we have included the non-local 
exchange contribution from the tensor parts of the nucleon-nucleon interaction. The 
effect of these spin-spin interactions on observables sensitive to the spin polarisation of the 
incident beam, specifically the polarisation transfer coefficient Dn n , has been investigated. 
We have found that the spin-spin interactions derived from this model have a significant 
effect on D n n  when used to examine the elastic scattering of protons from 10B. The 
calculation of TVat has also been shown to be particularly sensitive to the parameters of 
the model used to describe the nuclear structure.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
1.1 M otivation
The study of nuclear reactions is mainly concerned with the scattering and reactions of a 
nuclear projectile, interacting through the strong and electromagnetic forces, with a tar­
get nucleus. Nuclear reactions and nuclear scattering are used to study the fundamental 
properties of nuclei, but they are not only of academic interest. Numerous applications 
of this field are also found in industry, medicine and energy production. Nuclear reac­
tions also play an important role in astrophysics; research into stellar burning cycles and 
nucleosynthesis requires knowledge and understanding of nuclear reactions.
Elastic scattering is one of the simplest types of nuclear reaction. In this channel the 
projectile, A, and the target, B , start in their ground states and their final states are 
the same as their initial states. This is written as B (A ,A )B .  The kinetic energy of the 
relative motion of the two particles is asymptotically conserved, but their direction of 
motion changes. Despite the simplicity of this reaction, elastic scattering is an important 
source of information on nuclear properties.
The potential which is used to describe elastic scattering is the optical potential. In 
the optical model, the many-body problem arising from all the interactions between the 
nucleons in the target nucleus and those in the incident particle is encompassed in an 
effective two body interaction. The numerous nucleon-nucleon interactions are replaced 
by a single potential between the projectile and target. It is referred to as the optical 
model because it is analogous to the scattering of light. For example, in optics the various 
interactions of light with each particle in the medium is approximated using the refractive 
index of the medium. This work takes a careful look at the optical potential, or more 
specifically, its spin dependence.
W ith the next generation of radioactive beam facilities currently under construction 
there is a vital need for nuclear reaction theory calculations to make predictions of ob­
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servables relevant to the proposed experiments. In order to do this for the exotic nuclear 
species that will be produced in these facilities, it is necessary to determine accurate op­
tical models to describe nucleon elastic scattering from targets with non-zero spin. This 
is one of the goals of this work.
1.2 Previous Work on Spin-Spin Interactions
The two-body nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction contains a component which depends on 
the relative orientation of the spins of the two nucleons. For a non spin-zero nucleus a 
similar component in the nucleon-nucleus interaction may also be expected. Inclusion 
of terms in the optical potential which depend on the spin operator, / ,  of the target 
nucleus, were first proposed by Feshbach over 50 years ago [1,2]. Initially, many attempts 
were made to describe these spin-spin interactions using a central, or so-called ‘spherical 
spin-spin’ term of the form
U°SS(R) =  -V s s F 0(R)rr0 ■ I, (1.1)
where R  is the projectile target separation, Vss is the strength of the potential, Fo(R) is the 
form factor and cr0 is the Pauli spin operator for the scattered nucleon. Some early work 
[3 - 6 ] used a phenomenological optical model potential in which the spin-spin interactions 
were added and determined by a fit to experimental data. Others evaluated the spherical 
spin-spin potential microscopically from appropriate terms in the NN interaction [7-11].
Later works [12-14] included a second-rank ‘tensor spin-spin’ term given by
U%S(R) = - V s t Ft (R)[Z(<t0 ■ R ) ( I  ■ R )  -  <t0 ■ I] ,  (1.2)
which is analogous to the tensor force in the NN interaction. In each case, the strength of 
the tensor spin-spin potential was estimated phenomenologically. Most of these works were 
restricted by the limited amount of experimental data available for observables sensitive 
to these spin-spin terms and all found the strengths of these potentials to be small.
Two main types of optical model calculations, which include these spin-spin terms, 
have been carried out. The first of these treats the spin-spin potentials to first order in 
the framework of Distorted Wave Born Approximation (DWBA) [3,8,12-14] and, more 
recently, in [15,16]. These take advantage of the supposed weakness of the strength of the 
spin-spin interactions relative to the conventional optical potential terms such as central 
and spin-orbit. The second type are coupled channel calculations in which the scattering 
amplitude is handled in the channel spin framework [4,6,7] and, more recently, in [17,18].
A good review of the early work on spin-spin interactions has been written by Sherif
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[19]. The author finishes by stating that ‘improved microscopic calculations of the spin- 
spin potentials, particularly the tensor term, will certainly be of great help in tracking 
down this ever evasive part of the nuclear optical potential’.
The work of McAbee [2 0 ,2 1 ] first attempted to derive a generalised spin-spin operator 
of the form shown in the next chapter. Microscopic calculations of the spin-spin potentials 
were performed using a valence-nucleon model for the target nucleus and an effective NN 
interaction. The formalism was developed for the folding of the direct central, spin- 
orbit and tensor two body interaction terms over the nuclear wavefunction. A central 
exchange term was also included. The spin-spin amplitudes were calculated in DWBA 
although not all contributions were included in the final calculation of the observables 
and no attempts were made to calculate exchange terms for the spin-orbit or tensor NN 
interactions. McAbee found that in many cases the spin-spin interactions should not be 
neglected, especially for high spin exotic nuclei, such as those likely to be produced in the 
next generation of radioactive beam facilities.
1.3 Polarisation Transfer Coefficient M easurements
A useful observable when investigating the existence of spin-spin interactions is the depo­
larisation parameter, or polarisation transfer coefficient, D, (also known as the Wolfenstein 
D  parameter [2 2 ]). A nucleon-nucleus optical potential with no spin-spin interactions pro­
duces no depolarisation, i.e. D = 1. Only terms in the optical potential which depend on 
the nucleus target-spin, 7, lead to a depolarisation which deviates from unity.
The first theoretical calculation of the depolarisation including spin-spin terms was 
carried out by Stamp [7]. He concluded that ‘the simplest method of experimentally 
verifying the existence of a spin-spin interaction would be to measure the depolarisation’. 
Stamp specifically recommended measurements at angles corresponding to minima in the 
differential cross section. It is at these angles that the contributions from the standard 
terms in the optical potential are relatively small and the effect of the spin-spin interaction 
on the cross section is at a maximum. Therefore at these angles D  should have its 
greatest deviations from unity [6 ]. Unfortunately, errors in Stamp’s derivation led to a 
large overestimation of the deviation of D  from unity at the first minimum [23]. This 
led experimentalists to concentrate their measurements of D  on this first cross section 
minimum [24,25].
The first experiment measuring the angular distribution of D  was performed by the 
Tokyo group [26]. They measured large deviations of D from unity for 1.36 MeV neutrons 
scattering from 27A1 (1=5/2), 59Co (1=7/2), 63’65Cu (7=3/2) and 209Bi (7=9/2) and they 
found D  =  1 for spin-zero Ni. Other measurements of the angular distribution of D  for
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low energy protons scattering from non spin-zero nuclei [27-29], and references in [19], 
also show large deviations of D  from unity.
Attempts to fit this data using spherical and tensor spin-spin interactions were per­
formed by [6,13,27,30]. However, there were uncertainties in the spin-spin interactions 
derived from the depolarisation data because deviations of D  from unity can also be 
caused by:
a) compound nucleus effects which cause large contributions at energies, below 
-3 0  MeV [26,31];
b) the quadrupole spin-flip1 effects [32] that exist in the scattering from targets 
with spin greater than 1 / 2 .
For further discussion of these see [19].
More recent measurements, free from the contribution of compound nucleus effects, 
have been performed [33]. They indicate that the measured D could not be accounted for 
by quadrupole spin-flip alone and spherical and tensor spin-spin interactions were needed 
to get a reasonable account of the data. More recent work [15,34] free from both effects 
indicated for the first time the existence of the spin-spin interactions unambiguously.
The experimental measurement of D  to be analysed in this work is detailed in Betker 
et al. [35]. They measure the polarization transfer coefficient, DNN, (which is the same as 
the Wolfenstein D  parameter [22]) for 200 MeV protons elastically scattering from 10B at 
the Indiana University Cyclotron Facility (IUCF). They attempt to account for the large 
deviation of D n n  from unity, at large angles, using coupled channel calculations which 
include the spin-flip contributions to the scattering (but they do not include spin-spin 
interactions). Their calculation does well for cross section and analyzing power data and 
for D n n  at forward angles where its deviation from unity is small. However at larger 
angles their calculation fails to reproduce the experimental data for Dnn-  One of the 
goals of this work is to determine if the different types of spin-spin interactions have a 
significant effect on D n n -
D n n  (or Dyy as it is sometimes called, where the direction of the y-axis is normal 
to the scattering plane), measures the extent to which the y-component of the incident 
proton polarisation is transferred to the outgoing proton polarisation. So, for D n n  = 
1 , the y-component of the outgoing proton polarisation is the same as the y-component 
of the incident proton polarisation. Dn n  will always remain equal to one unless a term 
dependent on the orientation of the target spin is present in the potential.
Dn n  is related to the total nucleon-nucleus scattering amplitude F (which will be 
defined in Sections 2.2 and 2.3), and the y-component cr0y, of the projectile nucleon spin
1 Quadrupole spin-flip refers to the angular momentum kj , transferred to the target nucleus during 
scattering, ki — 0, for the conventional optical potential, kj =  1, for the spherical and tensor spin-spin 
terms and ki = 2  for quadrupole spin-flip. This type of term is discussed in Chapter 5
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operator ctq, by the following relation [36]:
_ Tr[FaoyF^(7oy] . .
Dn n  ~  Tr[FFi] ’ (L3)
where the trace is taken over the projectile and target spin projections.
1.4 10Boron
If the projectile and target are both spin-| then the spherical and tensor spin-spin inter­
actions given in Eqs. 1.1 and 1.2 are the only local spin-spin operators allowed by parity, 
time reversal and angular momentum conservation. The odd-N, odd-Z, 10B nucleus has 
a 3+ ground state spin and parity [37-39]. This means that in order to calculate D n n  
for protons elastically scattering from 10B higher order terms are required (see Chapters 
3 and 5).
In the simplest single-particle shell-model description, the 10B nucleus is a half-filled
lp-shell. In this work we will take our model of 10B to be a full ls i /2  shell with a proton and
neutron hole in the lps  shell. Using this simplistic nuclear wavefunction is consistent with
2
previous works that microscopically derive the spin-spin interactions from the two-body 
interaction between an incident nucleon and a single valence target nucleon [7-10,16,20].
There are also works [15,17] that investigate spin-spin interactions using more realistic 
nuclear wavefunctions from the work of Cohen and Kurath [40] for lp-shell nuclei. The 
calculation in Betker et al. [35], which tried to explain their measurement of D n n  without 
spin-spin interactions, used the more recent work on lp-shell nuclei of Lee and Kurath [41] 
and 10B models from [37].
The simple single-particle shell-model approach used in this work will still enable a 
comprehensive investigation of spin-spin interactions, and the importance of the different 
rank tensor terms to the deviation of D n n  from unity. However, this simple description 
of the nucleus will be a limiting factor when comparing the final calculation with the 
experimental data and an important improvement desirable for future work.
1.5 Thesis Overview
This thesis describes the development of target spin-dependent (spin-spin) terms, in the 
optical potential for elastic nucleon-nucleus scattering. Spin-spin operators and their 
associated potentials are evaluated within a folding model, in which a two valence-particle 
description of the target nucleus is assumed. A realistic nucleon-nucleon interaction, 
containing direct and exchange terms, is used to generate the spin-spin interactions, which
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are then treated in DWBA to calculate the polarisation transfer coefficient D n n , for 200 
MeV protons elastically scattered from 10B.
Having introduced previous work on spin-spin interactions and described the observ­
able Dn n , Sections 1.3 and 1.4 give the details of the measurement of Dnn and the 
nucleus that will be examined in this work.
In Chapter 2 , the general spin-spin operator, (constructed from the couplings of cr0, 
I  and the angular dependence of R),  is defined along with the form of the spin-spin 
interactions. The spin-spin amplitude of this residual interaction is then evaluated using 
DWBA. The phenomenological optical potential used for the interaction (excluding spin- 
spin terms) between the projectile nucleon and the target is described in Section 2.3, 
along with the total nucleon-nucleus elastic scattering amplitude.
Chapters 3 and 5 describe how the spin-spin interactions are constructed using the 
folding model and a two valence-nucleon description of the target nucleus. These chapters 
only contain an outline of the extensive formalism required to evaluate the spin-spin 
interactions and their form factors. The details of the Racah algebra techniques required 
to deal with the complicated angular momentum couplings associated with the generalised 
spin-spin tensors are given in Appendices C and D.
The realistic effective NN interaction used in the microscopic folding model to derive 
the spin-spin interactions is detailed in Chapter 4. The NN interaction is obtained from 
the updated Bonn-B potential using the Brueckner G-matrix approach as described in 
Section 4.1. The sum of Yukawa terms fitted to reproduce the G-matrix elements are 
calculated for free NN scattering at a projectile lab energy of 200 MeV, (the Yukawa 
parameters are given in Appendix E). Only the central and tensor terms in the NN 
interaction were used in the folding model. These give all the local spin-spin interactions 
that can be formed from the coupling of cr0, I  and R.  Spin-spin interactions from the 
folding of the spin-orbit term in the NN interaction are discussed in Section 3.8, although 
they are not included in this work.
The exchange corrections for the central and tensor NN interactions are performed 
using single-nucleon knock-on exchange terms, which are approximated using the zero- 
range pseudo-potentials described in Section 4.5. This work therefore contains the first 
attempt to incorporate the effects of tensor exchange on spin-spin interactions. The 
coefficients of the exchange pseudo-potentials have a dependence on the magnitude of 
the sum of the initial and final wave numbers. The approximations for this quantity are 
discussed in Section 4.5.3.
This thesis describes how the folding of a realistic NN interaction over the nuclear 
wavefunction has led to new spin-spin tensor interactions which go beyond the work 
of McAbee [20, 2 1 ]. Higher order couplings of the target and projectile spins, which
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have never been examined before, are included. In addition, where exchange corrections 
included in previous work on spin-spin interactions have been limited to the central parts 
of the NN interaction, we have included the non-local exchange contribution from the 
tensor parts of the NN interaction. Chapter 6  shows that these new spin-spin interactions 
are important and should not be neglected when calculating the polarisation transfer 
coefficient, Djviv, for p + 10B elastic scattering.
The conclusions of the research and recommendations for future work are discussed in 
Chapter 7. In the first Appendix the angular momentum formalism used throughout this 
work is defined. Appendix B describes a simple calculation of in which the spin-
orbit interaction in the nucleon-nucleus interaction is set to zero and only the spherical 
spin-spin interaction is included.
Chapter 2 
Spin-Spin Interactions
In this chapter the generalised spin-spin operator used extensively in this work will be 
defined along with the form of the spin-spin potential. This enables the derivation of 
the DWBA spin-spin amplitude, which together with the scattering amplitude calculated 
from the nucleon-nucleus interactions (not including spin-spin) can be used to calculate 
observables such as Dn n .
2.1 Spin-Spin Operator S iCJk
As discussed in Section 1 .2 , the calculation of local spin-spin interactions, before the work 
of McAbee [20,21], had been limited to two spin-spin operators denoted by S klk: where 
ki is the rank of the spin operator constructed from the components of the target spin I  
and k is the rank of the spherical harmonic Yk(R),  of the unit vector of the projectile- 
target separation. The first of these two operators, jS'iq, is proportional to ctq-I, while the 
second-rank tensor term, S \ 2 , is proportional to [3(cro ■ R ) ( I • R )  — cro • I].  If the projectile 
and target both have spin-| these are the only local spin-spin operators allowed by parity, 
time reversal and angular momentum conservation. For target nuclei with higher spin, 
spin-spin interactions of higher ranks are allowed (see Chapter 3).
McAbee [20, 21] was the first to discuss a general spin-spin operator and did not 
limit his calculation of spin-spin interactions to just the spherical and tensor terms. The 
generalised local spin-spin operator used in this work is given by
&kik = [ti(cto) x Tk l ( I ) ] k  ' Yk( R ), (2.1)
which is analogous to that of Eq. 2.2 in McAbee [20]. The components of Eq. 2.1 are a 
spherical harmonic Yk( R )  as described in [42] and Appendix A.4 and the standard spin 
operators, r igo(cr0) and Tkigi ( I )  [42,43], for the projectile and target spins respectively,
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which have matrix elements
( ! a‘oI7iSo(o’o)I5«>) =  ^3(|^ol«ol5M o), (2-2)
(IM'\rk,qi( I ) \ IM )  = k j i l M k ^ I M ' ) ,  (2.3)
where ki is used to denote y/2kj + 1  and the properties of the Clebsch-Gordan (C-G) 
coefficients (^//0l ^ o | an<^  {IMkiqi\IM')  are given in [42] and Appendix A.I.
2.1 .1  G eneral Spin  O perators Tkq(S)
The operators Tiqo(cro) and Tkiqi(I)  are constructed out of the x, y and z  components 
of their spin operators cr0 and I  respectively. For a general spin, S , the relationships 
between the spin operator Tkq(S)  and the components Sx, Sy and Sz can be derived using 
the following expression derived from Eqs. Id  and le  in Hooton and Johnson [43]
kik2SW{Ik2lki \Ikz)Tk3qz{S) = ^ ~2(k2q2kiqi\k3q3)Tkiqi(S)Tk2q2( S ), (2.4)
Q1Q2
and the relations between components of vector tensors in the spherical and Cartesian 
coordinate systems
ti± i(5 ) =  T ^ C ( S ) [ S X ±  iSv], (2.5)
r10(S) = C(8)SZ. (2.6)
The spin dependent coefficient C(S)  is the same for all Tiq(S) because they rotate as
spherical harmonics (Eq. lc  [43]). C(S)  can be determined using the matrix element of
Tlo(S)
{SS\t10(S)\SS)  =  V 3(5510|55) =  C(S)(SS \SZ \SS},
= v^ \/^TI = c(5)5’
(2.7)
c(s ,-" s (s  + i)
Therefore
: n - l S | = i / 5 n y s -  ( i 8 )
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Using Eq. 2.4 with k% = 2 and k\ = kh = 1 leads to
T2±i {S) -  5 ( 5  +  x) 6§W[S1S1\  52) ^  ±  ^  ’
T2±l(5) =  T S(S +  1)6SW(S1S1-, 52) [Sz{Sx ±  tSy) +  (Sx ±  *5!,)S'z1’ (2'9)
T20^  "  S ( S  + 1 ) 3y /6SW (S lS l ;  52) ^  ~~ 5 (S' +
This method can be used to calculate all Tkq(S)  in terms of the x, y and z  components 
of their spin S.  However, for this work it is far more convenient to use the spin operator 
Tkq(S)- Discussion of the spin-spin operator Sj-jk in terms of the projectile and target 
spin operators ctq and I  will be limited the spherical and tensor spin-spin terms to allow 
comparison with previous work.
2.1 .2  E xp lic it form  o f  S^k
Using C-G coefficients the general spin-spin operator can be written explicitly as
S klk =  E (IqofaqAk Qf)Tig,0 ((To)T^JgJ ( l ) y / :g ( ^ ) (  ) 9 . ( 2 .1 0 )
QoQiq
The angular momentum coupling shown in the C-G coefficient of Eq. 2.10 requires that 
for the general spin-spin operator S klk, kj  =  k , |& ±1 |, because the projectile spin operator 
cr0 is rank 1. The effects of parity transformation for the operators in Eq. 2.10 can be 
summarised as follows
(T0 -»> (T0, (2 .1 1 )
- R ,
CTo —► -CTo, (2 .1 2 )
R .
Therefore in order for the generalised spin-spin operator to be invariant under parity and 
time-reversal, kj must be odd and k must be even. This holds and is a useful check for 
all the local potentials considered in this work. Non-local interactions will be discussed 
in Chapter 5 when considering the tensor NN-interaction exchange terms.
The generalised spin-spin operator S klk, can be reduced to give the spherical spin-spin
,
R  -
and under time reversal
I ^ - I  , 
R  -
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operator. Taking ki = 1 and k = 0 and using standard angular momentum recoupling 
techniques [42] leads to
Sio =  . =. (2.13)
sfhxs/I{I  +  1)
Different authors have used different normalisations when dealing with the spin-spin in­
teractions so caution must be taken when comparing the strengths of the potentials.
Using the same techniques, the tensor spin-spin operator can be obtained from Eq.
2 .1 0  by taking kj  =  1 and k — 2  to give
k } i i k } - ° ° <2i 4>
In both cases the transition from the T i ^ c r o )  and Tki q i ( I )  to the cro and I  spin operators 
was made using Wigner-Eckart theorem [42]
(l/'o lM iscls/io ) =  (UkolUHf^oigolsMo), (2-15)
{IM'\{I)k,qi\IM) = (I\\Ik' \ \ I ) ( IM k igi\IM'),  (2.16)
and the following relations for their reduced matrix elements
U I M I I )  =  V3, (2.17)
(21 + kj + 1 )!
2kl(2I +  l)(2ki)\(2I  — ki)\_
(2.18)
where the reduced matrix element for the target spin is taken from [17]. The use of the 
generalised spin-spin operator defined in Eqs. 2.1 and 2.10 will enable the calculation of 
a general scattering amplitude for each allowed combination of ki  and k. This will be 
discussed in the next section.
2.2 Spin-Spin Am plitudes
Following on from previous work [3,20] we shall consider spin-spin terms in the optical
potential of the form
UfakiR) — Fk:jfc(-R)£fc/fc, (2.19)
where are the spin-spin optical potentials and Fkjk(R) are the radial from factors.
At this point we will assume that the strengths of the spin-spin interactions are small 
when compared to the conventional /-independent terms in the optical potential, so that 
the former can be treated in the Distorted Wave Born Approximation (DWBA).
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The DWBA is a first order approximation in which the interaction, V(a,A),  between 
the projectile, a, and target, A , is split into an auxiliary potential, Vo, which includes a 
large part of the effects of V(a, A), and a residual interaction, [/, that is much weaker and 
can be treated as a perturbation. Previous work indicates that the strength of the central 
spin-spin interaction Uio(R) (of the form given in Eq. 1.1) is of the order 1 MeV [18] and 
that a large tensor spin-spin potential Ui2 (R)  (of the form given in Eq. 1.2) has a strength 
of 2 MeV [34]. The treatment of the spin-spin interactions as a residual interaction in the 
DWBA therefore seems a sensible starting point for the analysis of these spin-spin terms.
In DWBA, the scattering amplitudes for the nucleon elastic scattering into polar angles 
(i9, (j)) caused by the spin-spin potentials can be written as [44]
fk,k(Vf, M f ■ Mi-, e, 4>) =  *0 , I M f \Uklk( R ) \ x ^ ( R ,  k),  IMt),  (2.20)
where (R ,k ' )  and x ^ ( i ? ,  k)  are the final and initial distorted waves respectively 
with a final, p f ,  and initial, /i*, incident nucleon spin projection. The final and initial 
spin projections of the nucleus are Mf  and Mi respectively. The scattered and incident 
wave numbers are k'  and k  and fipt is the reduced mass of the projectile-tar get system. 
The distorted wavefunction (R> &) is a solution of the Schrodinger equation for the 
elastic scattering of the projectile on the target by the auxiliary potential, i.e. they are 
wavefunctions distorted from plane waves by the Coulomb and nuclear potentials (see 
Section 2.3) other than spin-spin. Using the notation of Satchler [44], &) can
written as
X t + ) ( f l , f c )  =  47r £  . ( A ) ,  (2.21)
^ “  KcmP
this is equivalent to Eq. 4.48 in [44] for a projectile nucleon, with elaiu^j(kcmP) =
xiikcmiR). In Eq* 2.21, on are the Coulomb partial-wave phase shifts, U£j(kcmR) are the
distorted radial wavefunctions and /ccm is the magnitude of the wave number in the centre
of mass system. The spin-angle function (R)  contains the coupling of the spherical
4 2 d
harmonic and the projectile nucleon spin wavefunction, X \
2^
Following the prescription in Section 4.3.1 of [44] the time-reversed solution x b f \ R i k f)
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is given by
x l - \ R , k ' )  = 4* J 2  J R ) .  (2.23)
„ / / ■/ /  Kcmft Z,2,Jt'rn'{,,■]'m'-
In order to calculate the scattering amplitude given by Eq. 2.20 the incident beam 
direction is chosen to be along the z-axis. This choice simplifies Xim \R> k)  to
x ' t \ R )  = .(« )• (2.24)
. Kcm■K' >2 ’^Ijjmj A
Now, substituting all these components into Eq. 2.20, including the form of the spin-spin 
operator S klk from Eq. 2.10 gives
fkik{pfi  Mf i  Tit Alii ^i 4*)
(  d R  1 e'emt' -  '’I  %  — j 'm'j )Yem’l ( k )
J 0! rr,' 4/ rr,' Cm2irh2 £' ,m£,j' ,rrij
X E  ( t ' r n t '^ ' f \ j lm'j)Yelrn'»(R)Fklit ( R ) J 2 ( lll o k iq i \ k - q )
m'L QoQiQ
Using Eq. A. 17 in Appendix A.4 for the angular integration of the three spherical har­
monics dependent on Ft and Eqs. 2.2 and 2.3 for the m atrix elements of the spin operators 
leads to the following
f klk(lif , M f \n u Mi\9,<l>)
- V 3
EJ-xcm n, , ,
r*oo
x I dRiigij / (kcmlT)FkIk(<R)'£££,j^cmR)  ^   ^ (f mg 2 Ef \ j  ^2 26)
x (trrt^nWjmj)  ^  (lq0kiqj\k -  q X ^ l q o l l ^ k ^ I M k j q ^ I M ' )
<?0 qiq
I f
x (—)q j-(hqlmg\£'m'e) (k0l0\£'Q) , 
where the centre of mass projectile-target energy is E cm = k2mh2/2fipt. The five C-G
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coefficients in red can be reduced using Eq. A. 12 which gives the relationship between C- 
G coefficients and 9j symbols described in [42] and Appendix A.3. This reduction leads to 
the final equation for the spin-spin interaction DWBA scattering amplitude, or spin-spin 
amplitude
fkik(Tfi Mf, fii: 0, (f>)
= ^ - ( - Y ’+ ^ + v k j k 2 \ l i f \ j ' l f - q i )
Cm W,3,f
p o o
X qi— At/ ) I 'U'£>,j'(.k'cmIfyPkik(P')'U/£,j(,kcmP^dR (2.27)
J 0
f « \ f )
x ( m O ^ i l M i k j q ^ I M f X j i i i  h  Hi -  I t \  j
[ k  1 k j )
where combinations of the projectile and target spin projections have been used for m f£, 
rrij, m'j and qi =  M f — Mi. Eq. 2.27 is analogous to Eq. 2.22 in McAbee [20].
To simplify the calculation of the scattering amplitude again, the y-axis is chosen to 
be perpendicular to the scattering plane, along k  x k', so that (j) = 0. In this case the 
symmetry relation [44]
f klk{-Hf, - M f ,  - I f ,  -Mi-, e, 0) =  M f  If , Mi-, e, 0), (2.28)
can be used if the S ^ k  are parity-invariant and k is even.
Relativistic Calculation
In the final calculation for 200 MeV protons elastically scattering from 10B a relativistic 
energy momentum relation was used. The prescription used to describe potential scat­
tering of relativistic particles is taken from Section 6 .8  of [45] and discussed for elastic 
deuteron-nucleus scattering in [46,47].
2.2 .1  Sp in -Sp in  A m p litu d e  C hecks
Evaluating Eq. 2.27 when the spin-orbit term in the main optical potential is set to 
zero [12,21], can be used as a check of the calculation of the scattering amplitude. This 
means there is no interaction in the distorting potential dependent on the projectile spin,
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which reduces the scattering amplitude in Eq. 2.27 to
V s ( l /X f -H i  kiqi\kftf + q! -  l/</ -  lVh-ll)
■EL.
P2 - (2 29)
x &&(-)*-«/-*•/ ^2  (k')(km\i'0)
i,v
POO
X  (' k f l i  Qi  j l f  £0 \£ [Vi Qi  H f )  j
Jo
When there is no spin-orbit potential the distorted radial wavefunctions for a given £ no 
longer depend on j. This simplifies the reduction, as the sums over j and j' may be 
performed using the orthogonality of the C-G coefficients (see Appendix A, Eq. A .l).
It is also useful to evaluate this amplitude for the central spin-spin potential only, i.e. 
ki—1 and k=0. This simplification gives
fio  LS{^!y M f ,  /J,it Mi; 9 , 0)
X ^ ^ 2e,2<,<P£(cos(6i))(-),!r(/M ilg/ |/M / ) ( i r t l  -  qi\\g,f) ^  30j
POO
x  /  ui (kcmR)2F10{R)dR, 
Jo
where 6 is the scattering angle, the angle between the vectors k  and k'  and Pg(cos 6) is a 
Legendre Polynomial as described in [42]. Using Eqs. 2.15 - 2.18 for the matrix elements 
of (To and J , Eq. 2.30 becomes
1 C°° rr T
y y V 2rP ,(cos0 ) /  ue{kcmR)'1F10(R)dR  °_ 
V t x E c n  ^  Jo V V 1  +  1)
=  h i o ( S )
e v - ( 2 . 3 1 )
(Tp ■ I
V W + ^ ) '
W ith this simplified spin-spin amplitude the whole nucleon-nucleus elastic scattering am­
plitude can now be written as
F{6) = g(9) 1 +  hw (e) 7 ^ = y -  (2-32)
where g(6) is the scattering amplitude for a spin-zero projectile and target, as discussed
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in [44] and Section 2.3. This amplitude can be substituted into Eq. 1.3 for DNn  to give
DNN ~
T r i F a ^ a p y ]  = |g(6l)|2 -  |l/t10(6>)|2
TrlFF']  IffWP +  I M W  ’
f l M W
"  1 "  W f T S i P ’ ( }
where cr0y is the y-component of the projectile spin operator cr0 and the steps in Eq. 2.33
are expanded further in Appendix B. The trace, T r, is taken over the projectile and 
target spin projections.
Expressing D n n  h1 this way shows that, D n n  =  1, if there is no cr0 • I  term in the 
scattering amplitude in Eq. 2.32 and that the presence of this spin-spin term means 
D nn  < 1. It also reveals that not only is a spin-spin term dependent on I  required for 
D n n  7  ^ 1 but it must be coupled to er0. If there is no dependence on cr0 in the scattering 
amplitude, Tr[FaoyF^ (Joy\ =  Tr[FF I] and DNn  = 1. Eq. 2.33 also provides another 
useful check. When the /-dependent term is much larger than the /-independent term,
i.e. \h10(9)\2 »  \g(6)\2, the observable DNN —> —1/3.
P la n e  W aves
Another useful check of the calculation of the DWBA spin-spin amplitude is to set the 
main optical potential Vo, defined in the next section, to zero so the distorted waves 
become plane waves
* « ( « ,  *) M t ^  , (2.34)
2
where X \  is now a unit operator in spin space. The Rayleigh expansion of a plane wave2 Mi
is given by [48]
e'k R  = 47r ^  iij i{kcmK)Ylmt {k)Y(mt ( R ) , (2.35)
£rrii
where j i{kcmR) is a spherical Bessel function of the first kind [49]. Using this expansion 
instead of the distorted waves in Eq. 2.20 leads to a plane wave spin-spin amplitude and 
reduces Eq. 2.27 to
 ^ ~ f 2 f°°
=  - ^ r ^ k j k  V  T te~e ( * ' )  /  R2je(kanR)Fkik(.R)je(,kcmR)dR
&cm t v  I' JO
x (1 Hf - Hi  hq^kfjLf +  qT 1/i/ -  ^ | | / i / )(/M i/c/ g/ |/M / ) ( - ) /Xi_97_^
x (kfii — qi — (if £0\£'fJ,i — qi — ^/)(A4M)|/0),
(2.36)
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where qj =  M f — Mi and the incident beam direction is chosen to be along the z-axis. 
Calculations using plane wave amplitudes were carried out for all the spin-spin amplitudes 
in this work. These were then compared to calculations using the full DWBA amplitudes 
where the distorting potential was set to zero. Agreement was found in all cases.
2.3 Total Scattering Am plitude
A phenomenological optical potential is used for the interaction, not including spin-spin 
terms, between the projectile proton and the 10B nucleus and is of the form
Vo(R) =Vcoui{R) +  V f ( R , rv 5 o>v) +  iW f ( R ,  rw, Q>w) +  Vg9(R, t a<?)
1 d 1 d
+  2 Vso-p7 „ / ( A  rson, o-sor) + i W s o j ; I p / ( A  rso i i asoi) t  • (To,
(2.37)
where the Woods-Saxon / ( i i ,  r,;, c / j ) ,  and Gaussian g(R,ri,a,i) form factors are given by
(2.38)
(2.39)
f (R ,  n,  a,i) =  (1 +  exp[(i? -  riA1/3)/ai\) \
{ R - n A ^ V
g(R, n ,  a*) = exp
and Vcoui(R) is the Coulomb potential generated by a uniformly charged sphere with a 
Coulomb radius of Rcouj=1.46 A ^ fm . The parameters for this phenomenological poten­
tial are taken from [35] for 200 MeV proton scattering from 10B and are given in Table 
2.1. Optical potentials are discussed in more detail at the beginning of the next chapter.
The scattering amplitude obtained from this optical potential can be calculated exactly 
without need for the DWBA (for full details see Appendix A.2. of [44]). The total nucleon-
Term Depth D di
Real WS central 
Imaginary WS central 
Real Gaussian central 
Real WS Spin-Orbit 
Imaginary WS Spin-Orbit
-8.9951
-28.0739
9.0615
-3.8620
0.65145
1.481
0.8582
0.5378
0.9323
0.951
0.5808
0.685
0.8549
0.644
0.705
Table 2.1: Optical model parameters. The Depths are in MeV and the geometry param­
eters are in fm.
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nucleus elastic scattering amplitude matrix is then given by
M f \ fii, Mi] 9) = g(9)5MftMiSfjlftiH +  (—)  ^ ^ h{9)dMf,Mi^nf,-m
+ '52fkIkUtf,Mf ;m,Mf,6), (2'40)
kik
where the functions g{9) and h(6) can be written as partial wave expansions in the fol­
lowing way [44]
g{6) =fcoui(9) + tA -  +  !) -  (^ +  -  eSi]e2t"‘Pt (cos 9), (2.41)
= o T ~  -  S t ) e ^ ‘Pl{costf), (2.42)
where the superscripts ±  denote total angular momentum j  = I  =b Sj  is the scattering 
matrix element for the £th partial wave, which is unity for no scattering i.e. Vo(r) =  0 and 
independent of j  if there is no spin-orbit interaction. The associated Legendre Polynomials 
P/(cos0) are discussed in Appendix A.4 and the Rutherford amplitude f c o u i ( 9 )  is
fcm,i{6) =  \ ( i a \  exP [ - J7?In{sin2(i0)} +  2«r0], (2.43)
""'em Sm V 2 /
and rj is the standard Coulomb or Sommerfeld parameter. Eq. 2.40 is the full scattering 
amplitude used in Eq 1.3 to calculate Dn n  for 200 MeV protons elastically scattered from 
10B.
Chapter 3 
Folding M odel
The aim of this folding model is to derive microscopically the spin-spin potentials in terms 
of the interactions of the individual nucleons rather than using a phenomenological model. 
In order to do this two components are needed. The first is the nuclear wavefunction 
which describes the structure of the nucleus. As discussed in Section 1.4 the assumption 
of a simple single-particle shell model will be used for this part of the calculation. The 
second component required is the interaction between the projectile nucleon and the target 
nucleons. This element will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
3.1 Generalised Optical Potential
The Schrodinger equation can be used to consider the elastic scattering of a nucleon by a 
nucleus with A  nucleons
( E - H ) V SC = 0, (3.1)
where E  is the energy in the centre of mass frame and the Hamiltonian H  is given by
H  = T  + V  + H0{x), (3.2)
where T  is the total kinetic energy operator in the centre of mass frame, V  is the sum
of nucleon-nucleon (NN) potentials between the projectile nucleon and each nucleon in
the target and Ho(x) is the internal Hamiltonian acting on the target nucleons with 
coordinates x. The total scattering wavefunction 4/sc can be expanded in terms of a 
complete set of nuclear states 4/^
=  (3-3)
a
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summing over all the possible states of a. The coefficient describes the relative motion 
of the two particles in a state described by Using Feshbach’s unified theory of nuclear 
reactions [50,51] in terms of the projection operators P  and Q, which project on and off 
a selected set of open channels, obeying the relations
p\$sc = Q ^ sc =  (1 -  P)^rsc, (3.4)
the generalised optical potential can be expressed, following the method in Section 6.2 
of [52], as
Uopt =  ) +  N o  V Q - -  1 -  - Q V  V * ) ,  (3.5)V & — tlQQ /
where the round brackets imply summations and integration over the internal coordinates 
of the target nucleus and H qq = QHQ.  The first term in Eq. 3.5 is called the folded 
potential and represents the interaction between the projectile nucleon and the target nu­
cleus as the sum of all interactions between the projectile and target constituents averaged 
over the target ground state wavefunction. If exchange effects are not considered and the 
interaction potential V  is local, the term (^/q l^ l^o  )» ^as the f°rm U{r) , i.e. it is local 
in configuration space. The second term is often referred to as the dynamic polarisation 
potential and represents scattering through non-elastic intermediate excited states of the 
nucleus and causes the optical potential to be non-local in configuration space [52].
In phenomenological optical potentials Uopt is approximated by a local potential U (r) 
usually of Woods-Saxon form. This type of optical potential is used in this work for the 
interaction (other than spin-spin) between the projectile nucleon and target nucleus, see 
Section 2.3. In general, phenomenological optical potentials have real and imaginary parts 
and the imaginary parts describe the absorption effect due to nonelastic channels.
Instead of using a phenomenological model for the spin-spin interactions, in this work 
a folded potential is used as an approximation to the generalised optical potential, with 
V  taken to be a realistic NN interaction between the incoming nucleon and the target 
nucleons. The effective interaction used in this folding model goes a bit further than the 
first term in Eq. 3.5. Instead of using a V, a complex t-matrix is used which incorporates 
some of the effects of the second term of Eq. 3.5 (see Section 4.1). The importance of 
second order effects relevant to distorted wave calculations of nuclear scattering has been 
discussed in [53,54].
3.2 Folded Potential
Since the initial work by Greenlees et al. [55], folding models have been widely used to 
generate potentials for use in nuclear scattering problems, see references in [44,56]. The
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development of realistic effective NN interactions (see Chapter 4) has led to the increased 
use of folding techniques in the analysis of scattering observables [57]. As discussed in 
the previous section, the folding integral in elastic scattering involves averaging the sum 
of NN interactions over the target ground state wavefunction
.4
^ i % , ( r  1 • • • r A) E ,  v n n (0 ,  1 ■■■1'a) dr  I . . .  drA, (3.6)
i=1
where 4/j M(rq . . .  t a ) is the target nucleus ground state wavefunction and the two-body 
effective NN interaction V/vw(0, %) between projectile nucleon 0 and target nucleon i with 
separation, r, has the form
Vjvw(0, i) = v%N{r) +  v™N(r)o-0 • crf +  vl£ N(r)£0i • (cro +  cr*) +  vtNNi.r )s oi, (3-7)
and will be discussed in further detail in Chapter 4.
Spin-spin interactions were first studied within folding models using a single valence- 
nucleon description of the nucleus by Stamp [7] and then by Nagamine et al. [8]. These 
works only included contributions from the v™N(r)cro • cr* term in the NN interaction and 
the potential Uio (from Eq. 2.19) was the only spin-spin interaction discussed. Satchler 
[9,10], went one step further including both vffN(r)(To • cr* and v%N(r)S0i terms from the 
NN interaction, the folding of these gave the spin-spin potentials Uio and U±2 -
A thorough analysis of spin-spin potentials which result from the folding of all the 
terms in the NN interaction given in Eq. 3.7 has been given by Petrovich et al [17] 
and McAbee [20, 21]. Both performed a multipole decomposition of a NN interaction 
containing central, spin-orbit and tensor parts and the resulting expressions were folded 
over the target wavefunctions. Petrovich used this to derive a general expression for the 
optical potential for the elastic scattering of two non spin-zero nuclei and used coupled- 
equations formalism to obtain the scattering observables. McAbee used this to derive the 
form factors for his generalised spin-spin operators, Eq. 2.19, which were then treated in 
the DWBA to obtain the spin-spin observables.
3.3 Nuclear W avefunction
This work adopts a two valence-particle model for the nuclear wavefunction, thus reducing 
the A-body target wavefunction to a 3-body (core +  2N) one. It assumes the total spins 
the two valence nucleons j \  and j 2 couple together to give the total spin I  of the nucleus 
and the pair orbit an inert spin-zero core. This assumption means the target nucleus 
ground state wavefunction can be expressed in terms of an uncoupled core wavefunction
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^ co re^  • • • t a ) and the wavefunction of the two valence particles ^ 2)
^ i , m ( v  1 • • • v a )  -  ® c o v e { r 3  . . .  r A ) ^ i , M ( r i> ^ 2 ). (3-8)
The folded potential between the projectile, 0, and the target nucleus, A, is split into 
two components
A
Va'jv(0, »') |<I,core(?'3 • • • »\a)
«  (3.9)
+ (Vi,Mf (r i>r2)| Y  v NN(0,i) <Di,Mi(r1, r 2)J,
*=1,2
the first term and the non spin-spin components of the second term are the interaction 
between the projectile and spin-zero core, which has central and spin-orbit parts and is 
included through the phenomenological optical potential described in Section 2.3. The 
second term in Eq. 3.9 is the interaction between the projectile and valence nucleons. For 
the case of proton scattering from 10B, the second term in Eq. 3.9 for valence particles 1 
(proton) and 2 (neutron), can be expanded to give
(^i ,Mf(r  i ’ r 2)\VpP(0,1) +  VPn{ 0 ,2)|\Efj ;Mi(^ i> ^ 2)). (3.10)
It is from this term that the target spin I  dependent spin-spin potentials will be derived 
in the following sections and chapters.
3.3 .1  V alence P a rtic le  W avefunction
The wavefunction for the valence nucleons is assumed to have the simple form [58]
mi (n) 2^,2m2 (**2 ) \lM ,  (3-11)
where the valence particles, nucleon 1 and nucleon 2 are at a distance of rq and 7*2 from 
the core respectively. The nucleon wavefunctions <h^m(r) are defined as
$0m(r ) =  Y ^ m ^  (3.12)
A ms 2
where I  is the orbital angular momentum and |  is the intrinsic spin of the nucleon, which 
couple together to give the total spin j  (the properties of C-G coefficients are given in [42] 
and Appendix A .l). The factor ii has been neglected in Eq. 3.12 because it has no effect 
on the calculation in this work. For the model of 10B used, both valence nucleons are in
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the lp 3 shell so t \  = £2 — 1 and the ie factors cancel.
2
The real radial wavefunction in Eq. 3.12, w#(r) is normalised to give
/Jo r2utj (r)2dr = 1, (3.13)
and Yex(r) is a spherical harmonic as described in Appendix A.4. The spin function, 
Xi  , describes the intrinsic angular momentum of the valence nucleon and is normalised
so that
(2m s\2rns) ~  3ms,m's- (3.14)
For the simple nuclear model of 10B assumed in this work, the two valence particles are
both in the l p 3 shell and couple together to give the spin I  = 3 for the ground state spin 
2
of the nucleus. The nucleon wavefunctions in this case are
(3.15)
Am.
3.3 .2  P artic les and H oles
As discussed in Section 1.4, the model of 10B used in this work is a full ls i /2  shell with a
proton and neutron hole in the l p 3 shell. The relation between an n-hole configuration
2
j 2j+i-n an(j an(j n_particle configuration j n is discussed in Chapter 22 of [58]. The rela­
tionship between the reduced matrix elements of a tensor operator, T k(i) with rank k  for 
these two configurations is shown in Eq. 22.43 of [58] to be
/ 2j+l x , n
/ f j + i - n j  Y ^ T k(i) f i + 1- nl \  = { - l ) k+l l j nI  ^ T fc(i)
' i=n+l ' i—1
f l (3.16)
for k > 0. For k =  0
2j+l
/ f j + l - n i  Y *  T °(i) j 2^ ~ nl \  = 2 j + rc n ( f l  J 2 T °(i) f l ) .  (3.17)
' i=n+1 i=1
Therefore, for the case of this 10B model, where the two valence-particle description is 
used, only spin-spin interactions that are even rank in the tensor operator, Tkiqi(I), must 
have their phase changed for ki > 0, to convert to a two valence-hole description.
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3.4 G eneral Folding
Now tha t the nuclear wavefunction has been defined, the folding of the effective NN 
interaction, Vn n (0»*), can w ritten as a modified form of Eq. 3.9
A
( H m , \ V \XR mJ  =  (^core(»-3---»-A)|5ZVivjv(0,i) ^corefo • • • r A) ^  ^
+  {'Si,Mf ( r i , r 2)\Vpp(0,1) +  U n (0 ,2 ) |^ 7,M,(»’i,r2)>, 
where each part of the second term  can also be w ritten in the following way
J  ^ *i,Mf (r i i r 2)VNN(0,i)^i,Mi(r i i r 2) dr1dr2. (3.19)
The index i in Eq. 3.19 is, z =  1 for the proton valence particle (Vpp(0 ,1)) and i = 2 for 
the neutron valence particle (V^n(0,2)) as labeled in Figure 3.1.
Substituting the coupled nucleon wavefunctions from Eq. 3.11 into Ecp 3.19 gives
('&i,Mf(r  i, ^2)|Tvw(0, i)\^i,Mi(r u r 2))
= fH  {ri)(j[m\j'2m'2\ IM f )^}2j,2rn,2{r2)VNN(0,i)  (3 2o)
m'xm'2m \m 2
x ^hjim1{ri)(jimij2m2\IMi)^e2j2m2(r2) drldr2.
We will now choose which valence nucleon will be examined, the proton (1), or the neutron 
(2). The process for calculating the folded potential is exactly the same for each nucleon 
(the only difference being which V/vjv(0,i) is used) but for the sake of this discussion the 
interacting nucleon will be taken to be the proton, and hence (r 2) |^ z 2j2m2 (r 2)) —
b(.'2,z2bj'2,j2bm'2,m2- Eq. 3.20 can now be rearranged using the relationships between C-G 
coefficients and Racah coefficients, W (abcd,ef), discussed in [42] and Appendix A.2
A!i.M,(ru r 2)\Vvv(rp)\^IM,( r i , r 2))
T  (4*1 a; (U )x lm, y ifi ( jU U p M
(3.21)
2 s im'x mi A'x m'gl A i ms\
x  { t i \ i h n si \ j im i )Y exXl{ r i ) x i  uh j l (ri) d r xms i
x ( h m k r f r t t m M l M i k t q i V M f j L w i k r t J h - J ' J ) ,
L- kiqi
where r p =  R  — rq, as shown in Fig. 3.1 and the nucleon wavefunctions given in Ecp 3.12 
have been used. The three red C-G coefficients can be rearranged using the relationships
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1
Figure 3.1: The folding model coordinate system, particle 0 is the incident proton, particle 
1 is the valence proton and particle 2 is the valence neutron. The projectile-valence nucleon 
separation is r p =  R  — rq and r n = R  — r 2 for the proton and neutron respectively.
between C-G coefficients and 9-j symbols discussed in [42] and Appendix A .3
m^ mi
=  jij'i 2 J ]  -  r n ' s ^ h q ^ i x  -  A i^A i|k2q2)
kiqik2q2 (3.22)
f A  A  k, ]
X  1  I  I  h  > •
i J
Substituting this rearrangement of the C-G coefficients into Eq. 3.21 gives the general 
folding equation
r 2) |V ^ (rp) |T /)M.(r i, r 2)>
X  ul l h (r i)dr 1 ( - N m‘1~e',~>" E  k ^ W { k i j i l j 2\ j [ I ) { I M i k i q i \ I M f )
kiqi
kiqik2q2
I
x { - ) kl~k2k i { \ m8\ \  -  m!sl\kiqi){ii -  \ 1i'1\ '1\ > .
{ A A h  J
(3.23)
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This equation can be used to determine the spin-spin potentials for direct and exchange 
terms in the NN interaction for both the valence proton and neutron particle. For the 
folding of the specific NN interaction terms in Eq. 3.7, the details of the angular momen­
tum re-coupling methods used to obtain the final folded potentials will be outlined in the 
following sections and full details given in Appendix C.
3.4 .1  M u ltip o le  E xp an sion  C oefficients
The radial form factor for each term in the NN-interaction shown in Eq. 3.7 can be 
written using a multipole expansion
=  ^ /*(/?, r O P ^ ) ,  (3.24)
K
using the coordinate system shown in Fig. 3.1, this is the potential form factor for the 
valence proton. The function f K {R,r i) is given by
f x ( R ,  n )  = J  PK ([i)vpp( \R  -  ri\)dfi, (3.25)
where Pr (t ) is a Legendre Polynomial, fi = cos#oi and #oi is the angle between R  and 
r i as shown in Fig. 3.1.
3.5 Central N N  Interaction
Using the multipole expansion in Eq. 3.24 and the following relationship between Legendre 
Polynomials and spherical harmonics
(3 -26)
K  Q
the central term in the NN interaction, vpp (rp)cr0 • erl5 can be expressed as
0 • <T1 =  47T J 2  fik - ~ YKQ(jk)Y£ Q(r1)cr0 ■ a ,  (3.27)
KQ K
KQ K  „
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The folding of this central direct term in the NN interaction using Eq. 3.23 gives the 
following result
( * /,M ,(» - i,r2)h>™(rp)<ro • o-1\'S?IiMi( r i , r 2)}
,___ poo f ^ ( R  7* A
=  - 2 ’---- uh jA r \)
0 klk* kl (3.29)
( j \  f i  kj ]
{ h  «i h  \
More details of this process are given in Appendix C.l. S klk2 is the generalised spin-spin 
operator discussed in Section 2.1 and (/, M f \ S klk2\C M ) is given by
( I ,M f \Sklk2\I,Mi) = ^ 2  (^-Tokiqi\k2 ~  q2)rlflo(cr0)(I, M f \rkiqi{I)\I, Mi)Yk2q2{R ) ( - ) q2.
tJ-0QlQ2
(3.30)
3.5 .1  S p in -Sp in  P o ten tia ls  for C entral Term
For the model of 10B used in this work the valence nucleons remain in the lp 3 shell and
2
therefore have initial and final angular momenta of £i = £[ = 1. These couple with the 
intrinsic |-spin of the nucleon to give total angular momenta of j \  = j[ = j 2 =  § and 
1 = 3. Inserting these numbers into Eq. 3.29 yields three different types of spin-spin 
interactions
u io{R ) = - 2\ J \ J  r l d r i u ^ i n f  J  ^  dnP0(n )v ^ ( rp) S 10, (3.31)
9 19 nr r°° C
u i2(R ) = “ g Y -jg yo r i driuq ( ri)2 J  ^dfiP2(fi )v^(rp) S 12, (3.32)
q I o_. roo pi
U£S(R) =  J  r l d n u ^ i n ) 2 j  d/xP2(iJ,)v^(rp) S 32 . (3.33)
These spin-spin potentials are of the form given in Eq. 2.19, U™k(R)  =  F ^ ( R ) S klk, 
where the superscript aa indicates that these spin-spin interactions come from the folding 
of the Vpp(rp)(To • oq term in the NN interaction
For this model of 10B, the spherical Uio(R) and tensor Ui2 {R) spin-spin interactions 
examined in previous work have been obtained from the folding of the Vpp(rp)cro • 
term. In addition, a higher rank term E/^jR), also derived by McAbee [20,21], has been 
obtained.
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3.6 Tensor N N  Interaction
Using the multipole expansion in Eq. 3.24, the tensor term in the NN interaction, 
vtpP(rp)Soi5 can be expressed as
dependence have been separated, Eq. 3.35, will be used. This can be further separated 
into
taken from Appendix VI of [42].
3.6 .1  Fold ing E q u ation  for all C om p on en ts o f  th e  T ensor N N  
In teraction
Using the general folding expression, Eq. 3.23, the folding of the tensor term in the NN 
interaction, v^p(rp)Soi, given by Eq. 3.35 and separated into the components from Eqs.
KQ
The relationship between these two different forms is derived in Appendix C.2.1. To 
aid the folding algebra, the second form of the tensor term in which the spin and radial
^ ( l / t i l / i2|2 -  /i)rlw(<r0)riw(<Ti),
Pi P2
(3.36)
rpy2„(i'P) = IR -  - n),
= R 2Y2li(h )  + rlY2lt(r1)
(3.37)
where Eq. 3.36 separates the spin operator for the total spin S  into the spin operators of 
the component spins, where S  = |(c r0 +  oq) as discussed in Appendix C.2.1. Eq. 3.37 is
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3.36 and 3.37 can be written as
( ^ iM f ( r ^ r 2) K rp{rp)Soi\^  I,Mi( ru r 2))pp'
(tr)
=  { - ) 3jl [  d n  E  ^ 3^ 1)4 % Y ^ T N y k q (R)
X'-yXim'^ rrisi 2 si iCQ
X y k q (T i ) 2 y y  5 2  o ^ i l 2 -  M )n w (o-o)'r1/, 1(<T1) 7 | f l 2y 2(j( f l )
pPOpl P
+  r ^ ( f x )  -  V ^ J ¥ 5 2 ( I a l j 8 |2 M ) i i y t e ( ^ r t r w (f i)}  J W n k i
V O   j  o''»s 1
k\q\k,2q2
j l  j[ h
11 £\ /c'2
(3.38)
The substitution of Eq. 3.37 for the spherical harmonic Y2li(rp) has led to three terms 
highlighted in different colours. The folding of each of these terms will be dealt with 
separately.
3.6 .2  Sp in -Sp in  P o ten tia ls  for Tensor Term  1
Tensor Term 1 will refer only to  the first term  R 2 Y2^{R)  in the Eq. 3.38. The folding of 
this part of the tensor NN interaction over the valence nucleon wavefunction yields
T erm  1
>(trroo ’(R rA
= ( - f ^ e V W w i j i j ' J ' i R 2 /  r fd n u f f  in)  E  2 2—
Jo u.7 rt C
-ki
^UiV  1
kjk2C 1V
( j i  3 \ k ,
i  1 1 } { IM f \ S k, c \ I M J .
h  e[ k 2
(3.39)
The full details of the folding method used for this tensor term  are given in Appendix 
C.3.
The individual spin-spin interactions obtained from the folding of this tensor term  are 
obtained by substituting into Eq. 3.39 the values of the angular momenta from the 10B
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model given in Section 3.5.1 and summing over k 2
vpp(rv)d r°° vv r )u To 1 (R) = — V3t tR 2 r \driu  z ( r i ) 2 / d/i P2 ( p ) S Uh (3.40)
13 Jo 2 J - 1
u u l {R ) =  R \ l ^ r R2 I r l d n u ^ i n ) 2 I dfi 7W--' F>2^Po(ff) ~ 5
Ttrl(-o\  ^ r>2 [  J  j / \2 [ 7,, D / \ Vpp(rp)
VA N ± Sl2t (3.41)
j, r'dnuA ri)' J (3-42)
q   /*oo /»l v^r (v 1
U f f ( R )  = -  —  V 6 n R 2 r^driu 3 (r i ) 2 /  d/iPf/ j,)--^ / ■ S M. (3.43)
30 do 2 d -1  rp
These spin-spin interactions are also of the form given in Eq. 2.19, U f \ ( R )  = FfJ'i \ ( R ) S k Ik- 
To denote th a t these spin-spin potentials come from the folding of tensor Term 1 the su­
perscript trl is used. This notation will also be used for the following two tensor terms.
These folded potentials represent just a portion of the contribution of the tensor term  
in the NN interaction to the spin-spin potentials. In order to determine the whole contri­
bution, the other two terms in Eq. 3.38 must be evaluated.
3.6 .3  Sp in -Sp in  P o ten tia ls  for Tensor Term  2
The second term  r \Y 2p(ri)  from Eq. 3.38 will be referred to as tensor Term 2. The folding 
of this part of the tensor NN interaction over the valence nucleon wavefunction gives the 
final result
(3.44)
T erm  2
=  [  r l d n u ^ n )  Y
kjikiCK rp R
x uh j f r 1 ) ( - ) K- klk 2 (I[0K0\C0)(20£10 \ C 0 ) W { l l K k 2 ;2kI )
f h  f  kj  1
x W ( 2 I l K I f C k 2)kI W { k Ij l I j 2- f I ) l  \  \  1 /  ( I M f \S klK\IMi),
{ f  f  h  )
where this folding formalism is described more thoroughly in Appendix C.4.
Substituting the values of the orbital angular momenta and to tal spins from the 10B 
model into Eq. 3.44 and summing over C  and k 2 yields the different spin-spin interactions
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obtained from this term:
A __ /“OO Pi ytr (y 'j
Ulro2{R) = /  r{driu  ^{r i f  / 7/uP0(/r) pp P S w ,
lb  Jo 2 7 - i  r15
u{r22{R) = ^ / y /  ri driu q ( rf 2J  
pt322(R ) = | / f /  r f d r i u ^ ( r i ) 2 J  dfj,P2(fi)
fi I°° I 1
U f f ( R )  = - - V & K  /  TidriU 3 (r i f  /  d/iP4(/x) 
30 Jo 2 7 -1
3 .6 .4  S p in -Sp in  P o ten tia ls  for Tensor Term 3
rP
vfpfp)
rp
vfpfp)
S 12 ,
< ( rp)
# 32 ,
s 34 -
(3.45)
(3.46)
(3.47)
(3.48)
The last term  to be examined in 3.38 will be referred to as tensor Term 3. The folding 
of this part of the tensor NN interaction over the valence nucleon wavefunction gives the 
result
T erm  3
r°°
= { - f n~Jp£ph3()V6V^ijifiiJ'iR / ifdriU^jfri)
J 0  i<rm
f (Kr\ R , r i)
r 2 n< 
kik2CKC P
uhji  (r l)
x ( - )K- klk l ( £ [ 0 K 0 \ C 0 ) ( m 10\C0)(K010\C '0 )W (l lC 'k2; 2kI ) W ( U 1Kt!1\ C k 2)
3i f i  ki
x W ( k 2l C ' l ]K 2 )k I W ( k Ij 1I j 2- j [ I ) {  § I  1 } ( I M f \SklC' \ m ) ,  
h  £[ k2
(3.49)
where this folding is worked through in Appendix C.5.
Substituting the values of the angular momenta from the lp 3 valence nucleons in the
2
10B model into Eq. 3.49 and summing over K , C  and k2 yields the spin-spin interactions 
derived from this part of the tensor NN interaction
O ___  POO pi ryjkr fry 1
Uf f ( R)  = -  — V T k R  rldriU 3_{rif j  dfiPffi)- p- ~ ~Si0, 
lt> Jo 2 7 - i  r
(3.50)
43
C  (/'■) -  Ci(/4
< V p)PP^ S 12, (3.51)
Pi(p)  -  (fi)
12 f°° f 1
U l f ( R )  =  — V&kR, /  r'ldriu 3_(rif / dfiP3(fj,)- 
35 7o 2 7 - i
p
s 3i.
S 32, (3.52)
(3.53)
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3.6 .5  Sp in -Sp in  P o ten tia ls  for A ll Tensor Term s
Summing the potentials from all three tensor terms yields the spin-spin interactions from 
the folding of the whole tensor term in the NN interaction for protons elastically scattering 
from 10 B
4  r°° r1
u loiR ) =  7 7 /  r ld n u  * f a ) 2 /  dfitO J o l 2 J - I
Vw (rp) o
r\Pa{n) +
- 2 R r 1P1(fi) (3.54)
o I f\'Tr r°° N
u t m  = ^ v f  /„ r*dnu4 n ? J , ^
4 3  p  p i u 3 b  p c  cN p p W  
-  — RriPi(p) +  -R riP z(ii)
5 5
U32 (R ) =  J Q r i d r iu ^ ( r i f  f
m 2P M  + (4r\  -  R ^ P i i v )
'12, (3.55)
(r\ +  R 2)P2(fi) -  ^RnPiifj ,)
-  -R nP s i f i ) s (3.56)
UfA(R) = j  r{dr1u i | ( r i ) 2 j  dfi R 2P2(fi) +  r\PA{ii)
-  2Rr1P3(fj,) vpp(rp) >34 - (3.57)
The folding of the tensor v^p(rp)Soi term in the NN interaction also yields the spherical 
Uio(R) and tensor U\2{R) spin-spin interactions examined in previous work (see Section 
1.2). Also obtained is the higher rank term, C/32(jR), from McAbee [20,21]. A new spin- 
spin interaction Us^R),  which goes beyond the work of McAbee, is also derived for the 
first time.
Combining the spin-spin potentials from the three tensor terms in Eqs. 3.54 - 3.54 
enables a simple check of the folding of the direct tensor NN interaction term to be 
performed. When r p = 0 (i.e. R  =  rq and n = 1) the factor l / r p —> oo in the equations 
above. For these potentials to remain physical for all values of rp, the terms in the square 
brackets must be zero when r p = 0. Expressing the Legendre Polynomials in the equations 
above in terms of fi shows that the terms in the square brackets do indeed sum to zero 
for r p = 0.
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3.7 Analytic /i Integration
The form factors of the different components of the direct NN interaction given in Eq.
3.7 are chosen to be Yukawa functions (see Section 4.3). This enables the \x integrals of 
the folded potentials to be performed analytically. This is done using the relation [49]
/ I  -W — ( | J l — r \\/R  •) N
dftPKUt) J 2  VUR _ r  i /o  =  - 2 E  (3.58)
-1 j=1 I 11/ j j=1
where the V/s  are complex strengths in MeV (MeV.fm-2 for the tensor terms) of the 
Yukawa functions and the R j ’s are the range parameters, j x i x )  is a spherical Bessel 
function of the first kind and h ^ ( x )  is a spherical Bessel function of the third kind [49]. 
The arguments of these two Bessel functions depend on whether R  or r\ is greater. When 
R >  7*i, r> =  R  and r< =  r\ and visa-versa for R  < r
3.8 Spin-Orbit Terms
While this work focuses on spin-spin interactions from the folding of the ctq • <T\ and tensor 
terms in the NN interaction, spin-spin potentials derived from the folding of the spin-orbit 
term were also proposed by Feshbach [1]. Some studies of the first order I  • £ term have 
been performed, where £ is the relative orbital angular momentum of the projectile and 
target [56].
Studies of this spin-orbit interaction have mainly focused on projectiles with zero spin 
as the I  • £ term arises even if the projectile spin is zero. The effect of this interaction has 
been studied in elastic 4He- and 3He-nucleus scattering [59-61]. These works obtained 
phenomenological strengths of the I  • £ potential which were of the order of 1 MeV. A 
theoretical description of these works was attempted by Rawitscher [62] who considered 
a-nucleus scattering and folded a phenomenological a+ N  potential over the nucleons in 
the target nucleus. Rawitscher found the strengths of these potentials to be an order of 
magnitude below the phenomenological values.
Microscopic studies of the I  • t  term have also been carried out [63,64]. Both these 
works obtain the I  • t  potential by folding over the NN spin-orbit force including a single 
nucleon exchange term (see Chapter 5 for a discussion of exchange). Love [63] calculated 
the strength of this interaction for the scattering of 4He from 9Be and 59Co and found the 
contribution from the exchange term to be much more important that the direct term. 
Petrovich et al [64] used a folding model to calculate the strength of the I  • £ term  for 
heavy-ion elastic scattering. Both works obtained theoretical spin-spin potentials that 
were fairly weak [64].
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In the search for work on the target spin dependent I  • £ interaction none were found 
detailing the effect of this term on D n n - It is unclear if a term with a dependence on the 
target spin but no dependence on the projectile spin would cause a significant deviation 
of Dn n  from unity. The folding of the spin-orbit term in the NN interaction would lead 
to higher order spin-spin interactions which do depend on the projectile spin. Their effect 
on Dn n  will be the subject of future work.
3.9 Folding Checks
The volume integrals of the radial form factors of the spin-spin interactions can be used 
as a check of the folding model. For the valence proton, ignoring the spin dependence for 
now, the folded potentials are of the form
(IMf \U(R)\IMi) = Um,mAR) = [ J  ^ i<ir2®IiM/(r1,r2)i;sp( |J l- r 1|)4'7,Mi(ri>r2).
(3.59)
Integrating over all space on both sides and using the substitution x  = R  — r  i leads to
p o o  p o o  p  p
4n / R 2 <IRUm, mS r ) = 47r / x2dxvpp(:r) / / r2)i'/Mi(rh r2).
° ° (3.60)
Using the Yukawa form (see Section 4.3, Eq. 4.10), for the radial form factors of the terms 
in the NN interaction gives
[°° R 2 dRUMfMi(R) r  x2dx E  ^■ft/ xp( X/Rj)  =  J 2  V j t R j f .Jo Jo j=1 ^  j=1
(3.61)
Use of the Yukawa functions enables the volume integrals of the NN interaction terms 
to be solved analytically giving a simple expression for the radial integrals of the folded 
potentials. The spin dependence of the terms in the NN interaction used to derive the 
folded spin-spin potentials means Eq. 3.61 has to be slightly modified to allow for spin 
operators between the initial and final valence nucleon wavefunction in Eq. 3.60. This 
will be discussed in the next two sections.
3.9 .1  C hecks o f Folded P o ten tia ls  from  C entral N N  T erm
The folded potentials calculated from this term in the NN interaction are denoted by 
U™k(R) = Fg^IfySkjk-  For =  1? and k = 0, the spin-spin operator is independent of
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R  and Eq. 3.60 becomes
poo poo
/  R 2 d R F ^ ( R ) { I M t \S10\IMi) = /  x 2dxv™{x)
Jo Jo
x J J drldr2%*IM}{ r i , r 2)cro'cr1$ I,Mi{r1, r 2),
poo
= / X2d x v % (x ) x A m {IM}\Sw \IMi), 
Jo
poo poo
=> /  R 2 dRF™(R) =  /  x2dxv™{x) x A m  = y ' v ? E( R f Ef  x A a<T.
Jo Jo j=1
(3.62)
For the valence nucleon wavefunction used in this work (see Section 3.3.1), the coefficient 
A aa can be found using standard recoupling techniques in a process analogous to the
folding of the whole v™(rp)cro • oq term (detailed in Appendix C.l). This gives A aa as
A™ = (3.63)
For ki = 1 or 3 and k =  2, this check has to be modified slightly because the operators 
S 12 and S%2 both contain Y2q(R).  The volume integrals of these folded potentials are
J  d R  F™ (R)Sn  = J  d R  F £ ( R ) S 32 =  0 (3.64)
because the integration over all angles of a spherical harmonics of rank 2 is zero. In 
this case, to get a non zero result, the folded potential is multiplied by R 2Y2qi(R)  then 
integrated over all space
J  d R R 2Y*q,(R)FZ?2(R){ IM f \Skl2\IMi) =  J  dxv;;(x)  J J  d r . d r ^ l ^ r , , ^ )  
x (|® + ri\)2Y^,(x +  ri)<r0 • t r ^ i ^ r u r2), 
(3.65)
where R  =  x  +  rq. Using Eq. 3.37,
(\x +  r  i\)2YJq,(x  +  r q )  =  x2YJq,(x)  +  r ^ Y J / r q )
K 
”3
—  /To" ^ ^  , (3.66)+ ViTry — ^ (lal/?|2g ) x Y i a ( n ) r i Y i fi(ri)-
a/3
Only the second term, T’J y ^ /^ i) ,  is non zero when substituted into the right hand side 
of Eq. 3.65 and integrated over all angles. Selecting only this term means Eq. 3.65 can
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now be written as
f  dRR2YJq,(R)F&(R) J 2  -  q y ^ ^ l M f l n ^ l I M ^ R ^ - y
m o  qiq
= J  dxv™( x) J J  dr1dr2^ l Mf{ru r 2)riY^,(r1)a-o-er1'!fIjMi(ru r 2),
(3.67)
where Eq. 3.30 has been used for (IM f \Sk j 2 \IMi). Integrating over all angles cKIr and 
dQx gives
R i dRF™2(R) ^(l/xofeff/12 -  q)rIm(<ro){IMf\'n,t tI( I ) \ W K - ) q
M o qi
p o o  p  p
=  4tt I x 2dxv™(x) 11 dr1dr2^ l Mf{ru r 2)rlYJq/(r1)(To ' cr1^ ItMi(r1, r 2),
POO
= 4tt /  x 2dxv™{x) x B l J ^ { l i i 0k iq i \2 -  q)TlllQ(<To)(IMf \Tkiqi{ I ) \ I M i ) ( - ) q,
IdQQl
/ p o o  NRi d R F ^ { R )  = 4ir /  x 2dxv™(x) x = 4tt £  V ° E{R°Ef  x B%,
j =1
(3.68)
The coefficient B™ can be found using the valence nucleon wavefunctions described in 
Section 3.3.1 and the recoupling techniques detailed in Appendix C
( 2 1 \
= A j[ \  J " ridr1uV i (r1)utlj l (r1),
Ui I ii J
(3.69)
for the model of 10B used in this work, the only values of hi which lead to a non-zero 
value for BJJJ are kj — 1 and 3.
3.9 .2  C hecks o f  Folded  P o ten tia ls  from  T ensor N N  Term
The folding of the tensor term in the NN interactions also yields spin-spin potentials of
the form Uklk(B) = Fkik{R)Skjk• For hi = 1. k = 0 the properties of rank 2 spherical
harmonics discussed in the previous section mean that
J  dRFfg(R)(IMf  |S 101/Mj) =  0 = 2 ^ /  H W  £  / [ dridr2 (3 7Q)
x */,M/ (ri> r2) (-)'iT2_(1(S)5'/>Mj (n , r2),
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where the form of the tensor NN interaction given in Eq. 3.35 has been used.
For kj = 1 or 3 and k = 2, we can use the same folding check method for the 
corresponding spin-spin potential terms derived from the folding of the central v™ (rp)cr0 • 
cti NN interaction term
d R R 2Yjq, (R )F £ 2(R ) ( IM f \S k, 2\IMi) = 2]j ^  j < * « & (® )£ y ^(sc )
X II  dridr2^ i ’Mi(r i ’ r ^ x +  r il)2y2*,'(a: +  r i ) ( - ) ,,T2- lx(S)'!>IMl(.ru r2), (3.71)
which is analogous to Eq. 3.65. This time, of the three terms in Eq. 3.66, the only one 
which does not integrate to zero when inserted into the right hand side of Eq. 3.71 is 
x 2Y2qf(x). Therefore
d R R 2Y ^ ,(R )F lrl2( R ) J 2  (lMofe/3/|2 -  q ^ c r ^ I M f ^ i l ^ I M ^ R ^ - r
H z—V*o qiq
= 2y y  f d x x 2Y2q,(x )v% {x) '^ j Y2ll,{x)
x J J  d r 1dr2''V,ItMj( r 1, r 2) ( - ) ltT2^lAS)'i'r,M,(rl , r 2), 
(3.72)
where the form of { IM f \S kl2\IMi) has been included using Eq. 3.30. Now, integrating 
over all angles cLDr and dflx leads to
POO
/  R i dRFlr2(R)'^2 {’i-IM,kiqi\2-q)Tlll0{(TQ){IMi\Tkiqi{I) \ IMi) { - ) q 
Jo  ‘— ‘no Qi
= J  ^ d / x v ^ x )  J J  f/ri(ir./I/)jM/(i'i,r2)(-)''T 2_),(S)'I'/iM>:( r 1;r 2),
=  2y y  [  x BZ I2 - q)nK,{a'o){iMs \Tk,qi{ i ) \ iM i ) { - ) q,
0 Mo qi
I  I---- N
=► J J ° R AdRFfl2{R) =  Jo *4< ta£ (x ) x B% =  2 ^ y l 2 0  £  i f  ^ i? ™ )7 x  B%. 
(3.73)
The coefficient B k , calculated using the methods described in Appendix C and the wave-
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functions detailed in Section 3.3.1, is given by
(3.74) 
Blr =  0.
Therefore,
J  R 4dRF%(R) = 0. (3.75)
For ki = 3 or 5 and k = 4, to obtain a non zero result, the folded potential is multiplied 
by R^Y4q,{R) then integrated over all space:
[  dRR%*q, (R )F £ 4(R){IMf \Skl4 I/M,) =  2 ^  [  d x v ^ x )  ^ Y ^ x )
J V J n (3.76)
x J J  drldr2 *^IMf{r ^ r 2)(\x + r ^ Y ^ x  + ri)(-)Air2-/i(5)^j,M<(r,i, r2).
Just as R 2Y2qf(R)  can be expanded using Eq. 3.37, R 4Y4qf(R)  is given by 
(I* +  r i | ) 4F4*,(a; +  r i)  =  x4Y^,(x)  + r^F4*,(f i)
a(3
+ (3-77)
a/3
n J l+ VI \l—  y](2a2P\2q')x‘2Yla(x)r\Y;i}{ri).
a(3
This expansion is taken from Appendix VI of [42]. Of these five terms, only the last 
one leads to a non zero result when substituted into the right hand side of Eq. 3.76 and 
integrated over all angles. Therefore, using this term in Eq. 3.76 results in
j  dRR4Y^ q,(R)F^i4(R)  -  q)Tlm{<r0)(IMs \Tkiqi{I)\IMi)YM{ R ) ( - Y
M o qiq
= i  dXVPP^Yx2Y2c‘(&)Y^l‘(&)(2a2l3\2tl')
Haf3X I Idr'ldr'2^.M/(I,i.I’2)(-),‘'r2_f,(S')r?F2*/,(r'1)3'/,Mi(ri,r2),
(3.78)
where the explicit form of { IM f \S kl4 \IMi) has been substituted in using Eq. 3.30. Inte­
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grating over all angles dOR and dflx leads to
/ o o
R 6d R F ^ ( R )  J 2  (1M /9 /I4  -
m o g i q
‘ 'OO
=  2 1 \ / 4 t t  J ^ r -  [  x ' 1 dxv£p(x) ( 2 / x 2 / 3 1 2 g ' )
V & V i) J ,  ^
X I I dridr^ I’Ms^rur2^ ~^ T2-^S^ Y^ 1^ I'M^rur ’^
= r x ^ d x v ^ i x )  x  C%
0 m o  qiq
i -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- /--------- N
p o o  o  p o o  o  iV
=*• j f  R°dRF*l(R)  =  2 y  —  j ' x4d®e»(*) x Cf, =  2 ^ /— 120 x Cfr
(3.79)
As with the other coefficients, can be found using the valence nucleon wavefunctions
described in Section 3.3.1 and the recoupling techniques detailed in Appendix C:
C f  =63V5£'1] ; i 1/(£i020|40)W (1142; 2Z)W { Z j [ I j j )
[ 2 1 3 1 r
x {  e i I i l  r /  r i dri“ fy ;(r i K u i ( r i)- (3 -80)
U u J  °
cr =o.
Chapter 4 
N ucleon-N ucleon Interaction
The bare nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction is too strong to be used directly in scattering 
calculations. Realistic forms of bare nuclear forces show strong short range repulsion 
(hard core) and are too strong to be treated by perturbation theory or other many-body 
techniques [65]. Also, a nucleon in a nucleus feels the effect of all the other nucleons, i.e. 
the nuclear medium causes an average potential which all the nucleons are influenced by 
and contribute to. These complications have led to the use of effective NN interactions 
that replaces the many-body problem by a simpler two body problem: two nucleons, 
interacting through a potential, within a many body system.
4.1 Effective Nucleon-Nucleon Interaction
Two examples of phenomenological NN interactions are the Hamada Johnston (HJ) po­
tential [66], and the Reid soft core (Reid68) potential [67]. The HJ interaction is an 
energy independent (but non-relativistic) NN potential that uses a hard core model (i.e. 
V(r) = oo for r < rc — 0.343 fm), with a superposition of Yukawa forms fitted to two- 
nucleon data below 315 MeV. The Reid68 interaction uses a soft core (i.e. V(r) = oo 
only for r —► 0) Yukawa potential fitted to phase parameters and low energy data (below 
~350 MeV).
A method of deriving an effective interaction from the bare NN interaction is known as 
the Brueckner G-matrix approach, (see [68-70] and references in [71]). The Schrodinger 
equation for two nucleons/fermions in a Fermi gas is called the Bethe-Goldstone equation 
[72]. This equation is solved, yielding a G-matrix that is weaker and more smoothly 
behaved than the bare interaction [65]. This G-matrix can then be used as an effective 
interaction for two nucleons in a nuclear medium. The G-matrix also takes into account 
Pauli blocking and nuclear binding and can therefore be used to reflect many-body effects 
[71].
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One effective NN interaction which is derived using this method is the density inde­
pendent M3Y interaction [73]. As described previously, the Bethe-Goldstone equation is 
solved, in this case using the phenomenological NN potentials of HJ and Reid68, to yield 
their Brueckner G-matrix elements. A sum of Yukawa terms is then fitted so that the 
matrix elements reproduce the G-matrix elements. The central parts of the interaction 
were fitted using three Yukawa terms (hence the name M3Y - with the M standing for 
Michigan). Further details are given in [73,74]. Density-dependent corrections for the 
central parts of this interaction have also been made [21,74].
This work was later extended and an effective NN M3Y interaction was derived from 
the Paris [75] NN potential [76]. The Paris potential was taken to be more fundamental 
that the H J and Reid68 interactions as only the short-range part was fitted phenomenolog- 
ically (to newer data); the medium- and long-range parts were based upon meson theory 
of nuclear forces [76]. However, there are still an estimated 60 free parameters that are 
fitted to the data [77], most of which determine the short range part of the potential. 
While this has the advantage of providing good fits to the data, it obscures the theory 
underlying the potential. The matrix elements obtained from the Paris potential were 
not significantly different to those derived from Reid68 [76].
At sufficiently high nucleon bombarding energies (above ~100 MeV), the G-matrix 
approaches the t-matrix for free NN scattering and the impulse approximation (where 
each scattering event is taken to be between free nucleons) is applicable. An effective 
interaction based on the free NN t-matrix would therefore consider a projectile nucleon 
scattering from one target nucleon that is under the influence of the surrounding nuclear 
medium. Love and Franey [78] use this method to derive an energy-dependent free NN 
interaction fitted to NN amplitudes for energies between 100 and 800 MeV. They also 
used a sum of Yukawa forms to represent the radial parts of their interactions.
Effective interactions of this type, that are based on the realistic bare NN interaction, 
but use some kind of G- or t-matrix, are known as ‘realistic’. To ensure that these effective 
forces reproduce experimental data, they depend on parameters that are adjusted to fit 
NN data. Therefore, most microscopic descriptions of the nucleus that use effective inter­
actions are based on the known NN force, but are still in some sense phenomenological.
Microscopic calculations of spin-spin interactions have used several different types of 
NN interactions. Satchler [9] used the HJ potential [79]. Dabrowski and Haensel [11] used 
the Reid68 [67], while both Petrovich et al. [17] and McAbee [20] use the effective M3Y [73] 
interactions. An effective interaction derived from the Paris NN potential [75] was used 
in the work of von Przewoski et al [15] for the microscopic parts of their calculation.
The NN interaction used in this work is based on a realistic free-space NN interaction 
that is an improved version of the Bonn-B potential (see references in [71]). The Bonn
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potential goes further into meson theory than the Paris potential, which makes the short- 
range phenomenology (a weakness of the Paris potential) unnecessary. The Bonn model 
has 12 parameters for which physically reasonable choices are made and result in a poten­
tial that gives a satisfactory description of NN data up to 300 MeV [77]. The effective NN 
interaction is obtained from the updated Bonn-B potential using the Brueckner G-matrix 
approach as described in [71]. The Yukawa parameters used here are calculated from the 
effective NN interaction as described in [71] and were provided by [80]. The parameters 
are fitted for a free complex t-matrix and are calculated for an incident proton laboratory 
energy of 200 MeV, with the target at rest. The Yukawa parameters are listed in Tables 
E .l and E.2 in Appendix E.
4.2 Spin- and Isospin- Structure of the Effective N N  
Interaction
The effective NN interaction between nucleon a, and nucleon b, can be written in isospin 
formalism as the sum of central (CE), spin-orbit (LS) and tensor (TR) terms [44]
VNN(a, b) = Vq0e (t ) +  vE0E(r)cra • crb +  v$E(r)ra • r b +  vgE(r)<ra • a br a • r b 
+  K ef M  +  vi i ( r )Ta • T b] i ab • (cra +  a b)
+  [v j^ ( r )+ v g i2( r ) r 0 - r 5] 5 a6, (4.1)
where r = \ra — r b\, is the separation between the two nucleons, and the relative angular 
momentum is
iab =  (2K)-lr  x (pn -  p b), (4.2)
where p  is the nucleon momentum. The NN tensor operator is
S ab = 3(cra • r)(crb • r) -  cra • crb. (4.3)
The isospin operators r  are 2x2 matrices analogous to the Pauli spin operator, er [81]. 
They add to give a total isospin, T  = | ( r a +  t&), just as the total spin, S , is given by 
S  = |(c ra +  crb) 1. The terms in Eq. 4.1 have the spin-isospin structure v ^ E and result 
in spin transfer, s and isospin transfer, t. The spin/isospin-independent term is therefore 
voE(r) and the spin independent isovector term is VQE(r)ra • r b etc. The spin-orbit, 
vs f ( r ) and tensor, vJtR(r) terms all have spin transfer s = 1 and only act on triplet (total
xThe components of the isospin operators also share the property t]2 =  rf =  r |  =  1 with the Pauli 
spin operators. For T =  0, r a • r b =  — 3 and for T =  1, r a • Tb =  1, just as for total spin, S =  0, (singlet 
state), a a • crb =  —3 and for, S — 1, (triplet state), <ja - crb =  1.
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spin S  = 1) states.
The two NN interactions used in this work are Vpp and Vpn corresponding to a proton 
(a) - proton (b) and proton (a) - neutron (b) interaction, respectively. This results in two 
different versions of Eq. 4.1:
Vw {a,b) =  Vm= (a, b),
= KoV) + *>of(r)] + KfM + unB(r)] O'o •
+ K /W  + Vif (r)]^ <*- ( < 7 a  + <rb)+ (4-4)
^ ( 0 , 6) =  +
=  K t f M  -  +  K E(r) ~  v ° i ( r ) ] a a ■ <rb
+  K f M  -  ■wff • (<r0 +  <Tb) + K o V )  -  vuR(r )] s ab> (4-5)
which can be simplified to
VNN(a, b) =  v%N(r) +  v™N(r)<ra • +  v%N(r)lab • (cra +  crb) +  v%N(r)Sab, (4.6)
where the vjvivM components are different for like and unlike particles.
The vst components in Eq. 4.1 can be expressed in terms of total spin, singlet, S, and 
triplet, T, of the two-nucleon system and its relative angular momentum, even, E , and 
odd, O, [44]
vCE uoo (r) =  [ 3 ^ |  (r) +  3«gf (r) +  (r) +  v%§ (r)] /16,
(r) =  [v?§(r) -  3 « ff  (r) +  3v$%(r) -  v*£o M ] / 16>
(r) =  [ — Zvxe (r ) +  vse (r ) +  3 fro  (r ) — vso (r )] /16,
(r) =  [ - v $ § ( r ) - v % § ( r )  + v$%(r) + v%g{r)]/16,
(r) =  [«££ (r) +  3«ro M ] / 4.
V u ir )  =  [ - ^ t I W  +  ^ to W ] /4.
(r) =  [^™(r) +  3t;Jg(r)]/4,
W  =  [ - v TA { r )  + v™ {r j \ / i .  (4.7)
,C£
;10
,C£
;01
,CE;11
y10
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,7\R;11
The Vn n  components from Eq. 4.6 can also be expressed in this way, for like particles
< i ( r ) =  [vsE(r) + 3v$%(r)\/4,
«£(»•) =  [ - ^ # ( r ) + t ^ ( r ) ] / 4,
=  vTo(r )>
vpp(r ) =  vTo(r). (4-8)
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and unlike particles
v m i r ) =  M E ( r )  +  « g f  (r) +  3 ^ ( r )  +  v™(r)} /8,
=  b r I ( !' ) - ?;s l ( J') +  «To(r ) - ' !'s o (J') ] /8> 
v£,(r) =  [ ^ f W  +  ^ S M ] / 2.
=  K e M  +  ^toM ] /2- (4-9)
4.3 Parametrisation
The parametrisation used in this work is the same as that detailed in Love and Franey 
[78]. For computational simplicity the radial parts of the singlet/triplet, odd/even v 
components are taken to be a sum of Yukawa forms
N c e
vs/T,o/E(r ) =  Y T £ y (r /-RT ) ;  Y{x) = e~x/x ,  (4.10)
i =i
Nls
vojeir)  =  J 2 v f s Y ( r / R f s ), (4.11)
3=1
Ntr
vo fs (r ) =  (4.12)
3=1
where the Vj’s are complex strengths in MeV (MeV.fm-2 for the tensor terms) and the R / s
are the range parameters. The parameters are listed in Tables E .l and E.2 in Appendix
E. These equations yield the direct part of the effective interaction.
4.4 Exchange Terms
For the case of nucleon-nucleus scattering, the Pauli principle requires the to tal nuclear 
wavefunction to be antisymmetric under the interchange of nucleons between the projectile 
and target. The consequences of this requirement have been studied within the framework 
of the resonating-group method (RGM) within an elastic channel. RGM is a microscopic 
method used to solve nuclear many body problems based on the idea that nucleons in 
nuclei spend a fraction of their time in clusters. For a good description of RGM see 
[82]. The RGM uses totally antisymmetrised wavefunctions and can therefore be used to 
investigate the effects of the Pauli principle.
For nucleus-nucleus elastic scattering, the antisymmetrisation of the wavefunction us­
ing RGM yields a local direct term and various nonlocal nucleon-exchange terms, de­
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pending on the number of nucleons interchanged [74]. In all scattering systems the most 
important exchange contributions come from one-nucleon exchange and core-exchange 
(the complete exchange of all the nucleons from the smaller system), although the latter 
is only important when the two nuclei have a similar number of nucleons [83]. So for 
nucleon-nucleus scattering it is reasonable when considering exchange corrections arising 
from antisymmetrisation to use single-nucleon exchange (SNE) or, specifically, single­
nucleon knock-on exchange (SNKE), where a target nucleon is ejected and replaced by 
the projectile nucleon after their interaction [44]. To formally include knock-on exchange 
in a folding model the effective NN interaction potential term, vpt(r), between projectile 
nucleon p and target nucleon t  can be replaced by [57,74]
Vpt(r) (1 -  Ppt)vpt(r), (4.13)
where Ppt is the operator that exchanges all the coordinates of the two nucleons. The 
exchange operator can be written in terms of the spin and isospin operators P a and P r 
which exchange the spin and isospin coordinates, respectively,
p pt =  p ; tp ; tp ; t , (4.i4)
where Ppt exchanges the spatial coordinates of the two nucleons. Eq 4.13 can now be 
written as
'i)pt(r) -> (1 -  Ppt)vpt(r), (4.15)
-» vpt( r ) + v pt{r)P't, (4.16)
where vpt{r) =  —PptPptvpt(r) and has a spin-isospin decomposition that is the same as 
vpt(r) given in Eq. 4.7, except that the sign for the odd-state terms is changed.
The effect of exchange terms on spin-spin interactions derived from folding models 
has not been fully investigated. Early folding models for spin-spin interactions [7-11] 
used effective interactions which were mainly phenomenological so exchange was crudely 
included. However explicit exchange effects were not incorporated, although they were 
discussed [9]. Petrovich [17] and McAbee [20] used SNKE to approximate exchange for
the VjfN (r)cra • cr& term in their effective NN interaction. Petrovich also approximates
the spin-orbit exchange terms using the odd state spin-orbit components alone, but both 
works neglected exchange effects for the tensor terms in their final calculations. It is one 
of the goals of this work to consistently include, for the first time, SNKE terms for both 
the central v^fN(r)aa • crfc and tensor v%N(r)Sab terms in the effective NN interaction and 
investigate their contributions to the spin-spin interactions.
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4.5 Zero-Range Pseudo-Potentials
In order to avoid the complicated evaluation of exact exchange amplitudes, the use of 
zero-range pseudo-potentials has been adopted for treating exchange terms in folding 
models [84-86]. In the simplest of these approximate treatments the exchange pseudo­
potentials are derived to yield the same Born amplitudes as their equivalent exchange 
terms [44,83]. The resulting zero-range effective exchange interaction can then be used 
to evaluate the scattering amplitude more readily than for the full exchange terms.
4.5 .1  C entral E xchan ge
In the NN interactions given in Eq. 4.6 between projectile nucleon a and target nucleon 5, 
the central term v™N (r)<ra • crb is now given by a direct and SNKE term (from Eq. 4.16) 
of the form
• o-b -► v ^ N ( r ) a a • crb +  v ^ (r)< 7 a • cr6Par6. (4.17)
The Born amplitude (taking the incident and scattered wavefunction as plane waves) for 
this exchange term is given by
poo
(k' \vaNaN {r)(Ta • <TbP rah\k ) = 4 tt j o { Q r ) v ^ N { r ) r 2dr  cra • cr6, (4.18)
Jo
in terms of the spherical Bessel function of the first kind, J o ( Q r ) ,  where Q  is the sum of 
the initial and final wave number of either particle in the centre of mass system,
Q  =  k' +  k.  (4.19)
The value taken for Q is discussed in Section 4.5.3. The zero-range pseudo-potential used 
to approximate this exchange term is given by
■ °b Pab J<7o(Q)S{r)<Ta ' <Tb Pli, (4-20)
where the strength Jaa(Q)  is the Fourier transform of * N N m
poo
Jaa(Q) = 4tt jo{Qr)vaNN{r)r2dr, (4.21)
Jo
as in Eq. 4.18. This pseudo-potential for the central exchange contribution to the NN 
interaction has been used by several authors and has been shown to be quite accurate for 
nucleon scattering at energies above 100 MeV (see references in [44,57,74]).
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4 .5 .2  T ensor E xchange
In previous works on spin-spin interactions, the contribution of the tensor exchange term 
in the NN interaction has been neglected due to the difficulty in taking the pseudo­
potential approach for the noncentral tensor potential [21]. In this work the tensor ex­
change will be included using the pseudo-potential approximation in a process analogous 
to that described in the previous section for the central exchange. This will complicate
the final calculation of the scattering amplitude but will enable the first estimate of the
effect on spin-spin interactions of the tensor exchange term in the NN interaction.
The SNKE approximation (Eq. 4.16) for the direct tensor term v%N(r)Sab in the NN 
interaction is given by
v%N(r)Sab v%N(r)Sa„ +  «£*(*•)«,*/£. (4.22)
The Born amplitude for the tensor exchange term is
p o o
(k'\v%N(r)Sab(cra,(Tb,r)P^b\k) = -4?r /  3 2 {Qr)v%N(r)r2dr S ab{aa, a b,Q),  (4.23)
Jo
where the tensor operator, S ab(<ja, crb, Q), is now given by
Sab{<7a, <Tb, Q)  =  3(<Ta • Q)((Tb • Q) ~  <Ta • CTh. (4.24)
Defining the operator S ab{cra, crb) Q ) =  Q2S ab(o'a, Q ) and using
(fc '|5 a6(cra, cr6, Q)\k)  =  (fc'|S ab(cra, crb, -* V r )|fe), (4.25)
Eq 4.23 can be modified to a form more suitable for manipulation in the folding model
Anr  „
(k'\v%N(r)Sab(cra,crb,r )P ^ \k )  =  j  J  ]2 (Qr)v%N(r)r2dr S„h(aa,crb, - - iV r).
° (4-26)
The zero-range pseudo-potential used to approximate this term is
P rab -> Jtr{Q) a t , -*V,)«(r)]Par6> (4.27)
where the strength Jtr (Q)  is calculated using the Fourier transform
Anr
M Q )  = J  h{Qr)v%N{ r y d r .  (4.28)
The form of the tensor exchange term given in 4.27 is non-local, which complicates the
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calculation of the folded potential and observables. The details of how the non-locality of 
this exchange interaction affects the folding model and the calculation of the scattering 
amplitude will be given in the next chapter.
4 .5 .3  A p p rox im ation  for Q
The exchange terms change the dependence of the Born amplitudes from the momentum 
transfer q = k' — k to Q = k' +  k, through the action of the PJb exchange operator which 
interchanges the spatial coordinates of the two nucleons
(fc'luNTvlfc) =  J  dr e~lk''rvNN(r)elk'r = J  dr vNN(r)e~tq'r , (4.29) 
(k'\vNNP^\k)  = [ d r  e -M 'rvNN(r)e-,h-r = J  dr vNN (r)e- 'Q r . (4.30)
In order to evaluate the Born amplitudes for the exchange terms, a value must be adopted 
for the magnitude of Q. The simplest choice is to take this to be the centre-of-mass wave 
number for the incident particle: Q = kcm [44,71]. This choice is reasonable for scattering 
in the forward direction. However, the measurement of D n n  being analysed in this work 
indicates that the variation of Av/v from unity is most significant at large scattering 
angles. Taking the value of Q associated with a scattering angle of 0 = 0° would therefore 
have limited meaning. In order to perform an improved calculation of these exchange 
terms at large scattering angles a more physical approximations for the magnitude of Q , 
which changes with scattering angle, is required.
N u cleo n -N u cleo n  S ca tter in g
In the following discussion we will consider the scattering of the incident nucleon with wave 
number ka by a single valence nucleon with initial wave number which for simplicity is 
bound to a spinless core of infinite mass. The Born amplitude of the local NN interaction 
term vjvjv(r )> (where r  is the relative separation between the two nucleons r  = r a — 7*5), 
is given by
K . K M K ,  k b) = J J  dradrb e - ^ e - ' ^ V N N i r y ^ e ’^ ,  (4.31) 
where k'a and k'b are the final wave numbers of the two nucleons. Using
k a . r a + k b - n =  { K  -  k i ) :  {r“ -  n }  +  {K  +  kb) ■ {r“ +  n )  (4.32)
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and assuming the potential conserves the total momentum of the system, which is assured 
by using 8(k'a +  k'b — k a — kb), leads to
{k'a,k'b\vNN\ka, k b) = J  dr e z(k'a k>b)'r/2vNN(r)ez{ka kb)'r/28{k’a +  k ’b -  k a -  k b),
= 8(k,a + k ,b - k a - k b) ( ^
k'  -  k'h
VNN
ka k b
(4.33)
neglecting factors of 7r for this discussion. The momentum transfer q and vector Q , in 
terms of the individual nucleon momenta can be obtained from this Born amplitude by 
taking
k a k bk' — k'y  _  ^a_ Kb k  =
2 2 7 
and using the conservation of momentum k'a +  k'b = k a +  k b to give
q = k'  -  k  =  k'a -  k a , Q = k'  +  k  =  k'a -  k b,
(4.34)
(4.35)
assuming on-shell scattering, i.e. k a  =  k ' a . In order to approximate Q, an appropriate 
value of k b  must be selected.
Fold ing M od el
In order to determine which value of Q  has the most important contribution to the 
scattering amplitude, the folded potential will be treated using the Born approximation in 
momentum space. The folding integral given in Eq. 3.6, which averages the NN interaction 
vnn  over the target nucleon wavefunction ^ (fc^ ), can be written in momentum space as
A'\vNN\kai^ a ) = J  J  dkbdkb ^ ^ / ( k b)(ka1k b\vNN\ka,kb)^A{kb)^ (4.36)
This gives the Born amplitude 
{k'a1 ^A'\VNN\kai
= J J dk'bdkb5(k'a + K - K -  kb)y\,{k'b){k'\vNN\k)<SA{kbl  (4 3 7 ) 
= /  dkb'i>'i,(kb —
where Eqs. 4.33 and 4.34 have been used. When vnn  is local then (fe, |ujvjv’|fe) is a function 
of q and can be taken outside of the integrals. For non local potentials, the matrix element 
of vNN depends on Q, which in turn is dependent on kb, and cannot be taken out of the 
kb integral. Therefore to avoid evaluating the kb integral exactly an appropriate value of
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Q  will be chosen at which to evaluate (kf\vNN\k).
The most important contribution of k & to this integral is given by the product of the 
final and initial target wavefunctions ty*A,(kb~q)  and T^A ^) respectively. Taking the form 
of the wavefunctions to be harmonic oscillators (HO) gives, 4/ (^7*) — P(r) exp(—r2/ R 2), 
where P(r)  is a polynomial in r and R  is the HO parameter. The Fourier transform of 
this wavefunction is then ^ ( A )  =  P(K)  exp(—K 2R 2/4). For large J7, the polynomials 
can be neglected and the values of kb that are most important can be found from the 
maximum of
exp
p  2
-  ( h  -  q f ^ - exp Kb a = exp + 2 4 (4.38)
which occurs when ( q 2/ 2 +  2[kb — q/2]2)R2/4  is at a minimum, i.e. when k b  = q/2.  For 
this approximation of Q, the value of kb is therefore taken to be
^  u _  U <1 K  +  k aQ  — k a kb — k a  ^— 2 (4.39)
This leads to the approximation for the magnitude of Q used in this work:
Q = kacos(6/2), (4.40)
assuming ka = k'a and 0 is the angle between k a and k'a [87]. This approximation for Q 
is the same as that obtained from the prescription described in Appendix B of ref [71], in 
the limit A —*■ oo.
Chapter 5 
Exchange Folding M odel
In this Chapter details will be given of how the folding model, discussed in Chapter 3, 
must be modified when using exchange (nonlocal) terms instead of direct (local) terms in 
the NN interaction. This change requires new formalism to determine the folded spin-spin 
potentials as well as a modification of the DWBA scattering amplitude derived in Chapter 
2. Using the same format as Chapter 3, only the final result of the folding will be given 
in each section. The full details of the folding formalism for the exchange terms is given 
in Appendix D.
5.1 General Folding for Exchange Terms
The general folding equation derived in Section 3.4 needs to be slightly modified for 
exchange terms in the NN interaction. Continuing the discussion for the valence proton 
(particle 1 in Figure 3.1) the potential Vpp{rp) in Eq. 3.23 now becomes Vpp(rp)PQ1. 
Substituting this into the general folding equation and acting with the operator Pq±, 
which exchanges the spatial coordinates of the two nucleons i.e. rq —> R  and R  —> rq, 
changes Eq. 3.23 to
r ‘2)\Vpp(rp)PZ1\'S’IMl(ri, r 2))
kiqi kiqik2q2
(  j l  A  ^  )x h { \ m si \ - m ' s l \k1q i ) ^ 1 - \ i i ' l >!1\k2q2)(kiqikiqi\k2q2) < |  \  h  > P0V
[ 4  h  J
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Remembering that in the calculation of the scattering amplitude this folded potential 
is placed between two distorted waves and the exchange operator will also act on the 
wavefunction to the right.
This folding equation can now be used to determine the folded spin-spin potentials 
from both the central exchange term Vpp(r)cr0 • ctiPqi and the tensor exchange term 
v^p(r)SoiPqi in the NN interaction.
5.2 Central Exchange N N  Interaction
The folding of the central SNKE term Vpp(rp)cro • ctiPq1 will be performed using the 
zero-range pseudo-potential from Eq. 4.20. Inserting this into Eq 5.1 yields
{^I,Mf(r ^ r 2)\Jaa(Q)S(rp)(To ' CT1 Pq^  I,Mi(r U V2))
I 6
=  J „ ( Q )  \  I  U h i ’M W ,  (R)ueih (R)
,k i h  f i  k,
(5.2)
x Y ^ k IW(kIj 1I j2-,f1I )^A- (e1Om k O) l  i  I  1  ) ( I , M s \Sik\I,Mi),
klk [ h  £[ k
where the full details of this folding are given in Appendix D.l.
5.2 .1  S p in -Sp in  P o ten tia ls  for C entral E xchan ge Term
The spin-spin potentials allowed for the model of 10B used in this work are determined
in the same way for the central exchange term as they were with the direct terms in the
NN interaction. Two valence particles (1, 2) in the l p 3 have orbital angular momentum
2
of i \  = £[ = 1 and total angular momentum of j i  = j[ =  j 2 =  | .  Inserting these numbers
into Eq. 5.2 along with the spin I  = 3 of 10B yields three different types of spin-spin
interaction
Uio (R) =  - % = l v ( r i ) 2Sio, (5.3)V37T l 2
UZ(R) =  (5.4)
u £ { R )  =  \ L N t u^ { n y s 32, (5.5)
where the hat denotes that these folded potentials are derived from the central (<rcr) 
exchange term in the NN interaction. These three spin-spin interactions are the same
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type as those obtained from the direct central term shown in Eqs. 3.31 - 3.33.
5.3 Tensor Exchange N N  Interaction
The contribution of the tensor SNKE term vtpp(rp) S 0iPQ1 to the folded spin-spin interac­
tions will be approximated using the zero-range pseudo-potential from Eq. 4.27
Jtr(Q) [^oi(cro, cru - i V rp)S(rp)] P0rl5 (5.6)
S7T
"5
=  2 J ^ -J tA Q )  [ r 2„(—*Vrp)«5(r,)] Jfc. (5.7)
The relationship between these two different forms of the pseudo-potential is analogous 
to that derived in Appendix C.2.1 for the direct tensor term operator. The second form, 
where the spin and radial dependence of the operator have been separated, is more suitable 
for manipulation in the folding model and will therefore be used for the evaluation of this 
term. The solid spherical harmonic described in [88] is related to the regular
spherical harmonic by
= R 2Y2ii(R). (5.8)
The solid spherical harmonic «Vrp) can be expressed in terms of the grad operator
V rp using the coupling rule for two spherical harmonics, Eq. A. 16, rearranged to give
= t i  E i ^ m ^ r n 2\em)Ytimi (.R)Yhm2 (R). (5.9)
^ iW iU t2U|tU) mim2
Taking i i =  t 2 = I and t  — 2 and multiplying both sides by R 2 gives
%m{R)  =  3(1M0|20) E  (lm i lm 2|2rn)^ lmi(R)&[m2(R).  (5.10)
' ' ' 77117772
Since R  =  where R mi = ^ p f R Y lmi( R ) then &imi(R) = \ [ i ( R )m1 and
the solid spherical harmonic in Eq. 5.7 can be separated into
(5-11)
V A*2^3
Expressing the solid spherical harmonic in this way will be useful for the folding of the 
tensor exchange term.
Now that the form of the tensor exchange term, Eq. 5.7, has been obtained, it can
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be substituted into the general exchange folding expression given in Eq. 5.1 to yield the 
following
< ® W n ,  r 2) \ 2 ^ j tT(Q) ^ R ' W * )  [ ^ ( - * V r ,)«(r„)] r 2)>
=  J  d n  y4 ^ H i ; ( r i ) ^ ( Q ) 2 ^ |  £  ( - ) ^
x ( l/ i0l/ti|2  -  /t)Tiflo(<T0) \ / 2 ( - ) 1/2“m*1(iTOsi i  -  m's! 11 Ai 1) [®2,J(-'<v r J 5(rr,)] Yf:!A!(H) 
x «**(£) (—)1/2+m*i_^ _Al ’^ 2/ k^W{kij iI j2-,j'l I){IMikiqi\IMf) £  (-)* -*
f Jl A kl }
x ki(\msl\  -  -  \ 1£'1)!l \k2q2){k1qlkIqI\k2q2) I \  \  h  > PJ,,
I 4  4  k2 j
(5.12)
where the rank 2 spin operator T2~ll{s) has been split using Eq. 3.36 and Eq. C.3 
has been used for the target nucleon spin matrix element. For the following discussion, 
consideration must be taken that the operation of Pqi n°t limited to the initial ground 
state valence nucleon wavefunction 1,^ 2)- In the calculation of the scattering
amplitude the initial distorted wave is also to the right of this operator (see Section 2.2). 
Therefore, when taking all the coordinate-dependent parts of Eq. 5.12, the distorted 
waves should also be included
(5.13)
where P0ri X a ? ^  k ) = Xa? (7*1, k ) 1. In order to take advantage of the integral properties 
of the delta function the coordinates can be changed to rq =  R  — r p, which gives
X I^iAi (R)ueih ( i? )x ^  (R ~ r p, k ).
Integrating by parts or using the following relation twice, f  drcjN • A  =  — f  dr(V<p) • A ,
1For the central exchange term this consideration was not required. The integration in Eq D.2 changes
x itV i >k) back t0 xiV(R,k)
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which is true when either (f) or A  goes to zero as r  —» oo, leads to
X < ; \ R ,  k')YhXl{R)ut lh {R) J drp -  n )
x  u*y<(| R - r p\ ) x ^ \ R - r p,k) .
Making the substitution X72pf ( R  — r p) =  X 2Rf ( R  — r p) finally allows us to integrate using 
the properties of the delta function (Eq. D.2) resulting in
X p i R ,  fc), (5-16)
which can be split into three terms: A, where the solid spherical harmonic acts on the 
components of the valence nucleon wavefunction; B, where it acts on the initial distorted 
wave; and C, where a rank-one grad operator acts on both  using Eq. 5.11
X;<-> (JJ, k')YllM (.R)ueih (R)  { (R)uV i  (JJ)] x<y (JJ, k)
+ Y ^ { R ) u V i { R ) [ ^ ( - t V R)x^{R .k )]  ( 5 1 ? )
-  2i v l  E i W M  [ v ^ p ^ J J K s ^ R ) ]  [v,,2x {+ \ r ,  k )]},
Hlfl2
substituting this back into Eq. 5.12 and using the orthogonality of the C-G coefficients 
given in Eq. A .l leads to
< M W r i ,  r 2)\Jtr(Q)2]fE H ' W s )  [ ^ ( - * V rp)S(rp)] ! * / . * ( « ,  r ^ x J + H n , f c )
=  ( - ) 3 j l _ j i _ ^ ^ r ( Q ) 3 \ / 2 y ^ / j i j ;  ^  ( _ ) / x + m i ( l Mol M i |2  -  / i ) r 1/xo(c r0 ) ^
A'jAi
X { [ ^ ( - * V h )U?a, ( A K j . (JJ)] x£> (H, fc) 4^
+  Y)Ta, ( A ) ^ ,  (JJ) [ ^ ( - i V j O x & H * ,  fc)] B
-  24 = v f  E ( 1^iM3i2M)[v(t2v)'y1( « ) ^ ( ^ ) ]  K - y t t ^ f c ) ] }  c
X ( - ) - AlF<lAl(JJ)«(!ui( i J ) ^ f c / V ( fc rf'1/ j 2; i ; / )
kiQi
( 3i j'l ki
2 2 ^
1^ &2
(5.18)
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where the incident distorted wave Xih\R>  k)  ^ as been left in the equation for clarity. In a 
symmetry with the direct tensor folded potential there are three term s to evaluate which 
will be dealt with separately.
5.3.1 Sp in -Sp in  P o ten tia ls  for Tensor E xchange Term  A
The folding, using Eq. 5.18, of the term  where the solid harmonic acts only on the 
components of the final valence nucleon wavefunction, r )Y£1 x, (R)] and
not on the distorted waves gives
=  (_ ) 3n  Si ^ r ( Q ) 3 \ / 2 y ^ / j i j 'J  ^ 2  ( - ) M+/il ( l^ o l^ i |2 - / ^ T i^ e r o )
T erm  A
mmo/u
AiAi
x Y ,  k / w  (kjjxl  j 2\ j [ I ) ( I  Mjkrqj\I Mf) E H '*2 (5'19)
kiqi /C252
Ij i  j[ hi |  |  1 C £[ k2
as the distorted wave are unaffected by this term  they have not been included in this 
equation. Using the angular momentum coupling techniques detailed in Appendix D.3, 
Eq. 5.19 becomes
T erm  A
=  {i?LA uV i (R)]
^  k^LC
L 2ko2
x  ( - ) - k2- k‘- c - J - (2 0 L 0 \e [0 ) (e 10L0\C0)kIW (k Ij i Ih - , f i I )  (5 .20)
31 A ]
x W {2l '1C i 1- L k 2) W ( U C k 2-2i) Ii  I 1
4 J
The differential operator is taken from [89] and described in Appendix D.2. This 
spin-spin interaction is of the same form, Ukjk(R) = FkIk(R)SiiIk, as all the other folded 
potentials derived previously. The spin-spin amplitude can therefore be calculated in the 
same way, using the formalism detailed in Chapter 2.
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Using the angular momentum values from the simplified model of 10B and performing 
the sums in Eq. 5.20 in exactly the same way as the other folded potentials yields the 
allowed spin-spin terms
U%a (R) =  Z S = ^ 11 (ri) (R)] Sio, (5.21)
U&a (R) = [13^1 +  27<y3m 1|(fl)]S i2 , (5.22)
U«A(R)  = -  ^ i « | ( i ? ) ] 5 22, (5.23)
£ & * (« ) =  ~  v tP ^  3 (r i ) [7<yn  +  3^31 V (R)} 532, (5.24)
175v107t 2 A2
^ ( f l )  =  3Vf 5^ f Q) « i |  (n )  [ 4 i ^ |  (JZ)] ^ 34- (5-25)
The hat denotes th a t these spin-spin potentials are from the folding of an exchange term  
and the superscrip ttrA indicates which tensor term  was folded to obtain these interactions.
For the first time, a spin-spin interaction is obtained th a t has even rank in I  (ki =  2). 
The nonlocal nature of the tensor exchange term  in the NN interaction means it is no 
longer straightforward to check the parity and time-reversal invariance of the resulting 
folded potentials. While the whole term  (including parts A, B and C) must be invariant,
the individual terms need not be. This issue will be dealt with in more detail in the
exchange folding checks (Section 5.5).
5.3 .2  Sp in -Sp in  P o ten tia ls  for Tensor E xchange Term  B
The term  in Eq 5.18 in which the solid spherical harmonic acts on the incident distorted 
wave alone Y£ (R) [%n(—*Vr )x^ ( - R , k ) \ , with the valence nucleon wavefunc­
tion unaffected, yields the following folded potential
T erm  B
=  (_ )3n A ^  ( - ) M+Ml( W / n |2 - / i ) T i M(cTo)
mi om
x  E  (R)uV l ( R ) ( - ) - ^ Y hXl(R)uh h (R) E  C w i k d ^ f J )
A'Ai fcm
(i i  j'i hi5 1 1h  A
x [S i.hV sJxSf’tfl,*!)].
(5.26)
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Using the method detailed in Appendix D.4 this reduces to 
T erm  B
(i i  j [  hI  1
x 1 2  ( - 1 ) 111 (CrkIqI\l^1)YCr(R)(I , Mf\Tkiq, ( I ) \ I , )r1(,0(<r0)
rg//xoMiM
X [ ^ { - i V  R ) x (2 \ R , k j ] ,
(5.27)
while this appears complicated it is essentially a product of two different parts, a form 
factor th a t depends only on R
(5.28)
£[ k
and an operator [Yk(R) x 7^ ( 7 )] • [ti(ct0) x ^ ( - z V r ) ] .  Therefore, Eq. 5.27 can be 
written more clearly as
u Z k ( R ) x I \ R - k )  = y ^ t ( f i ) [ n ( f l )  X [ n M  X
k lk
(5.29)
where the folded potentials from this tensor exchange term  will be denoted by (R).  
They are different from those derived previously because, instead of the operator Skjki 
these spin-spin interactions are proportional to [Yk(R) x Tkj(I)] • [ti(ct0) x  ^ ( - z V r ) ] .  
Performing the sums in Eq. 5.27 and using the angular momentum values from the 
simplified model of 10B gives the allowed spin-spin terms
U%b (R) = - S S T ( Q ) uM R ) 2[Y0(R )  x n ( I ) ]  ■ [ r , K )  x ^ ( - * V R)], (5.30)
o l 2
U«B(R)  =  - N tr( Q ) u M R ) 2[Y2(R)  x n(J)] • [ n ( < 7 o) X % » ( - i V Rj\,  (5.31)
lO 12
u& B(R )  =  ~ J t r ( Q ) u 3(R)2[Y2( R )x r3(/) ]  • [ti(<To) x ® y - * V R)]. (5.32)
o l 2
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The solid spherical harmonics in these equations act on the initial distorted wavefunction. 
This means the spin-spin amplitude given in Eq. 2.27 cannot be used for this spin-spin 
interaction. The modification of the DWBA scattering amplitude for these potential terms 
will be discussed in Section 5.4.1.
5.3 .3  Sp in -Sp in  P o ten tia ls  for Tensor E xchange Term  C
The folding of the third tensor exchange term  in Eq 5.18, which acts one grad on the 
components of the valence nucleon wavefunction and one grad on the distorted wave
- 2^ y | j l (1W 1Wil2/*)[v » y ; i* i(A )u v 1(B )][V w x{J)(« .fc )] . (5-33)
can be folded using Eq. 5.18 to  give 
T e rm  C
HH0H1
x 5 ^ ( - 2 ) - ^ y |  52(1^1^12/.) [VMy4Vi(H)U<W(JQ](-)-^Y hXl(R)
Api ‘ AH M2
x uh jx R ) E C w ^ i h i h \ A m M tk1q, \ iM! ) Y y r ^  ( 5 ' 3 4 )
kiqi k2q2
r h  j[ k j )
x (C -  X1£,1X'1\k2q2)(l -  Rikiqi\k2q2) < \  \  1
I t i 4 h  j
The angular momentum coupling techniques detailed in Appendix D.5 can be used to 
reduce this to
> [V ,3x ^ ( R , k
T e rm  C
k^LCE
X  ( - ) k‘- LLkl ( f1OW\LO)(eiOLO\CO)W(lf1Cel ;Lk2)kiW(krj l I j 2- f1I)
r ha k,  ) [ ! < ? £ ]  (5-35)
x |  i  I 1 1 l l  hi k, \  E  ( - l ) e( C T l (U0| ^ ) U r ( JR ) r lt ,o ( <r 0 )
h i  e[ k2 J 1 2 1 1 J
x (kiq, \^ \E  -€)</, Mf \iW (J)|J, Mi) [Vwx£>(Jl,fc)] •
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The differential operator gL£>, which acts on the radial function U£t f  (R), from the final 
valence nucleon wavefunction is also taken from [89] and is defined in Appendix D.2. Eq. 
5.35 can also be w ritten more clearly as
=  £  F £ % ( R )  [!Yk{ R ) x n ( a 0) \Ee [,rkl( I ) x V ]E_£ \ R , k ) ,
kikE
(5.36)
where the form factor R) is given by
N U R )  =  ( - ) 1+%- ji+' 1+<;4 ( Q ) 3 o j J  i W i v t M Y ,
k 2L
x ( - ) k^k^ LL k2(('1OW\LO)(i1OLO\kO)W(U[M1-Lk2)
(5.37)
1[ h  A k i  If 1 k E  1
X k i W i k j j J t e i ' J ) H i , 1 h  ki  j
[ 4  4  fe2 J 1I 2 1 1 J
and the folded potentials from this tensor exchange term  will be denoted by U ^ E where 
the extra subscript E  represents the coupling between the operators [Yfc(JR) x T i ( c r 0)] and 
[rjzj (I)  x V]. Performing the sums in Eq. 5.35 with the angular momentum values from 
the simplified model of 10 B leads to the following allowed spin-spin terms
U ^ ( R )  = N r M U3_(R)[g01 -  32i]V (i?)[Y i(ii) x T i(< ro )]j7b(J) x V ] ^ ,  (5.38)
6 V 6 7 r  A2 2
U * ° ( R )  =  ^ 0 - u i3_(R)[5gol +  U ^ u ^ i R ^ Y A R )  x r,(o-0)]0 [n ( J )  x V ]0, (5.39)
U l ^ ( R )  = I ^ u l i (R)[5g01 + 16g21]u i i ( R ) [ Y 1( R ) x T 1((To)]u [T1( I )x V ) ] ^ ,
(5.40)
U ^ ( R )  =  j 01 -  3 g^ulUx n W l J n f / )  x V ]2_£,
(5.41)
£ ^ ( H )  =  N * )  x n M J n p )  x V ]2_£, (5.42)
U » C { R )  = ~ 3 ^ 9 ) «t | ( A )  [fltti ~ g 2 i ] u , |  ( f l )  [ V (A) x  n(<r0)]l£ [t2(J) x V ) ] ^ ,
(5.43)
U 2 S (R )  = N N ) - u z { R ) [ g m ~  g2l] u 3(R)[Yi{R)  x n ( CTo)]2£[r2( / )  x V )]2_£, (5.44)
o \ /7 r  2 2
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Vfu(R) = +&i]«1|(B)[yi(fl) X n(«T0)]2£[t3(I) X v]2_£, (5.45)
ugg(R) =  53^ f \ f(fl) [an®!! W ] [^(H ) x n W l J u f f l  x v]2_e, (5.46)
t>33? (R) =  U4 R ^ U4 R )] [^(-R) X r , W ] J r 5(J) x V]3_£, (5.47)
u%£ (R) =  3^ ^ ) i^|( )^[g2i«i|(i?)] [Ks(H) X nWljTjIJ) x V]4_£. (5.48)
These folded potentials also have a grad operator acting on the initial distorted wave­
function. The modification of the spin-spin amplitude formalism in Chapter 2 for these 
spin-spin interactions will be discussed in Section 5.4.2.
5.4 Modified Scattering Am plitudes
The folded spin-spin potentials derived from two of the three tensor exchange terms in 
the NN interaction have differential operators which act on the distorted waves so that 
the DWBA scattering amplitude for the local spin-spin interactions, given by Eq. 2.20,
can no longer be used. The modified scattering amplitude for tensor exchange term B is
given by
#£0*/. M4; 0, </>) = k'), IM,\t%f(R)
X [ n ( f l )  X Tkl( l ) ]  ■ [ n M  X ^ ( - t V * ) ]  !*<+>(*, fc J .JM ,),
and for term C
fZck {N , M m , M i- 0 , 4,) = ^ j j j r ( x t f ( R ,  *0. IM,\ 5 2  f $ e ( r )
e  (5.50)
x  [Yk(R )  x  r 1 (17 o ) ] E e [Tt l ( I )  X V ] B J x < + > ( f l , f c ) ,  J M , > .
In order to evaluate these amplitudes the effect of and on the initial
distorted wave &) given in Eq. 2.21 must be determined. Writing out k)
in full using the spin-angle function given by Eq. 2.22 leads to
X<£ \ R , k )  = 4n 52 (£m‘ l ^ y mi )Yim,(k)
£,iR£,j,rn'j (5 51)
X 5 2  (e m "k»'i\jm j ) X l u' Ytm'^(R),
2 f tIII **
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The components of the distorted wavefunction th a t these differential operators act on are 
the distorted radial wavefunctions Uej(kcmR ) / k cmR  and the spherical harmonic 
Eq. D.13 derived in Appendix D .2 shows the result obtained when the solid spherical 
harmonic acts on a radial function and a spherical harmonic. This can be used to show 
that
^2 ( -* V r )
Jhr-m R
\/Fk
(^M?2/z|LAf)(20L0|£0)
L M
L I b niv rm-1 c
(5.52)
Eq. D.5 in Appendix D.2 gives a general expression for V M3 acting on a radial function 
and a spherical harmonic and can be used to  give
v  (A )
Lrrri.R
I
l m  L
9l£ Yl m (R).
(5.53)
Eqs. 5.52 and 5.53 will now be used to derive the modified scattering am plitudes for the 
tensor exchange terms.
5.4.1 Tensor Term  B
Substituting all the components into Eq. 5.49 yields
^ {4n)2 [ dR J 2 ^
t/ /)/ / • / / cut0\rrvt ,32'kK1
mix Y ,  f r r i J X i  Y?mT(R)F%Z(R) Y  H
q,q i,no ,ii i,/i
x (kqkjqi11/.(1 ( / ) |/M .) ( lp 02/i| 1 -  Hi )t1i1o(<t0)
(5.54)
-2
m'TA 2 i
x —= Y  (em.t2n\LM)(20L0\m 'L€
^£,ji(kcmR)
farm. R Yl m (R).
Using the angular momentum recoupling techniques detailed in Appendices A, C and D 
(and in [42]), choosing the incident beam direction to be along the z-axis w ith the y- 
axis perpendicular to the scattering plane (along k  x k')  and using expressions from [90],
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reduces Eq. 5.54 to
3^30
Er
=  k ,k  V  (fc')
^  W J
x ( / ^  - q i -  Hf \Hf\j 'Ei ~  q i ) ( IM ikIqI \ IM f )(kI -  qijHi\j'ni -  qi)
/•uu __
x /  R d R u elij,(kcmR)Fl?1l ( R ) J 2
LE
'L£
( kcrnR) L2(20L0|^0)(A;0L0|r0)
x E'2W { k I E j ' \ - ( .
k,  E  eW  j  Ei  ) j 1 e
L k l ) \ l  \  l \ \ L  2 I
5.4 .2  Tensor Term  C
Substituting the distorted wavefunction and folded potential into Eq. 5.50 yields 
/^cm(4vr)
27T h 2 [  dR i~e*we^ a a'
u e ^ k c ^ R )  ( e m 't \ n ,| i 'm '  ) U mj
x 5 ]  ( t r n l ' M U W J X i  Ye < ( R ) ^ F f i ; B(R) E  ( - 1)'
E qqjii 0fi'2
x {kqliio\Ee)Ykq(R)Tlflo(cr0)(kIqI lLi3\E -  
x ^  zV CT*( trn^/ i i l i^ - )^ /m, (k) ^  (U n"|/4 |
m'Ep 2 *
£
x E ( M ' 1^ 3|£ M ) ( - / - i - ( Z 010|L0)
LM
9l£
t.j (^cmF)  
~k /?ivrm -11
Using the same recoupling methods and choice of axes as term  B, Eq. 5.56 gives
- y / 6
~Ea_j rm. I'Aj'd
x (i'fii - q i -  iij \lif\j 'Hi  -  q i)( IM ikIqI \ IM f )(kI -  q i j l i ^ E i  ~  Qi)
x / RdRut’j ' ( k cmR)  E P U R)
EL
9L£
^£,j (  k  cm R)
R
{ - ) - LL E 2( m v \ L 0 )
1 I
x ( k O L Q \ Y Q ) ^ E liW ( i \ E ' l - i \ ) W { i \ k d ' - E ' j ' ) ^  1 
k L eE'
(5.55)
(5.56)
(5.57)
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5.5 Exchange Folding Checks
5.5.1 C hecks o f  Folded P o ten tia ls  from  C entral E xch an ge N N  
Term
The folded potential from the central exchange term can be checked in the same way as 
the direct term, by using the volume integral as discussed in Section 3.9.1. The delta- 
function form of the pseudo-potential Jaa(Q)d(rp)ao • o*i ^oi> used to approximate the 
exchange term makes this check simpler than the direct term. The folded potential from 
this exchange term has the form Uk°k(R)  =  Fk °k(R)Skjk-
For hi — 1 and k = 0 the volume integral of the folded potential is given by the 
following
p o o
4tr /  R 2 d R F ^ ( R ) ( I , M f \S w \I,Mi)
Jo
=  J J J d R d r 1dr 2^ l Mf(r1, r 2) J a a ( Q ) S ( R - r 1) a 0 - (TiP^A!I>Mi{ r i , r 2),
=  Jaa{Q) J J  d R d r 2% Mf( R , r 2)crQ-crifyIMi( R , r 2), (5-58)
= Jaa( Q ) x A ™ ( I , M f \S 10\ I ,M i),
»oo
R? d R F ^ ( R )  = XciQ )  x A™,
so the volume integral of this folded potential is simply related to the product of the 
coefficients J a a { Q )  and A aa, where the coefficient A aa is the same as that derived for the 
direct term given by Eq. 3.63 in Section 3.9.1.
For ki = 1 or 3 and k = 2 to give a non-zero result, the folded potential is multiplied 
by R?Y2qi (R ) then integrated over all space in the same process as the check for the direct 
terms. For the exchange terms this method gives
= f  d R F ^ (R )Y J0 ^ M ^ - q ) T x m { ^ ) { h M s\Tkiqi{I)\I,Mi)Y^{R){-yR2Y^\R)
ho qiq
d R d r 1dr2 ]i’,j iMf( r 1, r-i )J„a{Q)5{R -  t-i)ct0 • <?iPm 
x <HI,Mt( r i , r 2)R2Y^,(R).
(5.59)
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(5.60)
Integrating on both sides leads to
p o o
/  B * d R F % ( R ) J 2  (lHokjqi \2 — q)Tin0(cro)(I, Mf\Tkiqi{ I ) \ I ,
0 f^ oQlQ
=  Jca{Q) J J  d R d r 2'S>*I'Mf(R,r2)(T0 • ctVIv.a/, (R , r ^ f^ Y ^ A R ),  
=  J w { Q )  x B %  ^ ( l u o h q ^  -  g)riw (<r0)(/, M f \Tk, q, ( I ) \ I , M j)(-)9,
Mo qi
=► J i t d R F f c i R )  = 3„{Q)  x B%°.
This time the folded potentials are simply related to the product of the coefficients Jaa(Q) 
and B The coefficient B™ is derived in Section 3.9.1 for the direct central NN inter­
action term and is given in Eq. 3.69.
The checks detailed in this section can be applied to all the potentials derived from 
the folding of the central exchange term in the NN interaction given in Eqs. 5.3 - 5.5.
5.5 .2  C hecks o f Folded P o ten tia ls  from  Tensor E xch an ge N N  
Term
The form of the tensor exchange term in the NN interaction makes checking the resulting 
folded potential using volume integrals more difficult. A different method has therefore 
been adopted to check the folded potentials from the tensor exchange terms. An alterna­
tive calculation is performed to not only check the folded potentials from all three tensor 
exchange terms but also to investigate their time reversal invariance.
Generally using standard vector identities it can be shown that
A V 2B  = A  div(V 5) =  div(AV£) -  VA • V B  (5.61)
In our case, the rank 2 solid spherical harmonic in the tensor exchange pseudo-potential 
acts on the function B , which is composed of the final valence-nucleon wavefunction and 
the initial distorted wavefunction. Integrating Eq. 5.61 over all space, (as is done when 
evaluating the spin-spin amplitudes), gives
J  d R  A V 2B  = J  d R  div (A V B )  -  J  d R  V A - V B  (5.62)
The first term on the right hand side of Eq. 5.62 can be evaluated using divergence theo­
rem. This term is then equal to the surface integral at infinity of the function A V B  dotted 
with the unit vector perpendicular with the surface. For bound state wavefunctions, which
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tend to zero as r  —» 0 and r —> oo, this term  is zero and we get
J  d R  A V 2B  = -  J  (5.63)
This can be applied to the folding of the tensor exchange term. Taking the coordinate 
dependent parts of the folding equation for the tensor exchange term, Eq. 5.12, including 
the distorted waves, leads to Eq. 5.16, which can be written as
(5.64)
where Eq. 5.11 has been used for £%/*(—^ Vrjv) and the arrows on the grad operators 
indicate the direction in which they act. Integrating Eq. 5.64 over R  and using the result 
from Eq. 5.63, gives
J  d R X ; \ - \ R , k
x V „ 3Y;iK
M2 M3 (5.65)
This leads to four separate terms; i) where the grads act on the components of both  
valence nucleon wavefunctions, ii) where the grads both act on the distorted waves, iii) 
where the left grad acts on the final distorted wavefunction and the right grad acts on the 
components of the initial valence nucleon wavefunction and iv) where the left grad acts 
on the components of the final valence nucleon wavefunction and the right grad acts on 
the initial distorted wavefunction:
y / l E- g ^ W / ^ )  j  dR
M2M3
(5.66)
x { Xp (R ,  k')[VmYhAl (R)uhh(iJ)][Vwy^, (R)uelfl (i?)]x£>(H, ft)
+  [ V ^ x p l R ,  k')}YeiXl (R) u flJ, {R)ue{ji( i? ) ]x ^ (« ,  *)
+ xp(R , k')[VmYhXl(R)utu, m \ V ^ ( R ,  ft)] }.
Not only do these four terms allow a check of the spin-spin interactions from the folding 
of the tensor exchange term  in the NN interaction but their symmetry allows the time- 
reversal invariance of their spin-spin amplitudes to be tested (see Section 5.5.8).
Substituting Eq. 5.66 into the folding equation for tensor exchange terms, 5.12, gives
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an alternative to Eq. 5.18
J  d R  * ')< * ,,A f/r j , r 2)| M Q )  [S<ru  -* V r» p)]
x P ^ i , M . ( r u r 2))XM ( R , k )
=  (_ )3n -jl-^ i j tr(Q)3y/6i j i j[  ^  (lM ol/^ i|2 -A i)(l/i2l/^3|2/i)r1/i0(o-0) f  d R
MMOMi J
A'1AiM2M3
X fc) i
+  [ v ^ x ^ h ,  fc')]n1A1(-R )«^1(^)n;A'1(-R )^1i;(-R)[VMxtT)(-R . k )\ **
x h r +iii~XiE C w ( k Ij i i j2 - , j[ i ) ( iM ikiq i \ iM / ) y y - ) - *2
kiq i  fc2<?2
C i i  i i  * 7 1
x (^ i — Ai7/1A/1|/c2g2)(l — L i^ iQ i \^ 2Q2 ) I |  |  1 / •
[  ^A;2 J
(5.67)
These four terms will be evaluated separately. The integral over will be neglected for 
the discussion of these folded potentials and will be included again for the calculation the 
spin-spin amplitudes.
5.5 .3  S p in -Sp in  P o ten tia ls  for Tensor E xchange Term  i
Tensor Term i will denote the term  where the grads act on the components of the valence 
nucleon wavefunctions and not on the distorted waves (which will therefore be left out in 
this section). This term  in Eq. 5.67 gives
T erm  i
=  j tr { Q ) 3V 6i j i j [  ( l ^ o l / ^ i | 2  -  / x ) ( l / r 2 l /n 3 | 2 / / ) r i M (cro)
MMoMi
A^ A i/X2 M3
X \y „ Y tlXl (R)uhjl (R)}[v , 3y ; x, (R)ue,fi T  G w i k d i l h l f J )
k,qi (5.68)
I" h  A  k,  ]
X ( I M j k j q i \ I M f ) ' y ^ i( —) ki (£i — A M )V lfe<?2)(l — ^1^/9/1^292) 1 H  1 b
k2^  J
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Using the angular momentum coupling techniques analogous to the procedure detailed in 
Appendix D.3, Eq. 5.68 can be reduced to
T erm  i
^  k I k 2L L ' k  k
x ( - ) - fe2-^ (4 0 1 0 |L 0 ) [gLhu£ljl(R)] (4010|L '0) [ g ^ u ^ R j ]  (L0L'0\k0) 
x W { l l k k 2\2i)kIW ( k Ij i I j 2\j'1I)
f i i  f i  1 If 1 1 2 ]
H 1 1 h k2 /
[ 4  4  h  J 1[ l  V  k J
This time, instead of the differential operator C u  acting on the radial function of the 
final valence nucleon wavefunction (as in tensor exchange Term A), a g h  operator acts on 
both radial functions. This spin-spin interaction has the form Ukjkifi) — F'kIk{R)SkIk so 
the spin-spin amplitude for this potential can be calculated using the formalism detailed 
in Chapter 2.
Using the quantum  numbers from the simple 10B model in Eq. 5.69 and summing over 
L, L' and k2 yields four different types of spin-spin interaction
UTo(R) =  ~~w== {5 [goiul 3 ( r i)] [goiu^iR)]  +  [^21^3 (n)] [9 2 1 ^ 3  (R)] } S 10, (5.70)
ID V OTT 2 2 2 2
Uv i { R ) =  ” 7 =  { 1 3 [?oi«,3 ( r i )] [§2 i«  3(ri)] +  13[fl2iu,3(ri)] 2 (i?)]
30v307T l 2 L2 L2 2
+  22 [g21u 3 (ri)] [g21u 3 {R)] } S 12l (5.71)
1 2 2
U n ( R ) =  z ^ 7 = = { 7 [ffoi«i13 ( r i ) ]  \g11U z { r  i ) ]  +  7 [g21u  3 ^ ) ]  [ffoiU s ( .R ) ]
70vl07r l 2 2 l 2 2
2 [§21^,3 (7*1)] [g21U 3 {R)} } 'S’325 (5.72)
2 X2
[g21« 3(n)] [&!« 3(R)] s 34. (5 .73)
O0\/7r x2 2
This tensor exchange term  is analogous to Term A in th a t the distorted waves are un­
affected by the grad operators. However, tensor exchange Term i only results in four
spin-spin potentials. The spin-spin potential, U22(R) (that has even rank in I),  derived 
from the folding of Term A, cancels to zero in this case because £' =  I  and the radial 
wavefunction is real.
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5 .5 .4  S p in -Sp in  P o ten tia ls  for Tensor E xchange Term  ii
Tensor Term ii will describe the term  in Eq. 5.67 where the grads act on the distorted 
waves and not on the valence nucleon wavefunction. This is analogous to tensor exchange 
Term B from the first method. Taking this term  only in Eq. 5.67 gives
T erm  ii
=  j tr (Q )3y /6 I j l j ' l  Y  ( i ^ o l / ^ l l 2  -  A6) ( 1 ^ 2 1 ^ 3 | 2 ^ ) t i AIo(<T0 )
wo m
\\XiIjL2H3
^ m x C \ R , k W h x A R ) u Clh(R)Yt\ x'Sk > lV l{ R ) [ V ^ X {, 5 { R M
x (_)m+mi-Ax J -  C w i k m l h - j ’J X I M i h q ^ I M f )  (5-74)
kiqi fc2?2
! j l  j'l h
I 2 1
0  £[  k 2
The angular momentum coupling techniques detailed in Appendix D.5 for tensor exchange 
Term B can be used to reduce this to
T erm  ii
! j i  j [  k iI I 1
I \  £[ k 2
qqiwo
x (—i )mi (i//02/x|i - / i iV i^ C T o H v ^ y y (#>&)]•
As with tensor exchange Term B, Term ii has a different form to the potentials =
FkIk(.R)SkIk derived previously. The folded potentials from Term ii will therefore be 
denoted by where F]*%(R) is the form factor given by
ICE ~
' h  f i  k,  ) (5.76)
x (_)*/+*(£l0^o|fcO) k ,W { k Ij l I j 2- j [ I ) {  i  i  1
7'i t \  k’2
(5.75)
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and Y l£ l  is the operator
x p ( R , k ' ) Y % i x (;i \ R , k )  = x ; i- \ R , k ' )  Y  ( w / ^ ) ' y ^ ( kqkig, \ \ ^ ) Y kq{R)
qqiwo/UM2M3
x Tk,qI { I ) ( - l Y 1(l Vo2lJ'|1 -  Hi)nw (cro) k )-
(5.77)
For our model of 10B the spin-spin interactions from Eq. 5.75 are
U m \ R ) = (5.78)
U ™ ( R )  = - s f 5 L j tr(Q)ui(5.79)
U l f ( R )  =  N f = j t r ( Q ) u l3 (R)2Y f " .  (5.80)
VIOtt x2
Tensor Term ii, Term iii and Term iv all have grad operators th a t act on the distorted 
wavefunctions. This means their spin-spin amplitudes cannot be calculated using the
formalism in Chapter 2. The details of their modified scattering amplitudes will be given
in Section 5.5.7.
5.5 .5  Sp in -Sp in  P o ten tia ls  for Tensor E xchange Term  iii
Tensor exchange Term iii will describe the term  in Eq. 5.67 where one grad acts on the
final distorted wave and the other on the final state valence nucleon wavefunction. Taking 
this term  only in Eq. 5.67 gives
T e rm  iii
= {-)33l~J>1~ei Jtr(Q)3V6Ijij[ ^2 (l/k)l i^|2 -  //)(l^2lM3|2M)nMo(<To)
worn
A^Ai/i2M3
x [V w x ;7 H H JfeO]U1A1( f lK u q ^ ) [ W 3 P p ; (it)« <y i (i?)]x<+)(-R.fe) 
x ( . jm+w - a. y ] ( - r fe (5.81)
k iq i  fc2<72
\  A
x (£i — Ai^A^^ 252)(1 — l-iikiQi|^2^2) < I  I  1 /  •
[ T  A k2 )
Using the angular momentum coupling techniques analogous to those detailed in Appendix 
D.5 for Term C this can be reduced to
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T e rm  iii
=  ( - ) 3jW14 ( Q ) 1 5 w J  i W A u ^ i Y .
kjk2LkE
x ( - ^ - b L k l i ^ O l o m i t r O L O m w i U ^ e u L h ^ W i k d J h - J ' J )
( ii f i  ki ) I[ 1 k, E  )I
x 5 3 1 |  |
1 k2
1[ 4  4  J 1[ 2  1 1 J| qqikoM2£
(5.82)
x {I, M f \Tkiq, ( I ) \ I ,  M i ) ( - i y ( l p , 0kq\E -  e)TllK(<T0)Ykq(R) x ^ H R - . k ) .
The folded potentials from Term iii will be denoted by U^kE ~  ^ k h [ F ) Z k J k E -  The 
extra subscript E  represents the coupling between the pairs of operators V M2, rkiqi(I)  
and T i^cro ), Ykq(R).  The form factor F ^ lE(R) is defined as
kik2LkE
X { - ) k - L L ^ m \ L m ^ m m W { U \ U u  L ^ k j W i k i j J h - j ' J )
1 kj E
1 ko k
I\ I\ k%
and the operator Z)kjkE is defined as
x Y \ R ,  k ' ) Z ^ Ex ^  \ R ,  k) = x l (; \ R ,  k')
qqiV o/X2£ (5.84)
x  {lfi0kq\E -  e)ri/X0(o-0)Tfcg(JR ) x ^ )(JR, k).
Performing the sums in Eq. 5.82 with the angular momentum values from the simpli­
fied model of 10B leads to these allowed spin-spin interactions
C u ( R )  = -  S2i] V  ( R ) Z ^ ,  (5.85)
12V07T 12 l 2
U n t ( R )  =  [5501 +  l lS 2i] v M ’io t (5-86)
1 0 v 3 7 T  l 2 L2
U n T ( R )  = [5501 +  lGflaJu ,  ( R ) Z * » ,  (5.87)
8 0 v o 7 r  l 2 l 2
U l \ f ( R )  =  IA E L u 3_(R)  [lOfltt! -  3& i]u  *(fl)Z55“‘, (5.88)
50V37T x2 L2
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U m ( R )  =  ~ 7 ( R ) ] # $ ,  (5-89)
ZOV^TT 2 2
(jtriU{R) = L M  {R)[5oi _  (5.90)
3 \ / 57r 2
Un f ( R )  = ~ A (r ) u A R )[a01 -  5 2 i]« .3 ( i? )^ ri f ,  (5.91)tUy 7T 2 X2
0 & “ ( * )  =  [5^oi +  O n ] ^ ! ^ ) ^ * ,  (5.92)
C f f l M  =  " £ « % < *  (5.93)
A s  T ( R )  =  — n^[ff2lUl3(R)] (5.94)
7 U v ^ 7r 2 2
t> £ f  (* )  =  [3 2 1 ^ 3 ^ )]  (5.95)
7Gv^7T 2 2
5.5 .6  Sp in -Sp in  P o ten tia ls  for Tensor E xchange Term  iv
Tensor exchange Term iv will describe the term  from Eq. 5.67 in which one grad acts on
the initial distorted wave and the other on the initial state valence nucleon wavefunction. 
Taking this term  only in Eq. 5.67 gives
T erm  iv
= Jtr{Q)Z>/§ij\j[ ^2 (l^ olMil2 -  /rfc)(lAt2l/x3|2/Lfc)T-iMo(cr0)
/x/xoAti
Api/X2/i3
X x ' D  [R,  ( « K *  m y ^ K ( R W lA {R) [v w*£> (R. *)]
x y -  k l w i k t h i m & W M i k m V M f )  ^ H " 42 (5.96)
kiqi k2q2
f 31 A  ki 1
x (G -  X1£,1X,1\k2q2 ){l -  Eikiqi\k2q2) I \  \  1 > •
I £1 k2 )
Using the angular momentum coupling techniques analogous to those used in Appendix 
D.5 for tensor exchange Term C reduces Eq. 5.96 to
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Term  iv
=  n 3i ' - j ' M Q ) ^ ] K  i h W > V l{R) E
kjk2LkE
x (_)*-i-fe!+n-*/-B£,j^(£1o i0|io )(£o^1|feo)iy(1£1A:£i; IA:2)fc/ir(ife/ii/j2;j i / )
r j i  j [ k A  ( 1  k ,  E )  (5-97)
x I  i  i  1 U  1 fc2 ft J x # ‘ )(* > * ') ^  ( l n 0kq\Ee)Tiflo(<T0)Ykq( R ) ( - i y
[ txe1 k2J [ 2 1  1 J «<'" ,of‘3£
x (fc/g / l ^ | £  -  e)(/, , ( / ) ! / ,  *)]•
As with tensor exchange Term iii, the folded potentials from Term iv  will be denoted by 
^kikE =  F ^ e ^ R ) Z t j k E -  The extra subscript E  represents the coupling between the p a irs  
of operators t i^ c tq ) ,  Ykq(R)  and Tkiqi(I),  V M3. The form factor Fki™E(R) is defined as
F l % ( R )  =  i s d | :  i j i W > V l (R ) E  [9w u V i (R)}
kik2LkE
x ( - ) k- L- k>+1+k' - EL k l ( e m o \ L o ) ( m '1\ko)w( ie1ki'1\Lk2)kIw (
{ i i  j[ k,  i  r 1 v  £  'i
x H  1  h f e d ,
( 7, 7i fc2 J 1 2 J 1 j
(5.98)
and the operator ^XikE is defined as
X;{~ \ R ,  k ' ) Z l t Ex % \ R ,  k) =  x ; {- \ R ,  k ’
x  ( k i q i l ^ \  E
(5.99)
Performing the sums in Eq. 5.97 with the angular momentum values from the simpli­
fied model of 10B leads to these allowed spin-spin interactions
U™( R)  = b- M E U 3_{ R ) [ h i  -  ® u ] v ( f l ) z s ? “ , (5-10°)
I z v o t t  A  2
+  n h i ] u  i ( R ) z X w ,  (5-101)10\ / 37r 2 2
t>m"(-R) =  L ! r W u,s(^ )[5go i +  16s21] U 3 ( i? )Z f“ , (5.102)3Uv37r x2
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U l l f (R )  =  -  Zg2i]Uim z X S ,
lOy/ZTT 2 2
0 £ i ‘(« )  =  :r ^ « 1s(fi)[5bi -S 2 i]
o  V  07T 2 2
t j t r n i { R )  =  Z ^ M u ^ [ R )  [&1 _  g ^ u ^ R j Z * f ,
O S a (R )  = Z^ ^ - n ^ { R ) [ 5 g al + g21] u ^ { R ) Z t^ ,
U ^ { R )  =  53^ J^ g )  u {R) [g2lU3_(R)\ Z g f f ,  
175v27r a2
t ^ ( « )  =  ^ ^ “ if  («)[& !«!§ W W .
61m (R) =  (R) [fla«x|  (fl)] Zgff.
(5.103)
(5.104)
(5.105)
(5.106)
(5.107)
(5.108)
(5.109)
(5.110)
By comparing these folded potentials with those from Term iii given in Eqs. 5.85 - 5.95, 
this simple relationship between the two form factors F ^ lE{R) =  (—)EF ^ E(R)  can be 
determined for this model. This will be useful when examining the time-reversal symmetry 
of these tensor exchange terms.
5 .5 .7  M od ified  S ca tter in g  A m p litu d es
Using the approach detailed in Section 5.4 for the effect of grad operators on distorted 
wavefunctions and the recoupling techniques detailed in Appendices A, C and D the 
spin-spin amplitudes for the tensor exchange terms ii, iii and iv are
Term ii 
/£*(/*/.
lift)Er
x (i'ni - q i -  Hf hLf \j'fii -  q i ^ I M i k i q ^ I M f ) ^ '  Hi -  qi j  -  \kT -  qi)
L L 'E  J
R  dR 9vv
U£>ji (kcmR) 
R F $ ( R ) 9 lc
e t e
x {£,010\L'0){£010\L0)(k0L0\L,0)E2W (E 2kI l ',kl)  { 1 1 2
V  L k
R
e  £ E
)> < 1  1 1 f  '  2 2 1
/  j  ki
(5.111)
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T e rm  iii
E
t  A j  ,3
x (i'fii -  g7 -  Hf -  q i ^ I M i k r t ^ I M f ^ k r t !  j ' m  -  qi\jHi)2
.‘CO
x J 2 e 2( - ) ~ l I  R d R
EL
Ugfji (kcmR)
9 Li' — — ^ --------
(5.112)
1 I' E'
x { k m \ m ) ' ^ E ' ‘2W ( \ l j ' t ’, \ E ' ) W ( k I E ' j \ - J j ' )  j  E  1 fc,
E' I fc L £
T erm  iv
■ ^ 0 7 1  m n ■/ ■t'Lj',3
x — qt — nf \n f \j'iii -  q^ilMikrf^IMf)^! -  qj; jialj'Si ~ qi)1 l"'iLi — qI)\Jivii^ILiI \iivij)y ] — i
^ i.jLjU y - )  I nunu£^jfytvcmn ) r kikEyrLj yLg
EL
x T l E 2( e ~l /  R d R u e/J/(k R Fl%v (R)
jr r 1 0
(£010|LO)
(5.113)
R  
1 £ £ '
x  ( f e O L o K o j E ^ ' ^ d 1^ . ^ ' ) ^ ^ ' / ! ; ^ ' )  e  i  fej  
E' [ k  L  e
Note tha t f krik(n f ,M f;Hi ,Mi]0)  is calculated using Eq. 2.27. For all of these scattering 
amplitudes the z-axis is taken to be along the incident beam direction and the y-axis 
chosen to be perpendicular to the scattering plane.
The scattering amplitude for the whole tensor exchange term  in the NN interaction is 
given by
M / ;  / * ,  M < ; 9 )  =  +  f t *  +  +  / *  j ,  (5.114)
5.5 .8  T im e-R eversa l Invariance
Time reversal reverses the direction of rotation of spins (i.e. changes the sign of their 
projections) and inverts the direction of momenta. Taking 0  to be the time reversal 
operator as in [44], its affect on a particle with spin I , projection M  and momentum k  is
©|fc; I M )  = ( ~ y - M| - k \ I -  M) .  (5.115)
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The sign and inclusion I  in the phase change in Eq. 5.115 is a convention taken from [44].
The explicit expression that relates scattering amplitudes for inverse reactions is given 
in [44]
(fc'; |  u f , IMf \f{9, <f)\k\ I Mi) = (-)■"*<-*; § | - p f , I - M f),
(5.116)
where
Vfi =  |  +  I  -  M f  +  5 -  Mi + 1 -  Mi. (5.117)
Applying this to each term on the right hand side of Eq. 5.114 results in
<-fc; I - i n ,  I -  Mi\ft%(d)\k-, \ m ,  IMi) =  (-)1+fc'+W‘(fe'; i nf , I M f \ f f km k ;  5». I M i>■
(5.118)
<-fc; i Mi\ft™(6)\k-, In ,  IMi) =  ( - ) 1+kl+^(k'-, I Ilf, i M f \ f $ ( 6 )\k; \m, m ) ,
(5.119)
<-fc; i -  ft, / -  Ml/IXWIfc; = (-)W(fc'; \n ,IM f \f${e)\k-, \ n , m ) ,
(5.120)
(-fc; I -  ft, / -  Mf|/‘j(0)|fc; Iw, /M;) = (-)^ (fc'; \ p t , I M j \ f ™ {6)\k- \ n ,  IMi).
(5.121)
In order to obtain the expressions in Eqs. 5.120 and 5.121 the relation f & ( f i )  =  
n En % ( R )  discussed in Section 5.5.6 has been used.
In Eqs. 5.118 and 5.119, the phase factor (—)1+kl has been left in as it does not cancel 
under time reversal. However, when evaluating the folded potentials for these amplitudes 
only terms with odd values of kj survive (see Sections 5.5.3 and 5.5.4), so (—)1+kl = 1. 
Eqs. 5.120 and 5.121 do not have this factor so even though they do have folded potentials 
with even values of ki they do not break time reversal symmetry.
Aide M emoire
Now th a t all the folding formalism has been defined for the direct (Chapter 3) and ex­
change (Chapter 5) terms, a brief summary will be given here to aid the reading of the 
next chapter. In to tal four terms in the NN interaction have been folded over the valence 
nucleon wavefunction to give spin-spin interactions. These four terms are
iMAr i -'r^ \v°NN(r )°a-Vb+v™N{r)cTa-abprb+v%N{r)Sab+v%N(r)SabPrab\^ I]Mi(r[,r'2)) ,
(AM .l)
where the NN interaction is between projectile nucleon a and valence nucleon b with 
separation r and the hats denote exchange terms.
For protons elastically scattered from 10B these result in numerous local and non-local 
spin-spin interactions. The notation for each type is summarised in Table AM.
NN Interaction 
Term
Notation for 
Spin-Spin Potentials
Form of 
Spin-Spin Potentials
Central Direct U?Z(R), U £ ( R ) U & ( R )  =  F
Central Exchange 
' <7bPab u°iS(R), u g ( R ) ,  U iS iR ) u™k{R) = F S t t R ) S k tk
Tensor Direct 
K 'N (r )S ai
U?0(R ), Ull(R),  U » (R ) ,  Ull (R)K k ( R )  = J t k W s * *
Tensor Exchange 
^NNir )^abPab
A: U?0A(R), U«a (R),  U£a (R),  
U£A(R),  UHA(R)
B: U?B (R), UT2b (R),  U £B(R),
C: UBf ( R ) ,  U?C(R),  U t f ( R ) ,  
U ! S ( R ) ,  t7S?(H ), (H ), 
&$g(R) ,  U 2S(R ) ,
U^ (R),U£S(R)
K i i R )  = K k W S k . k
Uk,k(R ) = H
f r t r C  ( z?\ ___ TPtrC ( r>\ r ^ tr CUkIkE\-tC) ~  kikE\ ) kikE
Table AM: Summary of notation for spin-spin potentials.
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Where operators Y lLf  and act on the initial distorted wavefunction and are given
by
YX% = [y*(H) x  Tk, { I ) \  ■ [n(<T0) X ®2 ( - i V R)}, (AM.2)
Zt°kE  =  [n (H )  X t j M ] ^  [rk, ( I )  x  V ]e _£. (AM.3)
Chapter 6
Spin-spin Interactions and 
Observables
In Chapters 3 and 5 the folding formalism was developed for spin-spin interactions within
a two valence-particle model for the target nucleus. The details of the effective NN 
interaction used in the folding model, both direct and exchange terms, were given in 
Chapter 4. These components will now be used to calculate the spin-spin potentials for 
200 MeV protons elastically scattered from 10B. These spin-spin interactions will then be 
used to calculate the scattering amplitudes, as described in Chapters 2 and 5, and hence 
the polarisation transfer coefficient n -
6.1 Single-Particle W avefunction
In order to calculate the spin-spin interactions detailed in Chapters 3 and 5 the single­
particle wavefunction for the valence proton and neutron in the l p 3 shell of the 10B
2
nucleus must be chosen. To investigate the sensitivity of D ^ n  to the shape of the radial 
wavefunction two different types will be used.
Harmonic Oscillator
Harmonic oscillator (HO) wavefunctions can be a reasonable approximation for low lying 
bound states [91] and have the advantage that they can be integrated and differentiated 
analytically. The radial function (from Eq. 3.15) for a single-particle in the Ip level of a 
HO potential well is given by
(6 .1)
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the param eter v is defined by
v =
m u  
2 h
(6.2)
where m  is the mass of the particle and u  is the angular frequency of the oscillator [91]. 
The value of v = 0.1966 fm-2 used in this work is taken from ref [92] in which the harmonic 
oscillator constant was calculated for different p shell nuclei using Coulomb energy data. 
The resulting radial function is shown by the black curve in Figure 6.1.
W oods-Saxon
The other type of single-particle wavefunction used in this work is one calculated from a
Woods-Saxon (WS) potential and will be referred to here as a ‘WS wavefunction’. This
wavefunction is calculated using a binding energy of 7.0 MeV and a WS potential with
parameters R w s  — (0.88 ±  0.13) (A  — 1)1//3 fm and a =  0.81 =t 0.08 fm for the diffuseness.
These parameters are taken from ref [93], who obtain the lpz  wavefunction from the
2
transform of the electron scattering form factor of the 1.740 MeV excited state in 10B.
The single-particle wavefunction of the valence proton incorporates the effect of the 
Coulomb interaction with the core making it slightly different to the neutron wavefunction. 
The radial functions obtained from the Woods-Saxon potential param eters for the valence 
proton (red curve) and valence neutron (blue curve) are also shown in Figure 6.1.
The differences between the FtO and WS wavefunctions in Figure 6.1 are quite subtle. 
The peaks of the three curves are of similar heights and at similar values of r. The most
0.4
— HO
—  WSp
— WSn
0.3
^  0.2
0.1
r ( fm )
Figure 6.1: The l p 3 single-particle wavefunctions. The black curve is the harmonic oscilla- 
2
tor wavefunction for z/ =  0.1966 fm-2 . The red and blue curves are the WS wavefunctions 
for the valence proton and neutron respectively.
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significant difference is that the WS wavefunctions decrease less rapidly than the HO 
wavefunction at large r. Throughout this chapter the effect of using these two different 
types of wavefunctions on the spin-spin interactions and the calculation of Dn n  will be 
examined.
6.2 Direct Spin-Spin Interactions
Chapter 3 describes the folding of the direct terms in the NN interaction to give spin- 
spin interactions of the form Ukjk(R) — FkIk(R)SkIk- The form factors F™k(R) from the 
folding of the central term (rp)cr0 • cr\ +  v™(rn)cr0 • cr2 are given in Eqs. 3.31 to 3.33 
for protons elastically scattered from 10B. These potentials are plotted in Figure 6.2 using 
the two different types of single-particle wavefunction discussed in the previous section. 
The volume integrals of these form factors can be used to check the folding formalism as 
discussed in Section 3.9.1. The numbers obtained from this check are given in Table 6.1.
As is noted in the early works on spin-spin interactions [19], the spherical F[q(R)  
potential is the strongest. In agreement with McAbee [20,21], the F ^ { R )  potential is 
found to be larger than the tensor F ^ i R )  potential. At their peaks the magnitudes of 
the form factor F ^ { R )  is approximately 3 x F ^ ^ R ) ,  but before McAbee the U32 (R)  was 
neglected from all calculations using spin-spin interactions.
There is not a significant difference between the spin-spin interactions calculated from 
the HO (Figure 6.2(a)) and the WS (Figure 6.2(b)) wavefunctions. Those calculated using 
the latter are slightly stronger but there is no effect on the shape of the potentials.
The spin-spin form factors from the folding of the direct tensor term v tpp{rp)Soi +  
vpn(rn)S02 in the NN interaction are given in Eqs. 3.54 to 3.57 for proton elastic scattering 
from 10B. These potentials are plotted in Figure 6.3 using the two different single-particle 
wavefunctions. The volume integrals of these form factors can be used to check the folding 
formalism as discussed in Section 3.9.2. The numbers obtained from this check are given
&/, k Eq. no. Wfn Result
1, 0 3.62 HOWS
-801.234 +  502.983z MeV.fm3 
-801.234 +  502.983z MeV.fm3
1, 2 3.68
HO
WS
-51.278 +  32.19k MeV.fm5 
-58.392 +  38.772z MeV.fm5
3, 2 3.68 HOWS
133.226 -  83.634^ MeV.fm5 
154.306 -  100.732z MeV.fm5
Table 6.1: The volume integrals, as defined in Section 3.9.1, of the spin-spin interactions 
calculated from the folding of the direct central term in the NN interaction.
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— Re F12
- -  lm F12
— Re F3?
- -  lm F32
2 4 6
Rq (fm)
(a) Harmonic oscillator wavefunction
Figure 6.2: Spin-spin interactions calculated from the folding of the direct central
vpp(.rp)cro ' <^ 1 +  vpnirn)cro * <^ 2 term  in the NN interaction, using (a) HO wavefunction 
and (b) WS wavefunction, for elastic proton scattering from 10B.
Re F10
lm F10
Re F12
lm F12
Re F32
lm F32
2 4
Rq (fm)
(b) Woods-Saxon wavefunction
in Table 6.2.
The spin-spin potentials in Figure 6.3 have more radial structure than  those in Figure 
6.2 because they are a superposition of three different terms (see Section 3.6). The 
spherical FIq(R) potential is again shown to be significantly stronger than  the others, 
however the F ^ ( R )  interaction is weaker than  F^2(R) in contrast to the same rank form 
factors from the v a^ N(r)cra • CTb folding. The new spin-spin term, F^KR),  which goes 
beyond the work of McAbee is also stronger than  the F ^ ( R )  potential and comparable 
in magnitude to Ff^R )-
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(a) Harmonic oscillator wavefunction
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Re F. 
lm F1 
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lm F1 
Re F, 
lm f ' 
Re F, 
lm F,
-0.4
r  - 0.8
- 1.2
34
-1 .6,
R0 (fm)
(b) Woods-Saxon wavefunction
Figure 6.3: Spin-spin interactions calculated from the folding of the direct tensor
vpp(rp)S  oi + Vpn(rn )S  02 term  in the NN interaction, using (a) HO wavefunction and (b) 
WS wavefunction, for elastic proton scattering from 10B.
These spin-spin potentials reveal more of a difference between the calculations using 
the HO and WS single-particle wavefunctions. The most significant difference can be seen 
between the real parts of the FIq(R) form factors. At R. =  0 the value of FIq(R) changes 
from -0.178 MeV for HO to 0.522 MeV for WS. To see if differences caused by the radial 
wavefunctions also significantly affect the scattering observables a simple calculation of 
D n n  will be performed which limits the inclusion of spin-spin interactions to only the 
spherical term  Uio(R).
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fcj, k Eq. no. Wfn Result
1 0 3.70 HO 0Ij WS 0
1, o 3.73
HO -99.006 -  39.247z MeV.fm5Z WS -99.006 -  39.247z MeV.fm5
3, 2 3.73
HO
WS
0
0
Q A 3.79 HO 1520.19 +  602.612z MeV.fm74 WS 2499.009 +  780.069z MeV.fm7
Table 6.2: The volume integrals, as defined in Section 3.9.2, of the spin-spin interactions 
calculated from the folding of the direct tensor term in the NN interaction.
6.2 .1  Spherical S p in -Sp in  In teraction
As defined in Chapter 2 the spherical spin-spin interaction has the form
M  ■ \ i ^ ° ' 7 ' (6'3)V4?Ty/I( l  +  1)
where for the following discussion FW(R) = F[q (R) +  FIq(R).
N o Spin-Orbit
In Section 2.2.1, the DWBA scattering amplitude for the spherical spin-spin interaction is 
evaluated when the spin-orbit term in the distorting potential is set to zero (see Eq. 2.31). 
Eq. 2.32 then gives the total nucleon-nucleus elastic scattering amplitude in terms of the 
spherical spin-spin amplitude, hio(0), and g(0), the amplitude for a spin-zero projectile 
and target. Figure 6.4(a) shows \hiO(0)\2 and \g(Q)\2, the latter without the Coulomb 
amplitude f c ou i ( @ )  shown in Eq. 2.41. Figure 6.4(b) shows the ratio-to-Rutherford cross 
section calculated from the full g{9) amplitude only (black curve) and the whole elastic 
scattering amplitude given in Eq. 2.32 (red curves), for 200 MeV protons elastically 
scattered from 10B.
Figure 6.4(a) shows that the spin-zero scattering amplitude \g(9)\2, without the Coulomb 
contribution, is approximately two orders of magnitude larger that the spherical spin-spin 
amplitude \hio(9)\2, except close to 40°. In this region the minimum in the spin-zero am­
plitude and the maximum in spin-spin amplitude means \g(9)\2 & 3\hio(0)\2. It is in this 
region that the effect of the spin-spin interactions on the observables is at a maximum.
Figure 6.4(b) shows that the spherical spin-spin amplitude has little effect on the cross 
section. The only noticeable difference between the black curve, which has no spin-spin 
interactions in the calculation, and the red curves, which do include spin-spin effects, is
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100
0.1
o.oi
0.0001
1e-05
1e-06
1 e-07, 60
(a) g{9) (no Coulomb) and h\o(9) amplitudes
0.1
20 40 60 800
e c.M. (de9)
(b) Ratio-to-Rutherford cross section
Figure 6.4: (a) Spin-zero, \g{0)\2 (without Coulomb contribution) and spherical spin-spin, 
\hi0(6)\2 modulus squared scattering amplitudes for elastic proton scattering from 10B. (b) 
ratio-to-Rutherford cross section excluding (black curve) and including (red curves) the 
hio(Q) amplitude for elastic proton scattering from 10B. In both  figures the amplitudes 
were calculated without spin-orbit distorting potential and hio(O) was calculated with 
both HO (solid red line) and WS (dashed red line) single-particle wavefunctions.
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at the cross section minimum at ~40°. Here the spin-spin amplitude slightly fills in the 
minimum. The cross section data  for elastic protons scattering from 10B is given in Fig. 
3 of [35]. It differs significantly from the calculation given in Fig. 6.4(b). For a better 
comparison, inclusion of the spin-orbit term  in the distorting potential is needed. This 
will be examined in the next section.
The calculation of the polarisation transfer coefficient D n n , given in Eq. 2.33, is shown 
in Figure 6.5. It can clearly be seen from Fig. 6.5 th a t the deviation of D n n  from unity is 
most significant in the region around 40°. This is where the value of \hiO(0)\2 is closest to 
the full 2 , including Coulomb contributions, and where the second minimum occurs 
in the cross section. At ~40° the effect of the spin-spin interactions is a t a maximum 
compared to the standard terms in the optical potential, which is why it is at this angle 
th a t D n n  has its greatest deviation from unity.
To see how the deviation of D n n  from unity is related to the strength of the spin- 
spin interaction the ratio of 1 — D n n  for -Fio(^) and 0.5 x F iq(R) is plotted in Figure 
6.6. It shows quite clearly th a t when the strength of the spin-spin potential changes by 
a factor of 2 the deviation of D n n  from 1 changes by a factor of 4. This confirms the 
quadratic relationship between 1 — D n n  and hiO(0) given in Eq. 2.33. It also indicates 
th a t to further investigate spin-spin interactions it would be better to study an observable 
with a first order dependence on the strengths of the spin-spin interactions. This will be 
discussed further in the next chapter.
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Figure 6.5: Calculation of D n n  from spherical spin-spin interaction, w ithout spin-orbit 
distorting potential, for elastic proton scattering from 10B.
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Figure 6.6: Ratio of the deviation of 1 — D ^ n  for the spin-spin interaction FW(R) and 
0.5Fi0(R), without spin-orbit distorting potential, for elastic proton scattering from 10B.
W ith  S p in -O rb it
Inclusion of the spin-orbit potential in calculating the distorted waves modifies the to tal 
nucleon-nucleus elastic scattering amplitude to Eq. 2.40. Using this scattering amplitude 
to calculate the ratio-to-Rutherford cross section, with the spin-spin amplitude limited to 
the spherical /io (/i/, Mf\  /i*, M*; 0) term, gives the red curves in Figure 6.7. The spin-orbit 
potential has the effect of filling in the minimum at ~40° in Figure 6.4(b) and increasing 
the difference between the spin-spin and non spin-spin amplitudes. This diminishes the 
effect of the spin-spin interactions on the observables which is why they have negligible 
effect on the cross section in Figure 6.71 and why the deviation of D NN from unity, shown 
in Figure 6.8, is greatly reduced compared to Fig. 6.5.
The cross section in Figure 6.7 is much closer to the experimental measurements 
given in Fig. 3 of [35]. It is exactly the same as their optical model calculation (dashed 
curve in Fig. 3 [35]) because the same optical model parameters, for the /-independent 
interactions, are used in this work, see Section 2.3.
To see if the inclusion of a spin-orbit term  in the distorting potential changes how 
the deviation of D ^ n  from unity is related to the strength of the spin-spin interaction, 
the ratio of 1 — D ^ n  for F iq(R) and 0.5 x F\q(R) is plotted in Figure 6.9. In agreement 
with Fig. 6.6, when the strength of the spin-spin potential changes by a factor of 2 the 
deviation of D Nn  from 1 changes by a factor of 4. Again, the dependence of 1 — ZAvjv on 
the strength of F iq(R) is to second order.
lrThe effect of all the spin-spin interactions discussed in this work on the calculation of the cross section 
is negligible so it will not be plotted again.
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Figure 6.7: Ratio-to-Rutherford cross section excluding (black curve) and including (red 
curves) the spherical spin-spin amplitude for elastic proton scattering from 10B. The to ta l 
scattering amplitude was calculated with a spin-orbit distorting potential and the spin- 
spin interaction was calculated with both HO (solid red line) and WS (dashed red line) 
single-particle wavefunctions.
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Figure 6.8: Calculation of D ^ n  from spherical spin-spin interaction, with spin-orbit dis­
torting potential, for elastic proton scattering from 10B.
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Figure 6.9: Ratio of the deviation of D n n  from unity for the spherical spin-spin interaction 
Fio(R) and 0.5Fi0(i2), with spin-orbit distorting potential, for elastic proton scattering 
from 10 B.
6.2 .2  A ll Sp in -Sp in  In teraction s (D irect term s)
Figure 6.10 shows the calculation of D ^ n  for all the spin-spin interactions obtained from 
the folding of the direct terms in the NN interaction. The spin-spin interactions used in 
this calculation of D ^ n  therefore include contributions from both the v ^ N (r)cra ■ cr5 and 
v%N (r )S ab folded potentials, i.e. Ukjk{R) =  U™k(R) + Ukik(R),  except for U34:(R )  which 
only has contributions from C/34 (I?) because angular momentum coupling requires tha t, 
k <  2, for U™k(R).
In both Figs. 6.10(a) and 6.10(b), for angles below 45°, the contribution of the Uio(R) 
spin-spin interaction to D ^ n  is significant, but so is the contribution from McAbee’s 
Us2 (R)  potential tha t had been neglected in early calculations [20,21]. Above 45°, the 
only significant contribution comes from Uio(R).
The depths of the two main troughs in the D n n  curve at around 35° and 70° are 
significantly different for the two different types of single-particle wavefunction used to 
calculate the spin-spin interactions. For the HO wavefunction, the first trough at 35° 
is deeper than  the second. The WS wavefunction gives the opposite result; the trough 
at 70° is deeper than the first. The sensitivity of D Nn  to the choice of single-particle 
wavefunction will be examined further in Section 6.6.
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Figure 6.10: for elastic proton scattering from 10B, calculated using all spin-spin
interactions from folding of direct terms in the NN interaction. Spin-spin interactions 
calculated using (a) HO and (b) WS single-particle wavefunctions.
6.3 C en tra l Exchange Spin-Spin In te rac tio n
Section 5.2 describes the folding of the central single-nucleon knock-on exchange (SNKE)
term, hpJ(rp)cro-cr1Por1+ '0^ ( r n)cro-cr2Po2, using the zero-range pseudo-potential from Eq.
4.20. This folding gives spin-spin interactions of the form Ukjk{R) — EkjkifySkjk-  The
form factors from this folding, F™k(R), are given in Eqs. 5.3 to 5.5 for protons elastically
scattered from 10B and are simply proportional to u z (r)2.
1 2
For the following discussion, the coefficient, Jaa(Q), is evaluated for the simple case
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of Q = kcm. This gives JJJ(Q ) =  —134.775 +  77.363z MeV.fm3 for like particles and 
jv™(Q) =  —75.395 — 5.501z MeV.fm3 for unlike particles. The effect of a ^-dependent Q 
on Jctg(Q) is discussed in Section 6.5. The form factors, Fk °k(R), from Eqs. 5.3 to 5.5 are 
plotted in Figure 6.11. These form factors can be checked using their volume integrals in 
the same way as those derived from the direct terms in the NN interaction. Using the 
checks detailed in Section 5.5.1 the numbers obtained from the volume integrals are given 
in Table 6.3.
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(a) Harmonic oscillator wavefunction
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Figure 6.11: Spin-spin interactions calculated from the folding of the exchange central 
Vpp{rp)o-o • rr \Pqi +  • &2 P02 term  in the NN interaction, using (a) harmonic
oscillator wavefunction and (b) Woods-Saxon wavefunction, for elastic proton scattering 
from 10 B.
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hi, k Eq. no. Wfn Result
1, 0 5.58 HOWS
860.272 -  294.162z MeV.fm3
860.272 -  294.162z MeV.fm3
1, 2 5.60
HO
WS
55.057 -  18.826z MeV.fm5 
67.019 -  22.322z MeV.fm5
3, 2 5.60 HOWS
-143.042 +  48.912z MeV.fm5 
-174.121 +  57.993z MeV.fm5
Table 6.3: The volume integrals, as defined in Section 5.5.1, of the spin-spin interactions 
calculated from the folding of the central exchange term in the NN interaction.
Comparing the central exchange form factors, F™k(R), in Fig. 6.11 with the central 
direct form factors, Fk^k(R), in Fig. 6.2 reveals that the magnitudes of the real parts are 
larger for the exchange form factors and of opposite sign. The imaginary parts of Fk °k(R) 
also have opposite signs but have similar magnitudes compared to Fk°k(R), except for the 
spherical terms where F°q (R) ~  1.5 x F°£(R) at their peaks.
The opposite signs of the spin-spin potentials from the folding of the direct * (> ■ )  Ca' Cb 
and exchange vfr'N(r)(Ta-<Ti)P£b terms in the NN interaction leads to considerable cancella­
tion. The cause of this can be found by examining how SNKE is formally included in the 
folding model using Eq. 4.15 and 4.16. The direct interaction v™N(r) equals the exchange 
potential v^fN{r) except that in the latter the sign of the odd-state terms is changed, this 
leads to significant cancellation between the central direct and exchange terms especially 
for the odd-state terms. If the potentials for the direct and exchange odd state terms 
were replaced with a zero range delta function they would cancel completely [44].
As with the direct terms, there is not a significant difference between the central 
exchange spin-spin interactions calculated from the HO (Figure 6.11(a)) and the WS 
(Figure 6.11(b)) wavefunctions. Those calculated using the latter are slightly stronger 
but the use of different wavefunctions has little effect on the shape of the potentials.
Figure 6.12 shows the calculation of D n n  for all the spin-spin interactions obtained 
from the folding of central exchange term in the NN interaction. In both Figs. 6.12(a) 
and 6.12(b), for angles below 45°, the contribution of the Uio(R) and [ ^ ( R )  spin-spin 
interactions to the deviation of D n n  from unity are the most significant. Above 45° the 
most significant contribution comes from Uiq(R) alone. This is consistent with the D n n  
calculated using the spin-spin interactions obtained from the folding of the direct terms 
shown in Figure 6.10.
The largest deviations of D n n  from unity in Figure 6.12 are at the same angles as 
Figure 6.10, around 35° and 70°, irrespective of which single-particle wavefunction used. 
For the HO wavefunction the first trough at 35° is much deeper than the second. However, 
for the WS wavefunction the two troughs have a similar depth. This sensitivity of D n n
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Figure 6.12: D n n  for elastic proton scattering from 10B, calculated using all spin-spin 
interactions from folding of the central exchange term  in the NN interaction. Spin-spin 
interactions calculated using (a) HO and (b) WS single-particle wavefunctions.
to different single-particle wavefunctions will be discussed in Section 6.6.
6.4 Tensor Exchange Spin-Spin In te rac tio n
The folding of the tensor SNKE term, v£p(rp) S 0iPQ1 +  u ^ ( r n) £ 02-Fo2> using the zero- 
range pseudo-potential from Eq. 4.27 is detailed in Section 5.3. Each of the spin-spin 
interactions derived in Section 5.3 depends on the coefficient Jtr{Q)- For the following
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discussion, Jtr{Q) will be evaluated for the simple case of Q = kcm. The effect of a 
0-dependent Q on Jtr(Q) will be examined in Section 6.5. For Q =  /ccm, Jf ri Q)  — 
3.541 — 2.267z MeV.fm5 for like particles and j f™(Q) =  3.373 — 1.563z MeV.fm5 for unlike 
particles.
The form of the zero-range pseudo-potential used to approximate the tensor SNKE 
term  resulted in the splitting of the folded potential into three terms Term A, detailed 
in Section 5.3.1, Term B, detailed in Section 5.3.2 and Term C, detailed in Section 5.3.3. 
The spin-spin interactions from Term A will be examined first.
N N  Exchange Tensor T erm  A
The folding of this term  is the only one of the three tensor exchange terms th a t gives 
spin-spin interactions of the form U k ^ R )  =  FkIk(R)SkIk■ The form factors from this 
folding, F $ ( R ) ,  are given in Eqs. 5.21 to 5.25 and are plotted in Figure 6.13 for protons 
elastically scattered from 10B.
Figure 6.13 shows th a t some of these spin-spin potentials have more radial structure 
than those from the folding of the central exchange term  in Figure 6.11. This is because the 
F££(R )  form factors depend on the superposition of second order differential operators 
acting on the single-particle wavefunction. They are also much weaker than  the folded 
potentials from the direct tensor term  in the NN interaction shown in Figure 6.3.
It can also be seen in Figure 6.13 th a t the spherical F ^ A(R) form factor is again the 
strongest. The only form factor with an even rank in / ,  F ^ a (R)j is also relatively strong 
when compared to the other form factors, and has an opposite sign. The WS wavefunction 
has the effect of making the magnitudes of the form factors slightly stronger compared to 
those calculated using the HO wavefunction.
N N  Exchange Tensor T erm  B
The folding of this term  gives spin-spin interactions of the form F BB{R) \Yk(R) XTfc,(J)] • 
[tl(oo) x ^ ( —zVh)], where the solid spherical harmonic acts on the initial distorted 
wavefunction. The form factors Fj£k(R)  are given in Eqs. 5.30 to 5.32 and are shown 
in Figure 6.14 for protons elastically scattered from 10B. These spin-spin potentials have 
a different structure than those discussed previously, which have the form Ukjk(R) — 
PkIk{P)^k Ik: so it is difficult to compare them  directly.
Like the central exchange form factors, F Fb (R) is simply proportional to  u 3 (R)2.
2
This is because the differential operator acts solely on the distorted wave and does not 
affect the valence nucleon wavefunction. The spherical F[qB(R) potential is the strongest 
and the F ^ B(K) interaction is stronger than  the tensor F ^ B{K) potential. The signs of the
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spin-spin interactions are determined in Eqs. 5.30 to 5.32 and there is very little difference 
between the spin-spin interactions calculated using the two different radial wavefunctions.
N N  E xchange Tensor T erm  C
The folding of this term  gives spin-spin interactions on the form F ^ k E(R) [Yk{R) x 
Ti Oo)] Ee (-0 x V] E_e where the grad acts on the initial distorted wave. The numerous 
form factors are given in Eqs. 5.38 to 5.48 and are shown in Figure 6.15. As there are 
so many form factors they have been split between two different plots for interactions 
calculated using HO wavefunction Figure 6.15(a) and WS wavefunction Figure 6.15(b). 
Like Term B, these spin-spin potentials have a different structure to those discussed 
previously, so it is difficult to compare them  directly.
The form factors in Figure 6.15(a) have a varied radial structure because they de­
pend on the superposition of first order differential operators acting on the single-particle 
wavefunction. The spin-spin potentials calculated using the different single-particle wave­
functions don’t differ in structure but the potentials are slightly stronger when calculated 
using the WS potential.
6.4.1 T otal N N  E xchange Tensor In teraction
Figure 6.16 shows the calculation of D n n  for all three terms obtained from the folding of 
the tensor exchange term  in the NN interaction. The deviation of D n n  from unity caused 
by tensor exchange Term A is very small. The largest value of 1 — D n n  for this term  is 
0.003. Term B causes the most significant deviation of D Nn  from unity and causes the 
large trough in the D n n  curve for all three tensor exchange terms just below 40°. Tensor 
exchange Term C also causes significant deviation of D n n  from unity just below 40°.
When the spin-spin interactions from the folding of tensor exchange Term C are calcu­
lated with a WS single-particle wavefunction 1 — D Nn  is also significant at larger angles. 
At 66°, 1 — D n n  — 0.974 for this term. However, cancellation between the terms means 
th a t the D n n  curve for all three tensor exchange terms deviates from unity by a similar 
amount, at large angles, when calculated using the WS wavefunction, compared to  the 
calculation using the HO wavefunction. The to ta l D Nn  curve for the HO wavefunction 
leads to a more significant deviation of D n n  from unity at the trough just below 40°.
Section 5.5.2 details the alternative calculation of the spin-spin interactions derived 
from the folding of the tensor exchange term  in the NN interaction. This check results in 
four separate terms (see Sections 5.5.3 to 5.5.6) different from terms A, B and C discussed 
here. Using all the terms in either method to calculate D Nn  for elastic proton scattering 
from 10B leads to the same curve, shown in brown in Figure 6.16.
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Figure 6.13: Spin-spin interactions calculated from the folding of tensor exchange Term 
A, using (a) harmonic oscillator wavefunction and (b) Woods-Saxon wavefunction, for 
elastic proton scattering from 10B.
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Figure 6.14: Spin-spin interactions calculated from the folding of tensor exchange Term 
B, using (a) harmonic oscillator wavefunction and (b) Woods-Saxon wavefunction, for 
elastic proton scattering from 10 B.
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Figure 6.15: Spin-spin interactions calculated from the folding of tensor exchange Term 
C, using (a) harmonic oscillator wavefunction and (b) Woods-Saxon wavefunction, for 
elastic proton scattering from 10 B.
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Figure 6.16: D ^ n  for elastic proton scattering from 10B, calculated using all spin-spin 
interactions from folding of the tensor exchange term  in the NN interaction. Spin-spin 
interactions calculated using (a) HO and (b) WS single-particle wavefunctions.
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6.4 .2  E ffect o f  even  ki
In Section 3.3.2, the model of 10B was changed from a valence proton and neutron in the
lp 3 shell to a valence proton and neutron hole. The only difference this makes to the 
2
folding formalism described in Chapters 3 and 5 occurs when the rank of the spin operator 
Tki q i ( I )  is even. When ki is greater than zero the reduced matrix element must
be multiplied by (—)^ + 0  to change from a particle to a hole description [58].
The total spin-spin amplitude, / ( / / / ,  Mf\ Hi, M f  9), is given in Eq. 2.40
/(AU> m P Th Mf, 9) = ^ 2  fkikiVf, M f ; /i*, M f 9)
kik
(6.4)
All the individual spin-spin amplitudes, //*, M f 9,</>), including those for the
non-local tensor exchange terms, can be written as
fk,k(Hf, M f, Hi, Mr, e, <j>) =  ^  T ^ ‘( I) fk ,qi,k(Hf, Hi', Q, 4>), (6.5)
QI
where fkiqi,k{^p Mb 9 ,4>) contains the partial wave sums, the integration over R  and the 
spherical harmonic Using the total spin-spin amplitude in Eq. 1.3 for
Dn n  gives
T r E  Hi', 0 , k, (Hf,  Hi, 0 ,4>)aykIqI,k,k'Iq'„k' I  I  i n  J
-t rt
D n n  =
T r E  r ^ ‘( I ) fk igi,k(Hf, Hi', 6 , tt>yk'I^ / m,(I )fl'iq'I,k'(Hf, Hi', 0, <f>)
_f Mf Mi
(6 .6)
To make Eq. 6.6 describe holes and not particles the functions in the trace must be 
multiplied by (_ )1+fc/+1+fe/ (top and bottom) for ki > 0. This modification has no effect 
on the calculation of D ^ n  because of the following property of the spin operators
Tr[Tkq(I)Tl,q,(I)] = (21 +  1 )Skk'5qq>- (6.7)
Taking the trace over the spin projection of the target gives 
Tr'
D n n  =
X] 3kikjfiqiq/Ifkiqi,k(lJ'fi fJ'i’i 9, fy&yfbq' Ti'i fy&y 
kiqi,k,k'jq'vk' 1 1 J
T r > X) ^kIk'I^qiq'Ifkiqi,k{,l1S\ k'i] 9, 4>)ft>Iq'I}k'(Tf:> A^b 4>)
(6 .8)
where Tr' is taken over the spin projections of the projectile alone. The phase change 
now becomes (—y+ki+i+k'i (_)i+fcj+i+fcj _  gQ phase change that results from
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transferring from the particle to hole model of 10B does not change the polarisation transfer 
coefficient Dn n  or the cross section.
More generally this result means that in the calculation of Dn n  only cross terms in 
the scattering amplitude with the same rank in the target spin survive the trace over 
the spin projection of the target. Cross terms with different kj will go to zero. This is 
another explanation why, in Appendix B, the cross term of the spin-zero amplitude g{9), 
with ki =  0, and the spherical spin-spin amplitude hio(#), with hi = 1, is zero for the 
simple calculation of D n n -
6.5 All Spin-Spin Interactions and Q Dependence
So far in this chapter the coefficients J a a ( Q )  and J t r ( Q )  (described in Section 4.5) from the 
zero-range pseudo potentials used to approximate the SKNE terms in the NN interaction 
have been calculated using the approximation Q =  kcm. As discussed in Section 4.5.3 this 
choice is reasonable for scattering in the forward direction. However the measurement 
of D nn  for 200 MeV protons elastically scattering from 10B detailed in [35] shows that 
the deviation of D nn  from unity is most significant at large angles. Therefore in Section 
4.5.3 the details of an approximation for the magnitude of Q  was given that does better 
at large angles, Q = kcmcos(9/2).
Figure 6.17 shows the coefficients J u a { Q )  and J t r ( Q )  for the two different approxima­
tions of Q. The introduction of a ^-dependent Q changes the values of J a a ( Q )  and J t r { Q )  
significantly as shown in Table 6.4 for 6  = 0 and 9 = 90.
9  = 0
o05II
J a a { Q )
MeV.fm3
PP
pn
-134.775 +  77.3632 
-75.395 -  5.5012
-85.900 +101.7592 
-53.469-22.1632
J t r ( Q ) 
MeV.fm5
PP
pn
3.541 -  2.2672 
3.373 -  1.5632
9.011 -  0.6432 
19.401 -  3.4632
Table 6.4: Exchange coefficients J a a ( Q )  and J t r { Q )  at 9 = 0 and 9 = 90 for like (pp) and 
unlike (pn) particles.
The calculation of the polarisation transfer coefficient Dn n  is plotted in Figure 6.18 for 
all the spin-spin interactions derived in this work. The black curve shows Dn n  evaluated 
using Q = kcm to calculate the spin-spin interactions from the folding of the central and 
tensor exchange terms in the NN interaction. The red curve in Figure 6.18 shows the 
same calculation but using Q = kcmcos(9/2).
The cancellation between direct and exchange terms means that the calculation of 
D n n  plotted in the black curve of Figure 6.18 is not simply the combination of the D n n
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Figure 6.17: The exchange coefficients Jacr(Q) and Jtr {Q) f°r Q — kcm (solid lines) and 
Q — kcm cos(0/2) (dashed curves) for like £pp ’ and unlike ‘n p ’ NN interactions.
calculated from the different types of spin-spin interaction terms plotted in Fig. 6.10 (from 
the folding of the direct terms), Fig. 6.12 (from the folding of the central exchange term) 
and Fig 6.16 (from the folding of the tensor exchange term). The cancellation means 
the deviation if D n n  from unity shown in Figure 6.18 for all the spin-spin interactions 
combined is actually smaller than  for some individual spin-spin interactions.
As has been noted previously in this chapter, the use of the WS single-particle wave­
function in the calculation of D n n  leads to larger 1 — D n n  at larger angles than  the 
calculation using the HO wavefunction. The second trough in D n n  (just below 70°) is
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Figure 6.18: D n n  for elastic proton scattering from 10B, calculated using all spin-spin 
interactions from folding of the direct and exchange central and tensor term s in the NN 
interaction. Spin-spin interactions calculated using (a) HO and (b) WS single-particle 
wavefunctions.
deeper in the black curve in Figure 6.18(b) than  the first trough just below 40°. How­
ever, the black D aw curve for the HO wavefunction in Figure 6.18(a) has no significant 
deviation of D aw from unity around 70°.
Changing the approximation for Q from Q — kcm to Q — kcmcos(9/2) also has a 
significant effect at large angles. Figure 6.18 shows th a t the black and red curves begin to 
deviate from one another at around 20° which is the angle where the exchange coefficients 
Jao(Q) and Jtr{Q) for the two different approximations of Q also begin to deviate from
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one another in Figure 6.17. The shape of the black and red curves in Figure 6.18 have the 
same shape until around 60° when the black curves (Q = kcm) move to  smaller 1 — Tjvjv 
and the red curves (Q =  kcm cos(0/2)) move to larger 1 — D n n . At 90°, in Figure 
6.18(a), D n n (Q = Km) =  0.987 and D Nn (Q =  kcmcos(9/2)) — 0.920, and in Figure 
6.18(b), D Nn {Q = kcm) =  0.970 and D Nn {Q = kcmcos(9/2)) =  0.904. This signifies the 
importance of the approximation for Q on the calculation of an accurate D n n  at large 
angles.
To see how the deviation of D n n  from unity is related to the strengths of all the 
spin-spin interactions, the ratio of 1 — D n n  for Fklk(R) and 0.5 x Fkjk(R) is plotted in 
Figure 6.19. In agreement with Figs. 6.6 and 6.9, when the strength of the spin-spin 
potential changes by a factor of 2 the deviation of D n n  from 1 changes by a factor of 
4. The dependence of 1 — D n n  on the strength of the spin-spin potentials is a second 
order one due to the fact th a t only terms with the same rank in I  can interfere with each 
other. This brings into question whether is is appropriate to use the first order DWBA to 
calculated the spin-spin amplitudes. This will be discussed further in the next chapter.
6.6 Sensitiv ity  of D ^ n  to
The potential parameters (from [93]) used to calculate the WS single-particle wavefunction
discussed in Section 6.1 have significant error bars, R w s  = (0.88 ±  0.13)(xl — l ) 1/3 fm and
a — 0.81 ±  0.08 fm. To examine the sensitivity of D n n  to u 3 (r) the wavefunctions
12
were calculated using the four combinations of the maximum and minimum values for
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Figure 6.19: Ratio of the deviation of D n n  from unity, including all the spin-spin inter­
actions Fklk(R) and 0.5Fkjk(R), direct and exchange, for elastic p + 10B scattering.
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Rws and a. The maximum values for the radius Rws — (0.88 +  0.13) (A — 1)1//3 fm and 
diffuseness a =  0.81 +  0.08 fm (Max) and the minimum values for the radius Rws — 
(0.88 — 0.13)(A — 1)1//3 fm and diffuseness a — 0.81 — 0.08 fm (Min), are used to calculate 
the two extremes in single-particle wavefunctions and their derivatives, shown in Figure 
6 . 20 .
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Figure 6.20: The lp 3 Woods-Saxon single-particle wavefunction with geometry parame- 
2
ters from [93] Rws = (0.88 ±  0.13) (A — l )1/3 fm and a =  0.81 ±  0.08 fm, for (a) valence
neutron and (b) valence proton. The red and blue curves are the first and second derivative
of u 3 (r) respectively. The solid lines are for param eters Rws — (0.88 +  0.13)(M — l )1/3 fm 
X2
and a =  0.81 +  0.08 fm (Max) and the dashed lines are for Rws — (0.88 — 0.13)(ff — I )1' 3 
fm and a =  0.81 — 0.08 fm (Min).
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Using the param eter set, Min leads to a higher peak in u ${r) at lower r than  the
1;2Max param eter set. The first and second derivatives are also significantly different for
the two different sets of WS parameters. The curve of the first derivative is much steeper
and the negative trough in the second derivative is much deeper for the Min param eters
compared to the Max. The tail of u 3 (r) is also shallower for Min.
X2
The calculation of D n n  using the four different sets of wavefunctions is shown in 
Figure 6.21. At large angles there is a very large difference between the D n n  curves 
calculated using the Max and Min parameters. D n n  depends not only on the single­
particle wavefunction but also on the wavefunctions first and second derivatives through 
the tensor exchange terms. This makes this polarisation observable very sensitive to
changes in the shape of the wavefunction u 3 (r). This sensitivity may make D n n  a
1 2
potentially useful probe of nuclear structure.
6.7 C om parison w ith  E xperim ent
Figure 6.22 shows the calculations of D n n  using four different single-particle wavefunc­
tions. The black and dark blue curves use a WS wavefunction with the Max and Min 
parameters respectively. The red curve uses the ffO wavefunction and the cyan curve the 
WS wavefunction discussed in Section 6.1. The circular points are the measurements of 
D n n  for 200 MeV protons elastically scattering from 10B, captured from Figure 4 in [35].
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Figure 6.21: Calculation of D n n , for elastic proton scattering from 10B using Woods- 
Saxon single-particle wavefunction with Max Rws — (0.88 T  0.13) (A — l ) 1/3 fm and 
a = 0.81 +  0.08 fm and Min R w s  = (0.88 — 0.13)(A — l ) 1/3 fm and a = 0.81 — 0.08 fm 
geometry parameters from [93].
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Figure 6.22: Calculation of D n n , for elastic proton scattering from 10B using HO and 
WS single-particle wavefunctions with geometry parameters from [93] Rws  — (0.88 ±  
0.13)(M — l ) 1/3 fm and a — 0.81 ±  0.08 fm and the experimental measurement captured 
from Fig. 4 of [35]
Even the calculation of D n n  using the Min WS parameters, which has the largest 
deviation of D n n  from one, does not reproduce the experimental d a ta  at large angles. Of 
the approximations used in this work to enable the calculation of D n n  using the spin-spin 
interactions, the simplification of the nuclear wavefunction, detailed in Section 3.3.1, is a 
significant limiting factor on the calculation. Further work needs to  be done on incorpo­
rating a more realistic 10B wavefunction into this calculation as well as confirmation of 
the experimental da ta  before it can be determined if this deviation of D n n  from unity 
can be explained solely using spin-spin terms in the scattering potential. This will be 
discussed further in the next chapter.
6.8 C om puter Codes
The computer codes used to calculate the spin-spin interactions and the DWBA ampli­
tudes for protons elastically scattered from 10B were written by the author using FO R­
TRAN 90. All stages of the calculation were checked using the com putational software 
program Mathematica, In addition existing FORTRAN codes were used to calculate the
^
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distorted wave and single particle radial wavefunctions. The program used to generate 
the S-matrix elements and distorted radial wave functions for scattering in a complex 
potential was modified from a routine provided by Prof J. A. Tostevin. The code used 
to calculate the single particle wavefunctions by solving the Schrodinger equation for 
bound states has been contributed to my numerous members of the nuclear theory group 
at the University of Surrey. FORTRAN codes were also used to calculate the spherical 
Bessel functions, written by Prof I. J. Thompson and the angular momentum coefficients, 
provided by Prof J. A. Tostevin (multiple authors).
Chapter 7 
Conclusions and Outlook
7.1 Conclusions
A general model has been developed for spin-spin terms in the elastic nucleon-nucleus 
optical potential. The spin-spin potentials are generated by folding a realistic effective 
NN interaction over the nuclear wavefunction. The target is assumed to have a two 
valence-particle structure with the total spins of the two valence nucleons coupling to give 
the total spin of the nucleus. This general model has been used for the specific calculation 
of the elastic scattering of protons from 10B.
One of the main goals of this work was to investigate the different types of spin-spin 
interaction and their effect on Dnn- The spin-spin interactions of the form Ukjk{R) — 
FkukifyShuk5 derived from the folding model included the spherical, Uio(R), and tensor, 
Ui2 {R ), potentials, used in the first studies on spin-spin interactions [19]. If the projectile 
and target are spin-|, these are the only local spin-spin potentials allowed by parity, time 
reversal and angular momentum conservation.
The 10B nucleus has a 3+ ground state spin and parity. In the simple model of 10B,
the valence proton and neutron (both in lp 3 shells) couple together to give the total
2
spin of the nucleus. The 9j coefficient in the general folding expression, Eq. 3.23, shows 
that the total angular momenta of the valence nucleons j i  and j'2 , also couple to give the 
maximum allowed rank, ki  =  3, of the target spin I .  This means that McAbee’s U ^ R )  
potential [2 0 , 2 1 ] as well as the new Um(R) spin-spin potential are also derived from this 
folding model. Of these four spin-spin potentials, Uio(R) and U ^ R )  have been shown to 
have the most significant effect on D n n •
Comparing the deviations of Dn n  from unity caused by spin-spin interactions derived 
from the direct and exchange terms in the NN interaction show that they both contribute 
significantly. Figure 6.12 shows that the central exchange terms actually leads to the 
largest magnitude for 1 — D n n , but cancellation between the spin-spin potentials of the
109
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central direct and exchange terms diminishes the deviation of Dn n  from unity when both 
are included. Of the tensor exchange terms, Term B, (where the grad operators of the solid 
spherical harmonic act on the initial distorted wavefunction), causes the most significant 
deviation of Dn n  from unity. The contribution of tensor exchange has been neglected 
from all previous work on spin-spin interactions. We have found that the effects on Hatat 
of these spin-spin potentials are not negligible.
More generally, which spin-spin terms are present and how strong they are depends 
directly on the structure of the target. It has already been stated that the allowed rank 
of the target spin, kj, is determined by the coupling of the total spins of the valence 
nucleons. The rank k of the spherical harmonic, Yk(R), in the generalised local spin-spin 
operator (Eq. 2.1) is dependent on the orbital angular momentum of the levels occupied 
by the valence nucleons, although it is only a simple coupling for the central terms. For 
valence nucleons in shells with larger orbital angular momentum, £, and total spin, j ,  
higher order spin-spin operators will be allowed by this model.
In Section 6.6 it was shown that, at large angles D n n  is very sensitive to the single 
particle wavefunction. Figure 6.22 shows the calculation of D nn  for four different types of 
single-particle wavefunction compared to experiment. The WS wavefunction is calculated 
using a WS potential with parameters Rw s = (0.88±0.13)(A—l ) 1/3 fm and a =  0.81 ±0.08 
fm taken from [93]. Taking the maximum radius and diffuseness allowed by the error bars 
leads to a significantly different deviation of D nn  from unity compared with using the 
minimum values (see Figure 6.21). The figures of D Nn  throughout Chapter 6 also show 
consistent differences between calculations using the HO and WS wavefunctions discussed 
in Section 6.1. The sensitivity of the spin-spin interactions and their effect on D n n  to the 
occupation of different orbitals and their radial wavefunctions means that their effects on 
polarisation observables could be potentially used as a probe of nuclear structure.
The single-particle model of the target nucleus used in this work is very simplistic. 
This will limit the application of this model to other nucleon-nucleus interactions as 
many nuclei are not well described by the single-particle model. Configuration mixing 
complicates the picture of the nucleus by introducing admixtures of different valence 
orbital angular momenta, as well as non-zero spin cores. We have chosen to focus this 
work on the investigation of the different spin-spin interactions and their effect on the 
polarisation transfer coefficient Dn n  and not attempted to incorporate a more realistic 
wavefunction. More complete calculations of this nature are required to obtain a balance 
between the treatment of a sufficient number of spin-spin operators, to accurately describe 
the target spin-dependent nucleon-nucleus interaction, and a realistic treatment of the 
target wavefunction.
The simple nuclear model used in this work is also a limiting factor when comparing
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the final calculation of Dn n  with the experimental data. Figure 6.22 shows that none of 
the calculations, using different single-particle wavefunctions, reproduce the experimental 
data from [35] at large angles. However, the calculation of Dn n  is not only sensitive to 
the single particle wavefunction at large angles. Figure 6.18 also shows the approximation 
for Q has a considerable effect on D n n  at large angles. Here the deviation of Dn n  from 
unity is measured to be greatest [35] and the calculation of Q is therefore important for 
the comparison of this model with experimental data. Before we can look beyond spin- 
spin interactions for another explanation for the large measured deviation of Dn n  from 
unity, further work needs to be done on incorporating a more realistic 10B wavefunction 
into the calculation, as well as better approximation for Q to more accurately determine 
the exchange terms.
One limitation of using Dn n  to study spin-spin interactions is that this observable 
has a second order dependence on the strength of the interaction. This is shown in Figure 
6.19 and is due to the fact that for this observable only terms in the scattering amplitude 
with the same rank, k i , of the target spin, J , can interfere with each other, as discussed 
in Section 6.4.2. This brings into question the validity of using the first order DWBA 
to calculate the spin-spin amplitude as this approximation discards other second order 
terms. It may also indicate that to investigate the effect of spin-spin interactions on D n n , 
a higher order calculation is required, possibly using a coupled channels approach, which 
has been used in the past to study spin-spin interactions [4,6,7,17,18].
Alternatively, to study first order effects of spin-spin interactions another observable 
could be investigated. D nn  is only dependent on the polarisation of the projectile nucleon. 
An observable that is dependent on the polarisation of the target would lead to a first 
order dependence on the strength of the spin-spin interactions. In Appendix B the trace 
of the cross product of the spin-zero amplitude and the spherical spin-spin amplitude is 
shown to always be zero. If instead of Tr[F(JqvF^(jQy\ the observable was dependent on 
Tr[F(jQyFDy\ this cross term would survive. Such an observable would be a more sensitive 
probe of spin-spin interactions.
In conclusion, a folding model has been used to construct new spin-spin tensor inter­
actions within a simple two valence-particle model for the target nucleus, using a realistic 
nucleon-nucleon interaction that includes direct and exchange terms. This has led to 
higher order couplings of the target and projectile spins, to be incorporated into this cal­
culation. In addition, spin-spin interactions from non-local tensor exchange contributions 
to the NN interaction have also been included for the first time.
It has been found that the spin-spin interactions derived from this model cause a 
significant deviation of D n n  from unity when used to examine the elastic scattering of 
protons from 10B. However, at large angles the calculation does not match the experimen­
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tal data from [35]. The calculation of D n n  has been shown to be particularly sensitive to 
the structure of the nucleus and the simple nuclear model adopted is a definite limiting 
factor when comparing the model to experiment.
While this polarisation transfer coefficient was identified by Stamp to be the simplest 
way of experimentally verifying the existence of spin-spin interactions [7], the second 
order dependence of D ^ n  on the strength of the spin-spin potentials may mean other 
polarisation observables provide a better method to study them.
7.2 Outlook
The model developed in this work has so far only been applied to the specific case of 
elastic proton scattering from 10B. To make the model more widely applicable it would be 
useful to generalise it to apply to other non-zero spin nuclei that can be modelled as one or 
two valence particle systems. Part of this generalisation should include a reconstruction 
of the formalism to allow different wavefunctions to be used in the folding calculation, 
so more realistic wavefunctions can be used to describe the state of the nucleus. This 
work has highlighted that the spin-spin interactions and their effect on the deviation 
of the polarisation coefficient D ^ n  from unity is highly sensitive to the parameters of 
the model which determine the size and structure of the nucleus. Incorporating a more 
physical wavefunction that accurately describes the properties of the target nucleus should 
therefore be a priority for future work.
In addition, the current effective NN interaction between the incident proton and va­
lence particles is for free NN scattering. For a projectile energy of 200 MeV this is a 
sensible starting point, but it is unclear how a density dependent NN interaction would 
affect the calculation of spin-spin interactions. In folding models a local density approx­
imation is often used [44]. This assumes that the radial dependence of the interaction is 
independent of density and so the density dependent interaction has the factored form, 
D{p)v n n {t), [74]. McAbee discussed this approximation in his work [20,21], but neglected 
it in his final calculation. A study of how the density dependence of the NN interaction 
affects spin-spin interactions therefore still remains to be performed.
The approximation for Q used to calculate the spin-spin interactions from the folding 
of the tensor exchange terms has been shown to have a significant effect on Dn n  at large 
angles. The expression Q — kcmcos(0/2) used in this work is derived using the assump­
tion that the valence nucleon is bound to a core of infinite mass. The prescription for Q 
in [71], (which tends to Q = kcmcos(6/2) in the limit A  —> oo), gives an A  dependent 
approximation for Q. As -Djvat is so sensitive to the approximation for Q at large an­
gles it would be interesting to see how this A-dependence affects the calculation of this
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observable.
Spin-spin interactions from the folding of the spin-orbit term  in the NN interaction 
have been discussed in this work, although they have not been included in the calculation. 
McAbee found th a t inclusion of spin-spin interactions from the folding of the spin-orbit 
term  had a negligible effect on spin observables [20,21]. However, he only examined terms 
th a t coupled cr0, I  and R  and neglected non-local terms with a momentum dependence. 
The folding of the tensor exchange term  in the NN interaction lead to local (Term A) 
and non-local (Term B and Term C) spin-spin interactions. The effect on D n n  of the 
local term  shown by the black curve in Figure 6.16 is negligible and it is the non-local 
terms which cause D NN to deviate significantly from unity. A more comprehensive study 
of spin-spin interactions from the folding of the spin-orbit term  in the NN interaction 
including momentum dependent terms is therefore still needed.
Spin-spin potentials from the spin-orbit term  may also influence other observables. 
An experimental measurement of the analysing power is given in Betker et al. [35] along 
with the measurement of D n n  for protons elastically scattered from 10B. Their optical 
model calculation, which does quite well at reproducing the ratio-to-Rutherford cross 
section, fails to reproduce the analysing power at large angles. It is possible th a t an 
investigation into the spin-spin interactions from the folding of the spin-orbit term  in the 
NN interaction may explain why the analysing power cannot be described by standard 
terms in the optical potential.
Until the improvements to the model outlined in this section have been made, it 
is difficult to  determine for sure if the experimental measurement of D n n , examined 
in this work, can be explained solely using spin-spin interactions. Confirmation of the 
experimental data  is required, along with further development of the theoretical model, to 
ascertain the cause of the large measured deviation of D n n  from unity at large scattering 
angles.
The best way to further study spin-spin interactions is not necessarily to  take more 
measurements of D n n ■ The second order dependence of D n n  on the strengths of the 
spin-spin interactions means th a t not only is this observable less sensitive to target-spin 
dependent potentials, but th a t first order potential scattering approximations like DWBA 
may not be applicable. To better investigate spin-spin interactions, other observables with 
a first order dependence on the strengths, such as those dependent on the polarisation of 
the target spin, should be used. A better understanding of these spin-spin term s in the 
optical potential, will enable their sensitivity to the form of the nuclear wavefunct.ion and 
their effect on polarisation observables to be used as a probe of nuclear structure.
A ppendix A  
Angular M om entum
A .l Clebsch-Gordan Coefficient
The vector addition coefficients that describe the coupling of two angular momenta are 
represented by ( j im i j2m 2\ JM ),  where mi, m 2 and M  are the magnetic quantum num­
bers of the component angular momenta j i  and j 2 and the total angular momentum J , 
respectively [42,48]. These coefficients are sometimes called Clebsch-Gordan (or Wigner) 
coefficients and will be referred to as C-G coefficients in the text. The C-G coefficient is 
zero unless M  = m i  +  m 2 and the values of J  are restricted by the ‘triangle condition5
j i  +  h  > J  > \ji ~  J2 I
The orthogonality relations for the C-G coefficients are [42]
y ;  ( jim i j 2^ 21JM )  ( j1m 1j 2m21 J'M ') = 8j^ 8 m ,m '^  (A-1)
mi m2
^ 2 { j i m i j 2m 21J  M) (Ami j 2m'2 \JM)  = 8m i,mj 8m2,m'2: (A.2)
JM
where 8j j> is unity if J  = J' and is zero if J  ^  J ' . The symmetry relations useful when 
manipulating C-G coefficients are
( j im1j 2m2\JM) = ( ~ y i+32 J{j2m2j im1\JM), (A.3)
= { - )3l+j2~J{ji ~ mi j2 -  m2\J -  M), (A.4)
=  T-(-)n ~rniUimi J  ~ M \h -  m2), 
32
(A.5)
= i ( ~ y 2+m2(J -  Mj2m2\ji -  mi),  
31
(A.6)
where J  is used to denote \/2  J  +  1. These symmetry relations are also given in Appendix
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JMJM
Figure A.l: The graphical representation of a C-G coefficient of the form { j im ij2'rri2 \JM). 
I of [42].
The graphical method in angular momentum, detailed in [42,90], displays sums in­
volving the product of C-G coefficients more clearly and compactly than their algebraic 
form. When dealing with a large number of C-G coefficients the graphical representation 
enables the interrelations between the quantum numbers and the structure of the expres­
sions to be seen more easily. The C-G coefficient itself is represented by a node junction 
of three solid lines as shown in Figure A.I. The orientation of the node is given by the 
sign. A +  sign denotes an anti-clockwise orientation and a — sign denotes a clockwise 
orientation. For the purposes of this work, the graphical representation is mainly used to 
aid the reduction of sums of multiple C-G coefficients.
A .2 Racah Coefficient
The Racah coefficient W(abcd;ef) detailed in [42,48], can be expressed as a useful con­
traction of four C-G coefficients
efW{abcd’,e f)5 c^ 5 1rf = (g o a le e )(eed8\c'y)ib(3d8\f(j))(aaf(f)\c,'y/), (A.7)
a/35e(f>
where the Roman letters represent the angular momenta and the Greek letters depict 
their magnetic quantum numbers. Expressing the Racah coefficient in this way reveals 
the four (one for each C-G coefficient) triads of vectors which have to satisfy the ‘triangular 
conditions’: abe, edc, bdf and afc, otherwise the coefficient is zero.
Eq. A.7 can be rearranged by multiplying both sides of the equation by the C-G 
coefficient (aaf<j>\cry) and summing over The orthogonality relationship given in Eq.
A .l can then be used to rearrange Eq. A.7 in the following way
efW(abcd;ef)(aaf<j)\cry) = (aab(5 \ ee) (eedS \ cry) (b(5d5\ f </>). (A.8)
j35e
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Figure A.2: The graph of the Racah coefficient, W(abcd;ef), adapted from Fig. 7.16 
in [42].
This process can be repeated to move another C-G coefficient from the right hand side of 
Eq. A.7 to the left, as shown in Appendix II of [42].
The Wigner 6-j symbol is also used in this work and differs from the Racah coefficient 
in phase only
Another coefficient used extensively in this work is the 9j symbol, the properties of which 
are described in [42,94]. The 9j symbol is denoted by
The graphical representation of a Racah coefficient is shown in Fig. A.2.
W ( n h r . d : p . f )  =  ( _ Y + b + c + d (A.9)
A .3 9-j Symbol
(A.10)
It can be expressed in terms of six C-G coefficients in the following way [95]
x (—)a'~a'(aaa' -  a '\ee)(-)b' { b ( 3 b ! -  P'\f</)) 
x (—)c/_'y/(c7 c/ — ,y'\dS)(eef<p\d,S'). (A .ll)
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As with the relationship for the Racah coefficient given in Eq. A. 7, Eq. A. 11 can be 
rearranged by multiplying both sides by the C-G coefficient {eef(j>\d5) and summing over 
d'5' to give
( a a' e l
b bf f  > (eef<j>\dS) =  ^  (aabp\cj)(a'arbr P'\dj')
c c ’ d J aa'/3/?'77'
x (—)a'~a'(aaa' — a'\ee)(—)b'~^(bpb' — (5r\f<j>)
x { - Y ^ ' ^ d  - i \ d 5 ) ,  (A.12)
and, as with the Racah coefficient, this process can be repeated multiple times so that 
there are two C-G coefficients on the left hand side of Eq. A.12, then three, etc. (for 
details see Appendix III of [42]). The graphical representation of a 9j coefficient is shown 
in Fig. A.3.
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Figure A.3: The graph of the 9j coefficient shown in Eq. A. 10.
A.4 Spherical Harmonics
The orbital angular momentum operator, t ,  is given by
t  =  —z(r A V ). (A.13)
Spherical harmonics are the eigenfunctions of the orbital angular momentum operator 
and l z , which is the projection of t  along the z-axis. They describe the angular 
distribution of particles with orbital angular momentum, I  and projection, m^, moving 
in a spherically symmetric field (0, <j>\£, mg) = Yimt(Q, </>). The set of normalised standard
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spherical harmonics used in this work are defined in [42] as
(21 + ! ) ( £  — me)\ 11
W M )  =  ( - ) P™1(cos0)eim^ ,  m e ^  0,
47r (£  +  777^)!
= ( - ) miYlmi( e ^ )  (A. 14)
where P™£ (cos 6) are the associated Legendre polynomials. There are two sign conventions 
for the associated Legendre polynomials so care must be taken when using them. In this 
work, the convention described in Section 12.5 of [96] is used.
Spherical harmonics are orthogonal over the unit sphere
J  Yf,n, {e, <j>)Ytmi (0, <j>)dQ =  6v 6mt,m, (A.15)
where dQ = sin Qd6d(f>. Two spherical harmonics with the same angular dependence can
be combined in the following way
Yem,(e, <t>)Ylmi{9, 4>) = 1 =  T ,  Ycr<% ’ ®  ( iH im < ie r )( i 'o io |c o ) . (A.ie)
V47T “  C
Combining these two equations allows the combination and angular integration of three 
spherical harmonics in the following way
/ bpY jm,{6, <P)Ykq(0,4>)Ylmt{6, 4>)dQ. = j ^ { k q i m t \l'm'e){km\t'Q).  (A.17)
A ppendix B 
Simple Calculation of D j y n
In Section 2 . 2 . 1  the polarisation transfer coefficient - D j v j v  was evaluated for the simple 
case where:
i) there is no spin-orbit term in the distorting potential and
ii) only the spherical spin-spin interaction is included.
This resulted in the simplified nucleon-nucleus elastic scattering amplitude given in Eq. 
2 . 3 2 .  Substituting this into the top part of Eq. 1 . 3  for DNN gives
Tr[Fa0yF^ (Toy\ = T r \g(0)\2l  +  {g{0)h\Q{0) +  g*(0)h1o(6)}
cr0 • I
(<T0 • I (7Qy )'
(B.l)
Taking each term in turn
T r [ | ^ ) | 2l] =  2 ( 2 /  +  l ) | ^ ) | 2 , (B.2)
T r {g{e)b^{e) + g'{o)h1Q{e)}-
CTq • I
=  0 , (B.3)
y /W + i ) J
because Tr[aoi Ij] = 0, where i and j  are x, y or z. To determine the third term in Eq. 
B.l, Tr[(cr0 • iboy)2] must be evaluated
Tr[(cra ■ Icoyf] =  Tr{(- ia0zIx + IV +  i<JaxIc)2\ 
=  T r[ - I l  +  ly -  I2]
=  T r [ - I 2 + 2I2]
=  Tr[—I(I +  1 )  +  § / ( /  +  1 ) ]
=  2 (2 /+  ! ) [ - § / ( / +  1)]
(B.4)
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Now the top part of Eq. 1.3 for D n n  can be written as
TrlFaoyF'aay) =  2 (2 / +  1)|</(0)|2 -  2(21 +  l)±|fclo(0)|2-
The bottom part of Eq. 1.3 for D n n  can be evaluated in a similar way to give
Tr[FF'] = 2(2/ + l)|ff(0)|2 + 2(2/ + l)\h10(d)\2.
Putting these parts together gives the expression for Dn n  shown in Eq. 2.33
Tr[FooyF^<Joy\ \g(6)\2 -  l\h10(e)\2
D n n  =
Tr[FFt] |ff(0)|2 +  IM 0 ) l2 '
A ppendix C 
Folded Potential Formalism: 
Direct Terms
In this Appendix the details will be given of the formalism used in the folding model 
described in Chapter 3 for the direct terms in the NN interaction.
C .l Folding of Central N N  interaction Term
Following on from the discussion in Section 3.5, the second central term in the NN in­
teraction Vpp (rp)cro • cri, given by Eq. 3.28, can be folded over the target ground state 
wavefunction using the general folding Eq. 3.23, this gives
( ^ i , M f ( r u r ^ ) K p  ( T p j v o  ’ o - i \ ^ i , M i ( r u r 2 ) }
=  £  Y f c m n V l ( r { ) 4 i r  £  f «  &  T l)
J 2 KQ
x ^ ( B ) V i ) £ ( T ^ )| . 1'w 1(f i ) » „ “< » ( r i) d r ij m s i
Mo
2 .
kiqi kiqik2q2
( h  j'i h  '
x ( l m 8i ^ - m ,sl \k1qi)(£1 - X 1£,1X,1\k2q2)(kiqikJqI \k2q2)< § § h  > .
y k2 ,
(C.l)
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Coupling the three spherical harmonics with an angular dependence of r \  and integrating 
over all angles using a rearranged form of Eq. A. 17 gives
J d n r ^ i r J Y ^ r J Y e ^ i h )  = - N ( - Y ' ^ { A - \ A K \ K - Q ) A M Q \ m ,  (C.2) 
and using the Wigner-Eckart theorem [42] to determine
{ W s N i - m \hm si) = V 3 (|m si l  - i i 0\\m'sl), (C.3)
=  v '2 ( - )1/2_m‘1(§m<4 - ”4|lw>)>
gives the following
( V , ( ' ' i . r 2) lBpp(rp)<ro ■ c tjI'$i,Mi( r i , r2))
=  [  r ldrm>f (r1) ' ^ 2 ^K YKQ{R)
Jo KQ K
x E <)„(-)'‘0+1-m-,+<1“Al"A'1(5^ i| -  ™'sil^o)(A - \ A K \ K  -  Q) 
x ftOKOfaO) E ^ W i k t h l h - J ' J Y I M i k j q Y I M f Y - ) ^
kiqIkiqik2q2
( j i  j [  k j  |
x k A m si± -  m '^ k iq ! ) ^ !  -  \ 1£'1\'1\k2q2)(k1q1kIqI \k2q2) < \  \  h  > .
I ii A h  )
(C.4)
Using the orthogonality relation for C-G coefficients given in Eq. A .l leads to
= ( - ) 3h ~ f l V & n r j i j A i  [  r i d n u i ' f  i n )  *K  I ! ’ r i '>u h h ( r i) y k q ( R )
Jo KQiMs K
x <T(A ( - r + 1 A i o m m  J2
kiqikiqik2q2
\  A  A  k ,  ]
x 4 2,K5g2,_Q(7Mifc/g/|/M / ) ( - ) A:i- te- « +94 1(fc1g1fc/ g/ |fc2g2) ] i  § A* I .
{ A A h  J
(C.5)
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Finally, from Eq. C.5 it is easy to obtain the result from Section 3.5
POO
/  ridr iut,1j'1(r i) Y ]  
Jo u.u
u h h {ri)
h i k'2 k'2 (C.6)
where (/, M») is the general spin-spin operator given by Eq. 3.30.
C.2 Folding of Tensor N N  Interaction Term
In this and the following sections, the details of the folding formalism summarised in 
Section 3.6 will be given for the tensor term v tpp(rp)Soi in the NN interaction.
C .2.1 Form  o f  th e  Tensor P o ten tia l
The relationship between the tensor operators
which separates the rank-2 spin operator for the total spin T2- fl(S), into rank-1 spin
(C.7)
discussed in Section 3.6, can be derived using
Ml M2
(C.8)
operators of the component spins and Ti^2(<Ti) where S  = |(ero +  ^ l ) -  The
coefficient y/d/2 is obtained by comparing the matrix elements for the three spin operators. 
Also required to derive the relationship in Eq. C.7 is
yiw (*p)*W *p) =  +  y  (C.9)
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where Eq. C.9 is a specific case of Eq. A. 16. Substituting these relationships into the 
right hand side of Eq. C.7 leads to
M 1M2
(C.10)
Now, using Y1- Ml(rp) — y /3/47r(rp)i_ /il [96], where /q  =  —1,0,1, (the spherical compo­
nents of vector r p) it is easy to show
Mi M2 Ml
=  [3(<r0 • fp)(<Ti ■ r p) -  (T0 • <Ti]. (C .ll)
C.3 Folding of Tensor Term  1
Continuing the discussion in Section 3.6.2, taking only the first tensor term  R 2Y2lx(R)  in 
Eq. 3.38 yields
T erm  1
=  [ d r !  U 'A '(n )x !  , *
Ja
x y k q (Vi )2 )J ^ -  J 2  H ^ ( W ^ i | 2 - / A ) T lM(cr0)Tiw (<T1
MMoMi P
X XI u t l j l ( n )  ( - y / 2^ - eYX ' Y ' F w ( k Ij i I j 2; j [ I ) ( I M , k I qI \ I M ^  V2 NT'S 1 fc/g/ k\qik.2q2
[  i i  i ;  * / 1
X ( |m sll -m ^ |fc ig i ) (£ i  -  < § § fci > •I C ^  A:2 J
(C.12)
Performing the angular integration of the three spherical harmonics dependant on rfi 
using Eq. C.2, coupling the two spherical harmonics dependant on i?  using Eq. A. 16 and 
substituting in for the m atrix element (^cr^cr^ \\<J\) using Eq. C.3 leads to
E
K Q
N \ R , n )
K 2
Ykq(R)
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(C.13)
T erm  1
=  [  r ld n u f  j ' i n )  E  [ RT L h h {r{)
Jo
x E  ( - r +1(l^ol^i |2 -  ^)rlm ( a o) E  E L E ( K Q 2ix \Cr)(K020 \C0 )
WoP-i CT
x e  -  » iW i  -  w ' i K \ k -  q m o k o ^ o )
A^ Aim'1msi
kjqi kiq\k2q2
( j i  j'i hi
2 2 k l  
£i k2
Using the orthogonality relation for C-G coefficients given in Eq. A .l results in 
T erm  1
f-oo f ^ ( R  n )
=  ( - y ^ e V ^ i h f A R 2/  ’•i^ i«fl); ( r i ) E  —  )
k2q2 rP 2
x E  E  <fe2/*|CT)(A;2020 |C0)
( j i  j'i ki 
|  |  1 
h  I'i k2
(C.14)
The three C-G coefficients shown in red can be reduced using Eq. A.8 to give the final 
folded potential given in Eq 3.39
T erm  1
,  A r °o f ^ ( R  rO
= (—)3jl_Ji6v/20^/jiJi^i-R2 /  r jd r i^ (r i )  ] T  ^ETA — U£Di(ri)(~ )~kl
k!k2C rp ^
x (£'10k20\£i0)(k20 2 0 \C 0)W ( l lC k2] 2 k i ) k i W ( k i j i I j 2;j[I)  ^  ^
{ Ji  A  1I) 1 1 1 
1 2 2 1(CM,!
{ h  n h  J1
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C.4 Folding of Tensor Term  2
The folded potential derived in Section 3.6.2, comes from taking only the second tensor 
term  riT 2/i(f  i) in Eq. 3.38
T erm  2
= [ dr !  y<U (n)xl , ^ ;j;(n )47r
J  a;W .,™ ., 2 -1 *0  ^
x y k q ^ i )2\ E I  E  2 -  ^ )'Tiw (cro)Tiw (<T1)-lr? F 2„ ( f 1) r <1A1( r l )
p
x  x i  t W i )  ( - ) 1/2+m' 1- ' i - A iy i 4 V ( A :r t 1/ i 2; i ; / ) ( 7 M iA:r t / | / M / ) Vo 172 s 1
fc/<37 kiqik2q2
( j l  Jl fa
I  2
4  ^  2^
(C. 16)
Coupling the four spherical harmonics dependant on fq using Eq. A. 16 twice and perform­
ing the angular integration of the two resultant spherical harmonics using Eq. A. 15 gives
j  1 ( Y K m c r )  B o r n e o )
x  (2/iC A i|C r)(20C 0|C 0), (C.17)
inserting this into Eq. C.16 and using Eq. C.3 for the m atrix element {\rn's l \a^n \ \ m si) gives 
T erm  2
=  [  r^ d r iu v ( r i ) E ^K  uh i i ( r i )Jo v A  ri  Kk q  ' P
x  Yk q ( R ) Y  (—)At+1(1/i0l/ii |2  -  fi)ri^0{crQ){\msl\  -  rris l |1 -  /ri)
PPOPl
X  y ] 2 _ ( ^ l A'1 / r Q | c r ) ( £ ' 1O A ' 0 | C O ) ( 2 / ^ i A 1 | C r ) ( 2 0 4 0 | C ' 0 )  , .
CT C 2 I •
kiqj k\q\k2q2
j i  j'i h
x { \ m si \ -  m's l \ k iq i) ( I i  -  \ i I ' l \ ' l \k2q2 ) ( k i q i k I qI \k2q2 ) { \  \  h
Ii I  &;2
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Using the orthogonality of the C-G coefficients (Eq. A .l) simplifies this to 
T erm  2
Jo r*
x Yk q (R)
HHOHl
a;ai
x E ^ W Ai ^ l C T ) W 0^ ° l C 0)(2^ i A i | C T ) ( 2O£10 | C 0) 19)
or
—/C2-A1x E  k i2W ( k i j i I j 2 ' , j [ I ) ( IMik iq i \ IM f)  E ( - )
&/g/ k2q2
( j i  j'i ki
2 2 1 
G G fa
The graphical representation of the five C-G coefficients in Eq. C.19 to be coupled is 
shown in Figure C .l. The three C-G coefficients circled in Figure C .l can be reduced 
using the relationship between Racah coefficients and C-G coefficients given in Eq. A.8, 
this leads to
T erm  2
=  ( - ) 3^ W ;+ f t6 \ /4 w U i j ' [ e j 1! [  r jd n u e y ^ r i) E  - G ’ (r i)
J° Kq rp K
x Yk q (R)  E  -  m)tim (o-0) E W 0 ^ 0 |C 0 ) (2 0 4 0 |C 0 )
At/xo/U CT
x E  E ( - ) ® U 2 M 2  -  92|^Q) (G 2°)
f c / 2^*72
( j i  j[ hi
\  \  1 
G G h
The remaining three C-G coefficients shown in red can also be reduced using Eq. A.8 to 
give the final folded potential of Eq. 3.44
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cr
Figure C .l: The graphical representation of the C-G coefficients in Eq. C.19.
T erm  2
:(tr)noo
= \ p 2 M K i j G / r\drlU^j '^ri)  ^
Jo ^
/r w n )
. -W ' ■' t—! 2 pr2
U k ^ C K  'p
X ^ u 1C 1) ( - ) ^ f c 2W O^O|CO)(20CO|CO)iy(ll/ft2;2 M  (c  21)
f j i  j ;  * / )
x W ( 2 ( l K t ,l - C h ) k I W ( k Ij J j 2 \ j ' l I ) \  \  i  1
i A  ^h  J
C.5 Folding of Tensor Term  3
Following on from the discussion in Section 3.6.4, taking only the third tensor term
in Eq. 3.38 yields
T e r m  3
Jtr)S r ( R - r x )
K 2
A^ Aim'1msi z “  K Q
/x/io/xi
10
x { - v ^ C -  y i ( i l J | 2 //) /? rl„ (K )/lr n ( f | ) }  (0 2 2 )
O/3
kiqi k\q\k2q2
j i  j'i ki
x  — A i^ LA/1|A ;292)(^ i9 i^ /9 /|^2Q r2) ^ |  |
C ^  &2
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Coupling the two spherical harmonics dependent on R  using Eq. A. 16 and coupling the 
four spherical harmonics dependant on fq and performing the angular integration of the 
two resultant spherical harmonics using Eq. C .l7, leads to
T e rm  3
/*oo
= ( - f n ~3'1+l~eiQ\/^ijij[ii£'iR  /  r ld r iU ^ rx )
Jo
x E  (-)/x+1/2+m/sl_Al(1^ 0l^i|2 -/i)r1/,.0(cro)(|w/sik^)1||^ si> ^ (lal^l2^ )
M M 0M1 a /3
x E  A(£'1A,1jrQ|cr)(/1oKo|co)(w1A1|cr)(io£1o|co)yc ^ l
ever  ^
x (K Q la \C T ' ) (K 0 1 0 \C ,0 ) J 2 E w ( k Ij iI j2 ;j '1I ) { I M ikIqI \ IM f ) ^  (-)*>-**
kiq i  k iq i k 2q2
\  31 f l  ^  |
x ki(\msl\  -  m'sl\kiqi)(Ii -  \iI\Nl \k2q2)(klqikIqI \k2q2) I |  \  fa > .
[ 4  ^ 2^ J
(C.23)
Using Eq. C.3 for the m atrix element \^m8i) and using the orthogonality of
the C-G coefficients from Eq. A .l in the same way as the previous two direct tensor terms 
results in
E
K Q
A tr )  
J K (R,n)
“ <131 ( r l )
T erm  3
=  ( -Y n ~°'1+1~ei§ V § V ^ i j i j [h i iR  [  r\drlU^y^ri) E  ^K ^ uilh(ri)
J °  K Q  VP
x E  ( - r +Ml_Al(lMol^i|2 - /i) r1/io(0r0)(lal/?|2 M) E  ( t [KKQ\Cr)
MMoMi C F C T '
A^Ai a  (3
x (^ 0 A r0 |C 0 )(l^ iA 1|C r)(10£10 |C 0 ) l^ ^ l ( A r Q la |C T ') ( A '0 1 0 |C '0 )  (C.24)
O v
k2q2
( j i  j [  h i  |  \  1 
G A k2
The graphical representation of the C-G coefficients to be reduced in Eq. C.24 is shown 
in Figure C.2. The three C-G coefficients circled can be reduced using the relationship
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between Racah coefficients and C-G coefficients given in Eq. A.8
T erm  3
=  ( _ ) 3 j i  j [ + 1 [  r \ d r i u p j '  ( r i )
Jo  t t t  r i  K2K Q  ' p
x (-)“+«( WAti|2 -  At)rlf,0(<To)(lal/3|2^ ) ^  (£'10A'O|C0)(l(M10|C'0) 
m)An c c v
a/3
.. v b - r '^ ( ^ Q i a i c r x / a n o i c 'c ) )  ^  k l w f a j j h - ,
C ' kiqi
J i j [  k i
x  ^ ( - ) 54 2 ( l / 3 f e 2 - < ?2 | ^ e ) ^ ( l 4 « ' 1 ;C 'A :2) ( l - ^ 1fc/ ( it/ |fc2 9 2 ) ^  i  i  i  
te«2 I / ' fc2
(C.25)
Using this same reduction method twice more on the remaining C-G coefficients leads to 
the final folded potential given in Eq. 3.49
T erm  3
/•OO
( —) 3 j l~J’1~ i 'l+ e i3 0 V 6 V M r i j 1j [ i 1I ' i R  /  r \ d r l U ^ j ' ^ r i )  V ]
JO
/ U W n )
r 2
kikiCKC' 'p  ^
X ^ 21( n ) ( - ) ^ - fc4 2(f10 if0 |C 0 )(1 0 4 0 |C 0 )(^ 0 1 0 |C '0 )^ (llC 'it2;2fc/ )
i i  i ' l
x W (l£1^ 1;C,fe2)W(fc2lC'l;i«:2)fc/ ^ (fc /j i U 2;j i7 )^  ± |  1 (J, V ) .
(C.26)
M-i k i q t
2 p
1P k2q2
la cr
CT’ KQ ,
Figure C.2: The graphical representation of the C-G coefficients in Eq. C.24.
A ppendix D
Folded Potential Formalism: 
Exchange Terms
In this Appendix the details will be given of the folding potential formalism omitted from 
Chapter 5 for the central and tensor exchange terms in the NN interaction.
D .l  Folding of Central Exchange N N  Interaction Term
Continuing the discussion from Section 5.2 the folding of the central exchange term in 
the NN interaction using the zero-range pseudo-potential Jaa(E)8{rN)crQ • cr\ Pqi 1n 
general exchange folding Eq. 5.1 gives
(®i,Mf(r i ’r 2)\Jaa(E)8(rN)(To • cr\ PQ1\$i,Mi( r i , r 2))
=  [  dr ,  Y  - “« (ri)J™(E)5(rp)
J 2m*l
jms i
Mo
fc/9/ kiqik2q2
( j l  j'i ki 
2 2
£i £[ k2
(D .l)
> Poi,
where we have used the exchange operator Pq1 f° change, r p —> —r p or rq —> R  and 
i?  —> r\.  In the calculation of the scattering amplitude the initial distorted wavefunction 
is on the left of this folded potential and is also acted upon by giving P o i X ^ i ^  &) =
131
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&), however, using the properties of the delta function
J  d r i f ( r i ) S (R  -  n )  =  f ( R ) ,  (D.2)
to perform the integration changes x & \ r h  &) back to xit^C^j &)• Using this result and 
substituting in for the matrix element using Eq. C.3 leads to
(^i,Mf {r1, r 2)\Jacr{Q)5(rN)<To ' ^ 1  'Gz))
=  ( - ) % ^ ^ O « ( 0 ) ^ M i < i u « y j ( r i K lil(B) £  < )0( - ) w+1
v 4 tt , ,
x  ( i m s l i  -  m ^ l l / i o )  Y , -  A / i A i l C  -  F ) ( ^ 0 A 0 | C 0 )
c r U
kiqi kiqik2q2
{ jl fl kl 1
x (-)kl~k~~qi+',2 'k1(£1 -  A!£'j A'j|k-2q2)(kiqxkiQj\k-2c/2) | | J- ,
[ £ y  k $
(D.3)
where we have also combined the spherical harmonics using Eq. A. 16. Using the orthogo­
nality relation for C-G coefficients given in Eq. A .l gives the final folded potential shown 
in Eq. 5.2
(^I,Mf(r Ur 2)\Ja<r(Q)S{rN)(To ‘ CTy P £ y (t*i, T*2))
Air=  (-)**-& -< 3 „ {Q) y j L  i W & u t u i & t e i i i W ' E , *
k ,C
" j l  j ’l h
X W(kIj 1I j2;j'1I)^-T-(ei0e’10\C0) { 
o
|  |  1 } ( I , M f \Sklo \ I ,Mt).
et ex c
D.2 Folding of Tensor Exchange N N  Interaction Term
In order to calculate the potentials derived from the folding of the tensor exchange term 
the operation of the solid harmonic «Vr ) on utj(r)Yimt(r) must be determined,
where uy  (r) is a differentiable function of r  and Ytme ( f ) is a spherical harmonic. Starting
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from
V ^ ( r ) Y * TO,( f )  =  j (£010\1'0)[ -  w#(r)] Y*/m/(r ) , (D.5)
£'m'e
given in [89] and adapted from [42]. The parity C-G coefficient limits the values of £' to 
£' =  £ ±  1 and the differential operators ge±i/ are defined as
d £ .  _  ^ ^  ^ fr\ a\9i+i,e — -------   ^ 9£-i/ — y  H • (D.b)dr r dr r
Using Eq. 5.11 separating £%/*(—*Vr ) into allows us to write
&2»(~iVr)u i j (r )Y ime(r) = ~ y = \  ^ V ( l / z i l / z 2|2/i) ^ ( M * l /z i |^ r a J ) ( - ) * _* 'i
^ 4 7 rV 2 / ^ 2 £ (D.7)
x (£010|£'0)VM2 [ -  g e t  uej(r)]Yi/m^ r ) .
Using Eq. D.5 again leads to 
^ 2n ( - i ^ r )u £ j ( r )Y eme{r) = Y  ( ^ i  1^ |2 /x ) ( ^ l ^ l f m j )
Mi M2 £,m!( £"m '[ (D 8)
coupling the three red C-G coefficients using Eq. A.8 leads to
* M - * v P) « « ( r ) W * )  =  S r \ H  E  ( - ) ^ " ^ f ^ ( n r i ; /2 )
V 4 7 r V2 ^ »  f  (D.9)
x (Mra£2 / i |r m ^ ( M ) 1 0 |/0 ) ( /0 1 0 |r o ) [ s ^  y r£"m^  (t ")'
The combination of parity coefficients determine th a t £" — £ and £ d= 2. The allowed 
combinations of differential operators are
~ A A d? 2£ + 1  d £2 -  1 /T^  ,
^£-2/ — 9£-2,£-i 9 l - i /  — ~y> 3 w I 5 , (D . lujdr1 r dr r A
~  ^  ^ d^ 2 d £{£ -(-1) . v
&£,£ — 9£,£-1 =  &+M =  ~/y  +   2 5 V-L'-H-)dr r dr
a . . _  d2 2£ +  1 d £(£ +  2) .
0 >+2,* -  9e+2/+i g t + i / - ----------------+  ^   ^ '
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Now using the 0  operator and the relationship between C-G and Racah coefficients to 
sum over I' gives
^ ( - z X r)u£j(r)Ytm£(r) = —== ^ 2 ( £ m e2/i\£"m,l)(20G0\£0)[^en/  u^-(r)] Y /^m"(r).
^  V'm'l
(D.13)
Now th a t the differential operators have been defined the details of the folding formal­
ism for the three different tensor exchange terms discussed in Section 5.3 can be developed. 
This will be done in the next three sections.
D.3 N N  Tensor Exchange Term  A Folding Form alism
In this term  the solid spherical harmonic acts on the components of the final valence nu­
cleon wavefunction, [%p(—iX r )Y£x, (R ) ] . Continuing the discussion from Sec­
tion 5.3.1 and inserting this term  into the general folding expression Eq. 5.18 leads to
T erm  A
( _ ) 3 j i  Ji £'Mt r ( Q ) 3 y / 2 ) J ^ - i j 1j [ Y  ( - ) /"+ m ( l M o l ^ i | 2 - / i ) r i Ato(cro)
HHOtH
a; Ai
x Y , G w (kIj 1Ih-,j’1I)(IMikIqI\IMf) Y , ( - )~ k2 (D-14)
kiqi /C292
f Ji J[ h  1
x (G -  Ai^AilA^Xl -  M1M /I M 2 ) I \  \  1 >•
{ t i  h  )
Using Eq. D.13 for £%/*(— (R) and Eq. A .16 for the coupling of two
spherical harmonics gives
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T erm  A
87T
=  { - ) ^ - ^ J tr( Q ) z V 2 j — i h i [ u h h (R) E ( - r +w(W M i|2 -A *)T 1W)(<xo)
X E - / r  £ &  -  A'12/i |LM )(20i0K '10) [&LA u g j^R )]  I j =  E
\ / V 4 / i  r y^TT r?r
h i  v -  y b r ( A )
G
A'Ai v *" L M  v *" C T ^
X (^A^MICTJ^OLOICO) E  G w i k a J h - J ' J K I M i k ^ I M f )  E ( - )
A:/ qi &2<?2
( Ji f i  hi
2 I 1 
^  &2
—/02+92
(D.15)
The graphical representation of the five C-G coefficients in Eq. D.15 to be coupled is 
shown in Figure D .l. The three C-G coefficients circled in Figure D .l can be reduced 
using the relationship between Racah coefficients and C-G coefficients given in Eq. A.8, 
this leads to
T erm  A
= (_)i+3»-j;-n  j tr(Q) _JL i l ^ u ^ R )E  |2 -
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cr
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Figure D .l: The graphical representation of the C-G coefficients in Eq. D.15.
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The remaining three C-G coefficients shown in red can also be reduced using Eq. A.8 to 
give the final folded potential of Eq. 5.20
T erm  A
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^  k t k2L C
f 2d 2 
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D.4 N N  Tensor Exchange Term  B Folding Form alism
This term  from the tensor exchange folding is the one in which the solid spherical harmonic 
acts on the initial distorted wavefunction, Y£ (R) [^ 2M(— ^)] »• n^"
serting this term  into the general folding equation for exchange terms, Eq. 5.18, gives
T erm  B
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Using Eq. A. 16 to couple the two spherical harmonics yields the following
(D.18)
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Using the orthogonality of the C-G coefficients given in Eq. A .l this reduces to the final 
folded potential given in Eq. 5.27
T erm  B
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D.5 N N  Tensor Exchange Term  C Folding Form alism
This is the part of the tensor exchange term  where the solid spherical harmonic is sep­
arated into two grads, one of which acts on the components of the final valence nucleon 
wavefunction and one of which acts on the initial distorted wavefunction. This term  can 
be folded using Eq. 5.18
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Inserting Eq. D.5 for V x, ( I t y u ^ j ^ R )  and coupling the two remaining spherical
harmonics using Eq. A. 16 leads to
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The graphical representation of the C-G coefficients to be reduced in Eq. D.22 are shown 
in Figure D.2. The three C-G coefficients circled in red can be reduced to give a Racah 
coefficient using Eq. A.8
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Figure D.2: The graphical representation of the C-G coefficients in Eq. D.22.
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The C-G coefficients and phase factors highlighted in red can be reduced using the rela­
tionships between C-G coefficients and 9-j symbols discussed in Section A.3 to give the 
following result
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Ee
This reduces Eq. D.23 to
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The remaining C-G coefficients can be rearranged using the relations given in Appendix 
A.l to give the final folded potential in Eq. 5.35
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A ppendix E
N ucleon-Nucleon Interaction  
Param eters
Central Singlet Central Triplet Spin-Orbit Tensor
V\ (Even) 
Vi (Odd) 
1/Ri 
V2 (Even)
y2(odd)
1 / R 2
1^3 (Even) 
Y3(Odd) 
l /R s
V^Even) 
V4 (Odd) 
I / R 4
0.2955990E+04
-0.2007265E+04
0.4000000E+01
-0.1761237E+04
0.1318137E+04
0.2500000E+01
0.1942531E+03
-0.2821476E+03
0.1818182E+01
-0.1509754E+02
0.4404868E+02
0.7142857E+00
0.1892375E+04
0.1429753E+04
0.4000000E+01
-0.1182461E+04
-0.4655380E+03
0.2500000E+01
0.1306984E+03
-0.5314848E+01
0.1818182E+01
-0.1500969E+02
0.4833064E+01
0.7142857E+00
0.1491928E+04
-0.8840821E+03
0.4000000E+01
-0.5121186E+03
-0.1173610E+03
0.2500000E+01
0.1126246E+02
0.5219727E+01
0.1818182E+01
0.0000000E+00
0.0000000E+00
0.7142857E+00
0.6585600E+05
-0.1336309E+04
0.6666667E+01
-0.7824940E+04
0.6631222E+03
0.4000000E+01
0.3161026E+03
-0.4232892E+02
0.2500000E+01
-0.4909355E+02
0.1440449E+02
0.1428571E+01
Table E.l: The Yukawa parameters for the radial parts of the singlet/triplet, odd/even 
v components of the NN interaction. The Vj’s are the real strengths in MeV (MeV.fm-2 
for the tensor terms) and the R j ’s are the range parameters in fm.
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Central Singlet Central Triplet Spin-Orbit Tensor
V\ (Even) 
Vi (Odd) 
l /R i
V^Even) 
T/2 (Odd) 
I / R 2 
Vs(Even) 
Y3(Odd) 
1/Rs 
V^Even) 
Y4(Odd) 
I/Ra
0.5896003E+03
-0.1098826E+04
0.4000000E+01
-0.3717699E+03
0.1798922E+03
0.2500000E+01
0.4781076E+02
-0.7124365E+02
0.1818182E+01
0.0000000E+00
0.0000000E+00
0.7142857E+00
0.1892375E+04
0.1429753E+04
0.4000000E+01
-0.1182461E+04
-0.4655380E+03
0.2500000E+01
0.1306984E+03
-0.5314848E+01
0.1818182E+01
0.0000000E+00
0.0000000E+00
0.7142857E+00
0.7981813E+03
0.5356351E+01
0.4000000E+01
0.6659791E+02
-0.1626521E+02
0.2500000E+01
0.3068544E+02
0.5499387E+01
0.1818182E+01
0.0000000E+00
0.0000000E+00
0.7142857E+00
0.5413153E+05
-0.1681731E+05
0.6666667E+01
-0.6664950E+04
0.1683316E+04
0.4000000E+01
0.3289376E+03
-0.7982533E+02
0.2500000E+01
-0.6369222E+01
0.1367362E+01
0.1428571E+01
Table E.2: The Yukawa parameters for the radial parts of the singlet/triplet, odd/even 
v components of the NN interaction. The Vj’s are the imaginary strengths in MeV 
(MeV.fm-2 for the tensor terms) and the R j ’s are the range parameters in fm.
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